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The
RICIS
Concept
The University of Houston-Clear Lake established the Research Institute for
Computing and Information systems in 1986 to encourage NASA Johnson Space
Cefite_ and local industry to actlvdy support research in the computln_-an_d ::: =:i
information sciences. As part of this endeavor, UH-Clear Lake proposed a -- w "
partnership with JSC to jointly define and manage an integrated program of research
in advanced data processing technology needed for JSC's main missions, including
administrative, engineering and science responsibilities. JSC agreed and entered into _
a three-year cooperative agreement With _'Clear Lake be_h-nlhg_nMay, I986, t-_:-_ 7
jointly plan and execute such research through RICIS. Additionally, under
Cooperative Agreement NCC 9-16, computing and educational facilities are shared
by the two ifistitutionsto condUCt the re_rch. _-- _: ::::: ..... = _...........
The misslon-of gi_cig is =i_ conduct, coor_[nai-e and _minate research _=_!
computing and information systems among researchers, sponsors and users from
UH-Clear Lake, NASA/JSC, and other research organizations. Within UH-Clear _ _
Lake, the mission is being implemented througl_ interdisciplinary_2nvolvement of _! __
faculty and students from each of the four sch00is: ]]usT_-_-, _ucat_n, Human- -_-
Sciences and Humanities, and Natural and Applied Sciences.
Other research organizations are involved via the "gateway" concept. UH,Clear __
Lake establishes relati_onsh!ps wit_h othe r universities an d researc h organization-':
having common research interests, to provide addltion_ sources Of expertise t6 rui _--
conduct needed research.
A major role of RICIS is to find the best match of sponsors± researchers and :
research objectives tO advance knowledge in the computing and information -- : _
sciences. Working jointly w_th NASA/JSC, RiCIfl advises on research needs, :-_:'-:_
recommends principals for conducting the research, provides technical and
administrative support to coordinate the research, and integrates technical results
into the cooperative goals of UH-Clear Lake and NASA/JSC: ....
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This research was conducted under the auspices of the Research Institute for
Computing and Information Systems by MountainNet, Inc., under the supervision of
R. Michael Digman. Peter C. Bishop, Director of the Space Business Research
Center at the University of Houston-Clear Lake, served as RICIS technical
representative for this project.
Funding has been provided by the NASA Technology Utilization Program of
NASA Headquarters through Cooperative Agreement NCC 9-16 between NASA
Johnson Space Center and the University of Houston-Clear Lake. The NASA
technical monitor for the activity was Roy Bivim, Manager, Information & Network
Operation Technology Utilization Division, NASA Headquarters, Washington, D.C.
The views and conlcusions contained in this report are those of the author and
should not be interpreted as representative of the official policies, either express or
implied, of NASA or the United States Government.
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AdaNET Executive Summary
MountainNet, Inc.isresearchingand developingAdaNET in response to the
needs of the United Statesindustrialbase. This NASA and DoD co-sponsored
initiativewillcombine the strengthsof softwareengineeringand Ada technology.
The US Department of Defense recognized that proliferationof computers
and resultantsoftware was requiringan unacceptable levelof funding and other
resourcesto fieldand reliablymaintain criticaldefense systems. In response to
this,the Ads language was developed and introduced. Ada has achieved a suc-
cessfulintroductionin the defenseand space community. However, expertsin the
fieldof softwareengineeringhave recognizedthe applicabilityof Ada in the com-
mercial sector;most notably in process controlapplications,factoryautomation
techniques,communications and management informationsystems.
The goal of AdaNET isto transferexistingand emerging software engineer-
ing technology from the federalgovernment to the privatesector. As a change
agent introduced into the infrastructureof US industry,AdaNET willprovide a
distributedinformationbase on softwareengineeringand Ads as wellas a library
of reusablesoftware.
Reautomation is essentialto maintain US industrialcompetitiveness in the
globalmarketplace. AdaNET's key servicewillbe to significantlyaid thispro-
cess.First,the AdaNET Information Serviceswillprovide userswith insightinto
the Ads community and it'srelated software engineeringtechnology. This will
be accomplished through value added information servicesdetailingtrainingop-
portunities,government initiatives,technology breakthroughs and marketplace
information. Additionally,AdaNET willact as an automated "clearinghouse"
gateway into other information sources. Second, the Dynamic Software Inven-
tory willcontain soRware "profiles"and "parts" which can be used to build a
portion of,or an entire,softwaresubsystem. Significantly,these components will
be part of an entiresoftware lifecycleinventorywhich willinclude requirements
statements, software architecturedesign and component, or part, detailedde-
sign. Such documentation isextremely important in order for softwarereuse to
be effective.
Creating the environment to promote good software engineering practices
is a key ingredient to AdaNET. Beginning with the existingAds community,
AdaNET willreach out to the U.S. business and manufacturing communities.
This change agent function willserve to speed up the transitionof technology
and el.hancethe abilityof U.S. industry to integratefactoryfloor,management
information and distributionsystems.
w
IAdaNET isbeing designed and implemented by MountainNet, Inc.,a West
Virginia based software engineeringand communications company. Funding is
being provided by the NASA Technology UtilizationDivisionand the DoD Ada
Joint Program Office,through the Johnson Space Center, under subcontract to
the UniversityofHouston -ClearLake. Support forthe program isbeing provided
by NASA's Technology UtilizationDivision,the DoD Ada Joint Program Office,
the Department ofCommerce, OfficeofProductivity,Technology and Innovation,
and the DoD Department of the Army.
AdmNET is an important part of U.S. industry,as a technology transition
mechanism, a change agent_and a resourceformanufacturing reautomation.
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Disclaimer Notice •
The views and conclusionscontained in thisdocument are those of the au-
thors _md should not be interpretedas necessarilyrepresentingthe officialpolicies
or recommendations of the Technology UtilizationDivisionof the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration, the Ada Joint Program Officeof the U. S.
Department ofDefense, or the OfficeofProductivity,Technology and Innovation
of the U. S. Department of Commerce.
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NOverview
This is Mount_uNet, hc.'s final research repor t for Th e Initi_Stud _of the
Feasibility of Expansion mad Commercialization of an Ada Technology Transfer
Network and Implementation of Such a Network. It is the culmination of efforts
to describe the operational components of AdaNE T. The National Aeronautics
and Space Administration Technology Utilization Division and the Department
of Defense Ada Joint Program Office,through the Johnson Space Center, are
supporting thistechnology transitioninitiative,under the directionof the the
UniversityofHouston-Clear Lake. All participatinggovernment agencieslook to
use Adah_rET in helping to extend soRware engineeringand Ada technology be-
yond the aerospace and defenseindustries,out to US business and manufacturing
communities.
As the initialfeasibilitystudy of the commercialization of AdaNET as an
Ads Technology TransitionNetwork, with plans for implementation of thisnet-
work, thisreport detailsthose components necessary for success.The objective
of UHCL's Research Institutefor Computing and Information Sciences(RICI$)
was to "obtain a comprehensive plan for organizationand operation of an Ads
technology transferactivitywhich, within a reasonable time, has a high proba-
bilityof being selfsupporting and which willeffectivelypromote the increased
utilizationof Ads in commercial applications."
This report is the culmination of a two-phase research activity,with phase
IU, continuing researchin lifecyc!elibrarydesign and firststage servicesimple-
mentation, being subject to futurefunding availability.
This report was prepared by MountainNet, Inc.,a software engineeringand
communications company located in Morgantown, WV. MountainNet recom-
mends that additionalfunding be set aside to phase--inthe AdaNET service
over time. During the initial funding period for implementation, MountaLRNet
will track revenues versus expenditures, with in-depth evaluation of resources uti-
lization and user activity in specific services areas, so as to more clearly identify
when the Ad_rET service can become totally self supporting.
This report contains:
Organizational Views A report which specifiesthe desiresand views of co-
sponsoring organizationsand potentialAda_NET users;
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Organizational Plan This report presents the planned organizational struc-
ture for services development and technology transition of AdaNET services to
potentiM user communities;
Business Plan The plan to operate the AdaNET serviceas a commercial ven-
ture;
Technical Plan The plan from which the AdaNET can be designed, including
detailedrequirements analysis;"
Analysis of User Fees and Charges and Proposed Fee Schedule
Organizational Documents The documents necessary to operate the AdaNET
service on a commercially self-supporting basis. These include license agreements,
nondisclosure agreements and others.
5
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Chapter 1
AdaNET Organizational
Views
11
W1.1 AdaNET Project Report
This report summarizes the views and perspectivesof the current AdaNET
project participants.These participants,and the afrdiatedorganizationsiden-
tiffedwith them include:
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Technology UtilizationDivision
• Computer Software Management and Information Center (COSMIC)
• Universityof Georgia, GA
• High Technologies Laboratory
• University of Houston, Clear Lake, TX
• NASA Industrial Applications Center (NIAC)
• Universityof Pittsburgh,PA
• NASA Technical Applications Team
• Research Triangle Institute,NC
Department of Commerce (DOC)
• Office of Productivity, Technology and Innovation (OPTI}
Department of Defense (DOD)
• Ada Joint Program Office(AJPO)
Beckley College
Becldey, WV
g
lira
_m
u
West Virginia University/WVU Research Corporation Morgantown, WV
The information in this report is based on the discussions that have been
held with these organizations since the beginning of the project on October 12,
1987. During the latter part of October and November, regular meetings were
12
l
held with the participating NASA offices and afFdiated organizations, DOC of Rces
and with the AJPO. (See Attachment A for a complete _st of meetings). These
meetings culminated in a series of meetings held on November 16 and 17, with an
ad hoc planning meeting held on the l?th that included all of the charter project
participants.
This report contains the following sections:
• Each participant's views concerning:
• Long and short term goals for AdaNET
• Organizational structure
• Resources and returns.
• Summary of identified AdaNET services.
• Summary of the organizational model currently under discussion by the
NASA TU, DOD AJPO and DOC OPTI with the AdaNET developers.
Due the extreme diversity of these groups, and the current levels of commit-
ment of the key individuals in these organizations, these discussions have been
limited in number and scope. As a starting point, this report summarizes the
AdaNET project team's understanding of the participant's initial views. As dis-
cussions mature, these views will migrate into defined and mutually agreed and
accepted AdaNET organizational structures, teaming relationships, and a more
focused understanding of how these complex interdisciplinary interrelationships
will combine to strengthen the development of AdaNET.
13
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1.2 Participant's VieWs
1.2.1 Ada Joint Program Office
Initially,AdaNET willdevelop a facilitythat provides commercial accessto the
software and information that isavailableon the Army's SIMTEL-20 Ada SoR-
ware Repository This access should be provided via telecommunications, hard-
copy and electronicmedia access.As the projectmatures, there isa need forthe
development of value added servicesto the softwarerepositoryactivities,such as
measure forverificationand validation,metrics,and an improved organizational
structureof repositorymaterials.Cost recovery measures need to be developed
to allow the facilityto establisha base ofindependent opersti0nwit_n athr_ to
fiveyear period. Included were discussionsof the on-going support for the Ad&
community provided by AdaNET through itsnetwork ofvalue-added functionmin
the areas of educati0n,tr_ng, and identificationof developing Ads technology
resources.Over the longerterm, AJPO may utilizethe multiplenetwork linkages
that willexistthrough AdaNET to provide solutionsto other needs identified
by the AJPO; such network utilizationmight include establishingthe Ada In-
formation Clearinghouse bulletinboard as a node awilable through AdaNET_s
front-endcommercial network access,rather than through long distancedial-up
numbers; no or very low costtelecommunications commercial accessto the De-
fenseData Network's Ada usersaccounts host system at the SoftwareE_ghleering
Institute(SEI);linkageof other repositorieswith AdaNET that are operated by
various activitieswithin the DOD. The AdaNET willbecome a node for Ada
information,servicesand software,in the greaternetwork that isbeing defined
by the AJPO.
AJPO willprovide financialsupport for AdaNET through ¥88. No determi-
nation has been made as to financialcommitments beyond thatpoint. Addition-
ally,the AJPO willcontinue to provide support to network AdaNET with the
existingAda community, and to help keep AdaNET focused on those areas that
itsees are essentialfor the continuing development and proliferationof Ada in
the commercial and governmental sectors.
While no preferred organizational structure for the actual AdaNET facility
has been specified by the AJPO, discussions have been focused on the for-profit
model for its implementation. More importantly, the need for establishing or-
ganizational structures and policies for the interaction of various participating
organizations has been recognized. Additional questions as to how new orga-
nizations may participate at various levels within AdaNET is a_other area of
keen interestto the AJPO. Such questions need to be addressed prior to the
g
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introduction of new members to these boards, and particularlythe Board of
Governors. One basic question to be addressed concerns additionalactivityon
the part of other DOD organizationswith AdaNET, and how that participation
should be coordinated with respect to the AJPO, consideringthe AJPO's cat-
alystrolewithin the DOD. A major organizationalmeeting of NASA, AJPO,
DOC and AdaNET development team leadersisplanned forDecember 10, 1987
followingthe AdaEXPO in Boston, at which time some ofthese questionsshould
be resolved.
L_
1.2.2 DOC Office of Productivity, Technology and Innovation
OPTI sees a great need for the development of a base of Ada software and tech-
nology that can be applied to industrial automation and Flexible Computerized
Manufacturing (FCM). OPTI hopes to see Ada technology utilized in the imple-
mentation of such systems, since the DOD's concerns for fault tolerant, reliable
embedded systems that can be developed and maintained at the lowest possible
cost, are shared by the commercial sector. AdaNET must have an applications
focus, rather than a research orientation. Successful use of resources available
through AdaNET will depend on continuing support services to aid individual
companies in applying that technology to their specific applications. Types of
support identified by OPTI as necessary include: help in selection o'f computer
hardware and software development tools that are best suited for specific applica-
tions development, and access to continuing support and expertise for companies
transitioning to the use of automation technologies. Such support is critical for
large scale transition to automation technology by the American industrial base;
without it, those industries lacking their own internal capabilities will be unable
to utilize existing technology.
AdaNET needs to develop a basis for cost recovery, so that its operation be-
comes one of comm_cial self-sufflciency.This basisshould be establishedthrough
a for-profitentitydue to the extreme emphasis on industrialmarketing and com-
mercialinteractionthat isan integralpart ofAdaNET servicesdevelopment. Ag-
gressivetechnology transferactivities,ifundertaken by a non-profitentity,could
be seen as a base of unfaircompetition with the commercial sector.Therefore,
the for-profitmodel, supported by strong linkageswith educationalinstitutions
and other commercial sectorentities,is the preferredstructureemerging from
OPTI.
OPTI has concern about the names and wording of statements of mission
and goalsfor the variousorganizationalboards that have been currentlydefined;
15
theseinciude the Bo_d of Governors _d the TechnologYAdvis0ry Board. Their
concern focuses on:
• The question of whether members of government agencies may sit on panels
with regular attendance of commercial sector representatives, and
• The need for specific recognition that these governmental representatives
are in no way sitting on a corporate board of a commercial entity, and hence
directing th e activities of a commercial entity as part of their governmental
representation; rather, that they are members ofa board providing steering
and oversight for a government funded project.
OPTI will continue to provide the types _ds:of-m-_kind service;_uidenti-
fled in the AdaNET proposal. These services include: analytic, informational,
and networking services, including org_zati0nal and business_plain usessments.
OPTI willgive valuable assistancein definingan org-a_-z-atio_st_Cture_ilat
willnot be vulnerable to anti-trustviolations.OPTI willalsoprovide network-
ing functionsfor AdaNET with commercial sectorentitiesthat are identifiedas
eitherpotentialparticipantsin the AdaNET cooperative,or potentialusers of
AdaNET services. Such organizations may migrate into AdaNET through either
the Technology Advisory:Board or the Bnsiness and Industry Council.
1.2.3 NASA Technology Utilization Division
NASA's TU division has provided the leadership in establishing the AdaNET
project. In addition to its financial support, many TU sfrdiate organizations
will participate and contribute from their indlvidu_ areas 0f expertise. T_s
broadened base of support and diversity of resources will serve to both strengthen
Ads.NET's development, and enhance the scope of technical, information, and
consultant resources that will beprovided by A_daNET to its e.nd uiere.
In discussions with NASA and afrdiate organization representatives, the fol-
_!owing dete_ations have been made; Ad_ET must be a multi-facete d service
• AdsNET cannot be Just another bibliographic database system, or static
repository system, or just another network joining t_ hun_'eds Ofnetworks
that already exist.
• AdaNET must, in all areas_ provide value-added services that not only will
allow it to fill a gap that exists for value added software and information
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relatingto Ada technology,but alsowillenhance the value of the many
existingsoftware and informationalsystems, by providing node accessto
those thirdparty servicesidentified.
In thisway, AdsNET willprovide a much higher base of potentialusers to
those servicesthatmight previouslyhave been standalone in function.The value
attached to accessingAdaNET willbe greatly increased by making available
additionalbases of information that were not developed by AdaNET, but that
axe offeredas part of the totalpool of resourcesavailable.
It is essentialto make some AdaNET servicescommercially availabledur-
ing 1988, with at leastlow-levelvalue added functionsappliedto that soRware,
such as initialtaxonomic organization,flexibleuser interfaces,software system
verification(similarto the verificationdone by COSMIC on itssoRware mod-
ules),and documentation and tutorialsfor the re-constructionand use of those
soRware systems that are offered. Additionally,informational and educational
servicesneed to be provided, so that early on users willfind a varietyof useful
resourcesavailablethrough AdaNET.
Over the longer term, these value added serviceswillgraduate to the full
scope of servicesthat have been defined.Such servicesinclude:
Decomposition and recomposition of totalsoftware systems into reusable
components and modules,
Verification,validation,and metrics of software at the system and compo-
nent levels,and a high-leveltaxonomic organizationof allsoftwareresident
in AdsNET Libraries.
AdsNET willuse an open architecturetelecommunications network model,
with nodes easilyadded to the base of servicesavmlable through AdaNET, and
with AdsNET itselfcapable of servingas a node to other existingnetworks.
Through discussionswith NASA, itwas identifiedthat AdaNET should broaden
itsbase of support during the firstphase. Since the October 12 public announce-
ment of the AdsNET project,and subsequent media releases(See Attachment
E), highly enthusiasticand favorableresponse has elicitedfrom the governmen-
tal and commercial sectors. As willbe discussedin the section on AdsNET
organizationalstructure,the difficultycurrentlyencountered in bringing in new
participantsto AdsNET isestablishingstructuresand policiesforinteractionof
allcurrentlyparticipatingorganizations,developing criteriand policiesfor in-
teractionof new organizationsat both the Board of Governors and Technology
17
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WAdvisory Board, as well as the formation ofa Business/Industry Council. NASA
has identifiedthe need forstandardizedagreements, such as the Memorandum of
Agreement signedby _.b_ethreeoriginalgovernment agenciessupporting AdaNET
(seeAttachment B-, _-:i_efor a standardized mechanism forthe incorpora-
tionof addition_lage_:_:y:,_port. A similardocu_nentn_eeds_to_beestablishedto
encourage the participationof industry consortia,and with Ln_yidu_ cQ_er'
cialand educationalentities,for theirinteractionwith AdaNET. Following are
some of the organizationsthe AdaNET team has had discussionswith to date
to focus thisresponse into the continuing controlleddevelopment of the broad
based cooperativethat comprises AdmNET:
• The Soaware Engineering Institute (SEI) --Director Larry Druffel
has identified a member of the SEI staff to serve as a point of contact for
AdaNET activities.
• Martin Marietta Corporation _ An initial meeting was held with a cor-
porate representative of Martin Marietta, who expressed interest in Martin
Marietta's support for AdsNET's activities, as well sa interest in encour-
_ing the participation of the Software Productivity Consorti_ (_PC) in
Reston, VA.
• U.$. Department of the Army -- Individuals representing the Army
have held discussions with AdmNET and NASA representatives, about the
Army's participation with Ad_NET: It appears that access and a working
relationship with the SIMTEL-20 White Sands Ada $0i_twm-e Repository
may be established throush these initial cont_ts.
Other commercial organizations have expressed interest in participation with
Ad_FET. It is. anticipated that following resolution of some of the above men-
tioned questiona, there will be a _gh-level of commerci_eraction with AdmNET.
AdmNET will provide NASA with a specialized outlet for transferring Ads
and related technology to the commercial sector. Larg¢Tol_es__0f Adsbued
software have Mre_iy been developed, and with full scale work beaming on the
space station activity, the amount of Ada based soRware and information _st
will be produced in the near future will req_uiLe.a fac/di'ty _uch as AdmNET to
process that information and compile it into reusable form_-_-_d_T
activity will not only provide a mechanism for co-m_mercial transfer, but _0 w/ll
allow for technology "re-insertion" back into NASA's own development activities.
As organizations having their own established Ada technology bases become new
participants in AdsNET, the base of developed Ada software and technology that
18
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isavailableto NASA willexpand to include theseadditionalresources.Itisthis
cumulative factorthatpresentsthe greatestbenefitto individualAdaNET users.
NASA TU willcontinue to provide financialsupport for AdaNET at least
through itsearlyphases of development, during the initialfiveyears defined as
the period for servicesand facilitydevelopment, and development and applica-
tion of cost recovery measures. Costs for servicesto be provided by afrdiate
organizationswillalsobe underwritten by NASA. One longer term goal for the
AdaNET partnershipestablishedwith these organizationswillbe to provide a
greaterbase forcost recoveryfor theirown operations,by identifyingadditional
applicationsand commercial uses of theirservices,through markets being ser-
viced by AdaNET.
Computer Software Management and Information Center (COSMIC)
Universityof Georgia, GA
L--
COSMIC serves as NASA's main software repository for software systems
that have been developed by NASA fieldcentersand NASA contractors,as well
as other government agencies.The repositoryprovidesno value added functions;
testingthat is done on programs isprimarily to ascertainthe completeness of
submitted systems, as wellas theirrelativereusability.COSMIC maintains ap-
proximately 1400 programs in itsactiveinventory.COSMIC has establishedan
extremely successfuloperationalstructure,with costrecovery measures thatboth
provide for affordableaccessto the softwaresystems itprovides,and allow COS-
MIC to recover the majority ofitsoperationalcosts.It has been found that one
out of three programs maintained by COSMIC findre-usewithin NASA-related
organizations.Copies of programs are obtained by ordering from COSMIC. On-
lineuser accessto COSMIC programs isnot provided. COSMIC has established
channels for software acquisitionfrom NASA's Field Centers, as well as with
NASA contractors.It alsohas availableresourcesfor and experience with vol-
ume media duplicationof software systems.
The COSMIC center has expertisein severalareas that are of interestto
AdaNET, particularly:methodologies used by COSMIC in building its acqui-
sitionand distributionchannels;use of the DIDS in itssoftware classification;
evaluation systems used currentlyon softwareo/_eredthrough COSMIC.
Concern has been expressed by John Gibson, COSMIC Director,that the
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Wfunctionsof AdaNET willduplicateservicesof or compete with COSMIC, since
both facilitiesare involved with NASA software reuse. It isthissimilaritythat
can be used to strengthen the operations of each facility.It is desired that
a mutually beneficialpartnership willbe developed with COSMIC, with each
facilityproviding complementary servicesto the operationsof the other.
Potentialteaming activities: :
FI
J
AdmNET could provide an on-lineCOSMIC directoryand order system for
Ada_NET users to browse and make on-lineorders.
AdaNET could make availablethe totalsoftware syste_ it receivesto
COSMIC, for COSMIC's review for acceptance intoitsinventory.
COSMIC could provide to AdaNET itsAda-based softwaresystems ms they
are received by COSMIC, for AdaNET's applicationof value added func-
tionsto those systems. Systems receivingthe value-added functionscould
be marketed through COSMIC with the additionalvalue added informa-
tion. _ =- _
High Technologies Laboratory
University of Houston - Clear Lake, TX
........... :_:_i-_:::_:_-_ _ iii - : _ :! _ : i_ _-_
In the short term, AdaNET willbe used to enhance information contained
in the Software Engineering and Ad a Database: (SEAD_)bibUo_aphic system
located at Johnson Flight Center (JFC), in Houston, TX_ Method0io#el Will
need to be establishedso that information relevantto SEAD may be provided
regularly as an update_to the SEAD_om AclaNET. 0:ne l ongerter_n goal may
be for the SEAD, which is currently awilable only to_ NASA Field Centers anti
contractors, to be established as a network node available through AdaNET, in
addition to other methodologies the High Technologies Laboratory will implement
for expanding its base of potential users. This would make the SEAD system
available through the many interactive government and commercial networks
that will interconnect with AdaNET_
of p_tic__r °'interest_ thede_eiopment ofAda_ET'S v_lue added se_ices is
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the development and implementation ofa hlghlyrefinedtaxonomic system, which
would entaila virtualtaxonomy oftaxonomies. Current serviceimplementations
for the value-added repositoryfunctionswould be structuredin such a way that
more refinedtaxonomic systems could be integratedwith littleor no restructuring
of the databases of informationestab_shed_ Also,ithas been recommended that
AdaNET examine DOD-STD 2167 as a potentialdocumentation standard for
software maintained by AdaNET.
NASA Industrial Applications Center (NIAC)
University of Pittsburgh, PA
NIAC's technology transferactivitiesincludeproviding computerized infor-
mation retrievalfrom NASA's Technology UtilizationNetwork, technicalconsul-
tationservicesand/or linkagewith other experts in the fieldof inquiry,to public
sectororganizations.NIAC servesa six stateregion,includingWest Virginia.
Dr. Paul McWilliams, Executive Director,isserving as NASA's localpoint of
contactfor AdaNET activities.While the levelofactivitybetween AdaNET and
NIAC isstillundefined,early discussionssuggestthat a strong,mutually syner-
geticrelationshipwillbe developed. AdaNET willprovide accessto a continually
increasingbase ofAda technology and applicationsinformation,providing an ad-
ditionalresource to NIAC forservicesitprovides to itsuser base. NIAC willbe
connect directlyto AdaNET, eitherthrough AdaNET's linkagewith the NASA
Technology Transfer Network, or with a directlink. This relationshipwillbe
furtherdefinedas discussionscontinue.
NASA Technical Applications Team (TA)
Research TriangleInstitute,NC
The NASA Technical Applications Team provides technology matching and
problem solving assistance to public sector organizations, to identify and solve
critical problems with the application of existing NASA technology. Discussions
with TA Director Dr. Doris Rouse, and other members of the TA staff" indi-
cate that its relationship with AdaNET will be equivalent to NIAC's. A base
of expertise in industrial applications needs to be established as an integral part
of AdaNET's overall commercial applications support, that can be called in to
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address industry specific technology issues. The participation of the Technology
Applications Team with AdaNET provides an immediate source for such exper-
tise. AdaNET will provide the Technology Applications Team with an expanded
base of potential users for their services. Additionally, through the AdaNET,
DOC OPTI wishes to utilize the technology and expertise of the TA Team to
provide support to commercial entities seeking automation and FCM solutions.
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1.2.4 Beckley College
Beckley College, in Beddey, WV is located in the heart of southern West Vir-
ginia, in a region where many of the traditional infrastructure industries of West
Virginia are represented. These industries include coal, oil and gas, timber and
glass; industries which are struggling to regain a competitive position in tht na-
tional and world markets. Becldey College has been developing a curriculum
that emphasizes Ada and software engineering in its undergraduate computer
sciencecurriculum. It has particularinterestin establishinga base of expertise
to aid in the developmen t of Ada based applicationsthat willsupport and im-
prove the productivity of those industriesin itsregion. AdaNET is willwork
with Beckley College to utilizethe multiple resourcesand support available,in
a branch regionalcenterthat can focus those resourceson industriesrepresented
I
in itsregion,helping to catalystindustry migration to the use of competitive
technologies.Effectively,the "sub-center"modelde_eloped_co_beduplicated
throughout the country. With Ada_NET's support, Beckley College hopes to de-
velop a base of value added and nixed ind_ustryspecificommerciai-app_cations
that willhelp itto establisha basisfor cost recovery for operation of itscenter
for applied Ada technology.This costrecovery would resultfrom consultingand
development feeswhich could be generated by industrialsupport fordevelopment
of these industry specificapplications.This willbe one of the pilotmodels for
AdaNET sub-centeroperationJ.Software and technology developed at the Beck-
ley College sub-centerwillbecome availablethrough AdaNET. Beckiey College
willcommit ongoing support to Ads.NET with faculty and student resources,
and localadministrativesupport in establishingthe_ localsub-center.Beckley
College has and willcontinue to sponsor localtelecommunications accessto the
MountainNet telecommunications network, in itsregion,as part of itseffortsto
stimuiatelocaleconomic development.
Becldey CoUege desiresa seaton the Technology Advisory Board (TAB), be-
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cause the TAB's unique interdisciplinaryforum willprovide valuable expertise
in areas to be addressed in the development of thismodel for regionaltechnol-
ogy transfer.As thissub-centerbecomes operational,Beckley College willitself
provide a base of expertisein the applicationof technology transfermodels for
regionaleconomic development.
1.2.5 Software Valley Corporation
AdaNET willserve as a resource for helping in the development of small ad-
vanced technology businesseslocated in the Software Valley region. AdaNET
willprovide another base of technology to help establishthe long term imaging
of the SoRware Valley region as a center for advanced software technology,by
providing a nationalfocus forthe collectionof Ada and softwareengineeringin-
formation and technology.With the Software ValleyInitiative'semphasis on Ada
as the toolfor the applicationof soRware engineeringtechnology,AdaNET also
provides additionalresourcesto aid in the continued Ada technology trainingof
a largebase of software engineers,programmers, and techniciansin the region.
As part of AdaNET's activitiesin trainingand professionM development, itwill
provide itsresourcesand technicalexpertisein the longer term plan to establish
a National Ada Training Center, that would be a subsetand initialcomponent of
a National Software Campus. Additionally,AdaNET willpromote and support
the utilizationof Ada software technology that has been developed for automa-
tionand FCM applicationsin industrialand manufacturing interestsrepresented
in the Software Valley.This supports the long term initiativeof developing the
regionintoa centerfor FCM softwaretechnology.
1.2.6 West Virginia University/WVU Research Corporation
WVU willuse the resourcesthat become availablethrough AdaNET to establish
a stronger base of Ads technology trainingand software engineering. Starting
in Fall 1988, Ada willbe the initialcomputer language taught for allincoming
computer sciencefreshmen. This willprovide a far greaterbase of Ada literate
programmers and softwareengineersthan has been possibleinthe past. A student
intern program that is being establishedwillallow WVU students to obtain
practicalwork experience,as well as exposure to the wealth of information and
technology availablethrough AdaNET. These same resourceswillprovide support
to the research and development activitiesof WVU, in the areas of software
engineering,automation sciences,knowledge engineering,and communications
technologies.AdaNET informationresources,combined with the aforementioned
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Wareas of research, will aid in WVU's research programs for the development of
FCM technologies.
As has been stated, one long term goal of WVU/WVURC and the Software
Valley Corporation is the establishment of a National Software Campus in Mor-
gantown, with inter-disciplinary areas of study and research and development to
include: Ada and Software Engineering, Flexible Computerized Manufacturing,
Artificial Intelligence/Knowledge Engineering, and Communications. Support
for many of these functions is best provided by non-profit, educational institu-
tions, whose primary missions are education and advanced research,Therefore,
WVU has specificinterestthat those areas ofAdaNET expansion supporting the
development of such a facilityshould have a high degree ofuniversityinteraction
and support foritsday-to-day operation.
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1.3 Summary of AdaNET Services
In summary, the consensus and aggregate views of the organizations described
above for the service mission and goals of AdaNET throughout the next three to
five years include:
Value-added Ada software and services, and access to similar third party systems:
• VMidation and verification .....
• Taxonomic classifications....
• Documentation and tutorials
• Topical search categor__ies.........................
• Lifecycleidentification
• Electronicand hardcopy duplicationof information
• Electronic.bullet_ bQar_ _ ......
• Servicesand products publications
Network accessand expansion:
• Access to COSMIC information
• Acc_e_ss t0_SEAD
s Access to other thirdparty Ada software and information_
Outreach and support programs, and accessto similarexternalprograms:
• Access to high levelexpertisefor specificcommercial applicationsde-
velopment
• Industry transition
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• Proprietarysoftware
• Industry forum
Educational information,expertise,and trainingaccess:
• On-line courseware
• Seminars and workshops
Support servicesfor applicationof Ads technology by commercial sector
entities.
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2.1 Project Activity
This report details the organizational structure being defined for AdaNET.
The structure discussed reflects the views and inputs of the sponsoring
government agencies and supporting organizations. Topics covered include:
• Use of For-Profit Development Model
• Internal Development Structure
• Organizational Boards
• Interaction with UHCL RICIS and SEAD
• Incorporation of New Project Sponsors
• Interaction with NASA Affiliates
• Incorporation of Private Sector Participants
Another section of this document outlines the current activity on the AdaNET
project, including AdaNET project imaging, technical and network plan-
ning and team development, and initial assessments of the kda commu-
nity's interests and needs. A description of AdaNET related activities at
the AdaEXPO '87 is also included. There is coverage of the December 10,
1987 project meeting including a list of attendees, and information concern-
ing:
• the initial AdaNET survey,
• facilitation of AdaNET participant communications,
• network planning and implementation, and
• marketing implications of the initial survey.
An agenda of the this Project Meeting held in Boston during the kda Expo
is also included M Attachment F.
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2.2 Organizational Structure
There has been much discussion about what orgs_nizational structure would
best serve the mission sad goals of the AdaNET project sad promote ef-
fective interaction between its sponsoring agencies. AdaNET must serve
both the public sad private sectors, as both a catalyst and a clearinghouse
for the acquisition sad use of &dvsaced software technologies. However,
while encouraging re-use of Ada software technology by governmental or-
ganizations is obviously one of the project's goals, its primary focus is to
encourage the application and use of Ads technology in the private sector.
This is combined with the additional task of building a basis for cost re-
covery into the services provided so that over time the facility will attain
" operational independence. "............... _
These are diverse goals, sad may seem contradictory in nature. It is essen-
tial that the service develop cost recovery measures to insure its continued,
- |ong term _s_iva-b-ility_ ho-weve_r,it--is jus_po__tii_vlces be
provided in such a way that small businesses, manufacturers and educa-
tional institutions with _ted resources experience no econ0nd'c barriers
to acquiring the information syllable. Such users represent those sectors
which should experience the most benefit from the AdaNET service.
In light of such considerations, it is critical that the correct mechanisms be
put in place in the early stages of AdaNET's development to allow flexible
interaction with public sad private sector organizations. An organizational
structure must be established that promotes successful internal develop-
..... merit ot_ervi_ce. ........ -_ ......
The following topics are discussed in this report:
• Use of For-Profit Development Mod_
• Internal Development Structure
• Organizational Boards
• Incorporation of New Project Sponsors
• Interaction with NASa. _]is_es ....
• Incorporation of Private Sector Participants
2.2.1 History of the Concept
MountainNet, Inc. was organized as s:f0r-prvfit West Virginia corpora-
tion in 1983. The foundation of its business plan involves development
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of software,informationservices,and relatedtelecommunications required
for theirdelivery.MountainNet presentlyoffersaccessto Ads, artificial
inteLligenceand expert systems software,and officeautomation software
toolson itsown host computer system. Access isprovided through a pri-
vate network consistingof 17 nodes within West Virginia,and nationally
via the Telenet Public Access Network. MountainNet also provides an
inter-network gateway with The West Virginia Network for Educational
Telecomputing (WVNET), and organizationthat provides host computer
and telecommunications servicesforallstate-supportedhighereducation in
West Virginia.
MountainNet first conceived the AdaNET service in 1986 in response to
projections of explosive growth of Ads technology and related software en-
gineering tools. Despite a large and growing investment by the government
in Ads and software engineering, important element of the infrastructure
required to produce gains in real terms in software reuse and software en-
gineering productivity have been lacking.
MountainNet's concept involves building a set of services to be offered pri-
marily to commercial software developers and government agencies to which
those developers contract. Such a service would have two major compo-
nents:
Ada Information Services A value-added information service detailing
training opportunities, government initiatives, technology breakthroughs
and marketplace information.
Dynamic Software Inventory Software parts which can be reused to
builda portion of,or an entiresystem. The DSI willincluderelatedrequire-
ments statements, software architecturedesign and component (detailed)
design.
vtt._
These serviceswould be driven by input from relevantcommercial soft-
ware developers and government agencies.The servicewould be operated
by MountainNet, with revenue from operations complemented by basicre-
search funding from government agencieswhere appropriate.
In October, 1987, federalfunding for initialresearch and planning was
announced. The DoD Ada Joint Program Officeand the U. S. Department
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of Commerce entered an I.nteragencyCooperative Agreement with NASA
to provide basic support for the AdaNET service. In March, 1988, the
Department of the Army alsosigned the cooperativeagreement.
2.2.2 Current Developmental Structure
MountainNet, Inc. is currently serving as subcontractor to NASA, un-
der management of the University of Houston-Clear Lake RICIS to re-
searchthe feasibilityof commerci_zation oftechnology transferof govern-
ment developed software engineeringand Ada technology.The case study
for thisresearch is Mountain_Net, Inc.'sAdaNET service. As described
throughout thisdocument, successfulimplementation of AdaNET services
isbased upon development ofa broad based infrastructureof organizations,
each providingunique resourcesto createa spectrum of availableproducts
and technologiesto apply to the implementation plan. In order to main-
tainstabilityin thisdynamic environment, MountainNet, as the developer
of AdaNET, maintains operationalrelationshipswith these organizations
through formal subcontract and serviceagreements. This holds true forthe
West Virginiaorganizationsprovidingoriginalsupport to MountainNet for
AdaNET development, such as West VirginiaUniversityand Beckley Col-
lege.Itisplanned to build on thisbase ofexperienceswith the addition of
other operationalagreements in the next phase.
MountainNet, Inc.has establishedteaming agreements w!th a lin_i'tednum-
ber offor-profitorganizationsto provide support to MountalnNet in various
phases of AdaNET research and development. These agreements form the
basisfor organizationalrelationship,but in themselves are not binding to
specificStatements of Work. When executed, these relationshipsare for-
realizedthrough standard subcontract arrangements.
MemorandumJ ofUnderstanding are currentlyinplaceto linkgove_ental
and educational organizationsinto the AdaNET infrastructure. At the
governmental level,these Memoranda are held by NASA TU with each
supporting agency. For educational organizations,such Memoranda are
held directlywith MountainNet, inc.by the institution.Memorandun_ are
currentlyunder deliberationwith sisterTU organizationssuch as COSMIC
(University of Georgia) and NIAC (University of Pittsburgh).
Organizational structures supporting technology transition activities, such
as the Federal Advisory Panel, the Technology Advisory Council, and the
Business and industry Council have not as of yet been activated. Full ch_-
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tersforeach of these organizationsaxe under developments. Activation of
the membership of these boards willbe initiatedduring the latterpart of
the next phase of the project. These panels are intended to be advisory,
rather than governing,in nature,providingtechnology transitioninforma-
tion and recommendations to MountainNet, Inc. in itsdevelopment and
operation of AdaNET.
2.2.3 Internal Audit Controls
It has been recognized that appropriate mechanisms to ensure account-
abilityfor federaland other funds be established,particularlyto observe
the need to avoid the appearance ofimpropriety resultingfrom comJngling
of funds or from unfaircompetition with privatebusinesses.To thisend,
MountainNet has implemented accounting structuresto ensure complete
audit trailtraceabilityofindividualactivitycenters.Therefore,Mountain-
Net's research activitywith UHCL has unique activitycenter,apart and
separate from any other activity.While receivinggovernment support for
research into the development of this facility,MountainNet willprovide
AdaNET serviceson a no-fee basis to itsgovernmental sponsors. Cost
recovery structures,from the the research activities,willbe tested with
privateand commercial sectorentities,to demonstrate the commercial vi-
abilityof AdaNET.
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Figure 2.1: Basic Federal Funding and Program Management of the AclaNET
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2.2.4 For-Profit Development Model
AdaNET has two primary purposes:
1. to develop a transfer mechanism for government developed Ada and
software engineering technology to the commercial sector, and
2. to provide such services with cost recovery measures to achieve com-
mercial independence.
Figure 2.1, Basic Federal Funding and Program Management of the A daNE T
Service is the profile of funding requirements. Figure 2.2, AdaNET Service
Implementation Model shows how the AdaNET would be created.
It is the consensus of all sponsoring agencies that due to the high level of
identification that the AdaNET service must establish to be effective in the
commercial sector, there is specific advantage in the service maintaining
a for-profit focus. Aggressive marketing approaches will be necessary to
maximize the likelihood of success in achieving the stated goals of the ser-
vice. This approach also allows a more active emphasis in areu necessary
to gain commercial recognition and use, such as marketing, advertising,
revenue planning, and corporate teaming.
Keeping a for-profit focus will avoid the spectre of unfair competition in
the commercial sector by a non-profit entity. This is of particular concern
when considering:
• the orientation of AdaNET towards commercial application_ in addi-
tion to research;
• Ad_NET's level of visibility, commercial activities and interaction;
• the number of different private sector entities that will be asked to
participate;
• the level of commercial influence possible, and
• the long term goal of independent operational status.
While the service will concentrate on its for-profit mode of operation, some
activities developing from AdaNET will emphasize areas that have tradi-
tionally been serviced by non-profit, educational entities. One such activity
might be the development and operation of a national center for advanced
software technology. This would require major support from the educa-
tional institutions that are already participants in the AdaNET service and
from those institutions which may participate in the future.
Commercial support will be provided through specific contracted work to
develop specific services, or through actual use of the AdaNET service.
Initial discussions with commercial entities suggest this to be the case. This
is in keeping with AdaNET's goal of establishing other bases of support
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that are commercially based and longer term than governmental funding.
ItMso servesto heightenresponsivenesstothe commercial marketplace;the
servicewillnot attaincommercial viabilitywithout that responsiveness.
2.2.5 Internal Development Structure
The most criticalelement for successfulimplementation of the AdaNET
serviceis the development of teams for internalmanagement, technical
development, and marketing. These teams willbe responsiblefor both in-
ternaldevelopment, as wellas the coordinationand deliveryof contracted
services.One of the major outcomes of currentplanning and researchwill
be the development of the technicalimplementation team. MountainNet's
internaltechnicalstaffwillcoordinatethe activitiesof the extended devel-
opment and support team describedbelow. This staffwillconsistof key
"anchor" individualspossessingspecificareas of technicalexpertise,who
willcoordinate applicationof internaland externalresourcesto theirspe-
cificimplementation areas.
Private sectorparticipantsrepresentanother resource to which AdaNET
users can be directed. AdaNET willutilizethe resourcesof many com-
mercial and educationalorganizations,thereby enlargingthe availablepool
of expertise.Mountain_Net isentering into corporate teaming agreements
with many commercial organizationswith areas of expertisethat wilalso
be valuableto development ofthe AdaNET service.Such agreements are of
strategicimportance in the development and long term support of the ser-
vice;thisconcept willcontinue to be used as the servicematures. As part
of these agreements, privatesectorparticipantswillbe able to maintain
theirproprietaryinterests.
In keeping with the roleof AdmNET asboth a catalystand clearinghouse,it
isnot the intentofMountalnNet to develop allrequiredcapabilitiesand ex-
pertiseinternally,or to offeronly internallydeveloped services.AdaNET's
goal isto provide an open architectureinto which organizationsproviding
valuableinformation,servicesor expertisecan offertheirresourcesas part
of the totalpool of servicesavailable.Likewise,the publicinformationand
technology availablethrough AdaNET willnot be held to any closedgroup.
The successof the serviceis based on the interactionwith as many par-
ticipantsas possible.Its use and growth are synergetic:information and
technology are put intothe service,and users take out what they need, in
turn developing theirown bases ofexpertise.Through continued participa-
tion,these same users can become additionalresources availableto other
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2.2.6 Organizational Panels
Much time has been spent trying to define organizational relationships that
facilitate effective interaction between MountainNet's AdaNET service, its
governmental sponsors, and the private sector organizations either provid-
ing support to orusing the services. Three panels will be formed. Earlier
discussionsreferredto these panels as:
• Board of Governors
• Business and Industry Council
• Technology Advisory Board _ _ =
After subsequent deliberationand inquiryintothe variousfederallaws reg-
ulating governmental and private sectorinteraction,the followingnames
willbe adopted:
• Federal Advisory Panel
• Business and Industry Co_cilo
• Technology AdviSory Council
Following sections will discuss the purpose of each of these panels. The Of-
rice of Productivity, Technology and Innovation attorneys have researched
the potential legal implications of these organizational structures with re-
spect to public and private sector representatives holding seats on the same
panel. They have determined that the organizational structures defined in
this document are well within allowable federal guidelines.
The major difference in focus between the organizations defined early in
the project and those defined in this document is the separation of gov-
ernmental and private sector interaction with the AdaNET service. The
organizati0naIpL_els have maintained the same focus; however, the gov-
ernmental and private sector repr_atives have been separste_ on tWO of
the panels. The Federal Advisory Panel isnow composed entirelyof gov-
ernmental representatives,and the Business and Industry Council consists
solelyof privatesectorrepresentatives.The Technology Advisory Council
stillhas representationfrom both sectors.
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The intentin creatingthe originalBoard of Governors was to facilitate
participationby any organizationscommitting resourcesor %ponsoring"
AdaNET development. All organizationsmeeting thiscriteriaare govern-
mental organizations,and thiswillcontinue to be the case. (As mentioned
previously,commercial support willbe provided both by end users,and
through specificontractsand teaming agreements.)
The Business and Industry Council willserve as the main point of inter-
actionwith identifiedeconomic communities, industries,professionalorga-
nizations,or individualcompanies that desirea higher levelof input and
involvement with the AdaNET servicethan that of being only an end user
of services.It alsoprovides an initialpoint for interactionwith those or-
ganizationsthat representadditionalresourcesfor development and service
offerings,and potentialnew user communities.
The Technology Advisory Council willprovide the focusforthose organiza-
tionsworking more closelywith development, providing technicalfocus in
allareas necessary.These includenot justareas of competence within the
fieldof hardware and software engineeringand communications, but also
includeexpertiseinmarketing, advertising,corporateteaming and partner-
ing,finance,businessplan analysisand strategicplanning. The Technology
Advisory Panel consistsof representativesfrom both public and private
sectororganizations.
MountshtNet willserveas the focalpoint forcommunications and coordina-
tionbetween governmental and commercial sectorinterestsand willbe the
mechanism to solicithe involvement ofprivatesectorinterests.The follow-
ing are more detaileddescriptionsof the organizationalgroups described
above:
Federal Advisory Panel
A way to coordinate between the three sponsoring government agencies
has been needed. Major cooperation and communication between these
partners needs to occur to insure mutually successful returns on participa-
tion. Quarterlyprojectreview sessionsare not adequate forthe higherlevel
interactionrequired.Some structureisnecessary to facilitatethe process.
Participationon the Federal Advisory Panel willprovide thismechanism.
Representativesfrom the threegovernment agenciessupporting the AdaNET
servicewillwork with MountainNet to determine the initialmembership of
thispanel.
The Federal Advisory Panel willconsistof those government organizations
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with the highest levelsof resourcescommitted to'the project. The indi-
viduals on thisboard willhold positionswithin theirorganizationsfrom
Whichthey can directthe resourcesthat are to be applied to the Ads.NET
service. As was true of the previous structure,the Executive Council 0f
thisFederal Advisory Panel willlikelybe that subset of the participants
that representthose government organizationswho are the originalstake-
holder participants,and those organizationswith the the highest-levelof
committed resources,
The Federal AdvisorX Panel will:
• provide a common forum for the resolution-ofquestionsrelatingto
interagencyinteractions,
• provide input intothe directionof projectfocus and deliverables,and
• establish a common point for regular interaction and working sessions
with MountainNet's staffand agency representatives.
Within the currentgovernment organizationssupporting the AdaNET ser-
vice,thereisan ongoing need to explicitlydefinethe deliverablesand sched-
ulesthat satisfythe goalsof individualparticipants.Each organizationhas
specificreturnsthat are sought forsupporting the serviceand specificmile-
stones and deliverablesare desired to build those returns. The Federal
Advisory Panel willbe used as the vehiclefor such discussions.The agen-
ciesnow participatingin thisinteragencycooperativewill_use thisforum to
determine mutually acceptable project deliverables,with high levelinter-
actionwith Mounta£nNet's project management staff'.Frequent meetings
of the panel willbe held,in addition to regularelectroniccommunications
through electronicmail, to maintain a high levelof contact and interaction
among sponsors and the members of Mount ainNet's management team.
These same agencies need to ad_ess general panel operating gui-_ellnes,
especiallypertainingto the admission ofnew projectsponsors to the Federal
Advisory P_anel.lssuesfor consideration"m__clude:
• Definitionof criterionfor new board membership _
• Criterionforcontinuance or termination of membership
_ • process of inc0_oration of new members' goals with those of existing
. .... ..... :--
Discus!ionhas indicated that it is the consensus of the agency participants
, that criterisfor membership on this board Should be established, One
generally accepted criterion is that all organizations represented must have
made a substantial committment to the Ada_NET service of the types of
resources described in the statement of mission and goals This topic is fur
ther addressed in a later section entitled Incorporation of New Project
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Sponsors.
The panel'somcial contact with privatesectorprojectparticipantswillbe
through MountsinNet; thisdoes not includethose entitieswhich are con-
trsctuallyalrdiatedwith any ofthe sponsoring agencies.Recommendations
and conclusionsreached by members which are part of the interagencyco-
operativewith NASA willpass those recommendations to NASA (as con-
tractingagency) forconsideration,and subsequent directionwillbe passed
to Mountain.Net ifdesiredand appropriate.
Mission and Goal Statement
The mission of the AdaNET Federal Advisory Panel isto provide assistance
and guidance to MountainNet staffthroughout the development and oper-
ation of AdaNET services.The FederalAdvisory Panel linksthe AdsNET
servicewith the government organizationsand communities it serves,re-
flectingthe ideas,focuses,and needs ofeach sponsor. The panel iscomposed
of key individualsfrom the governmental sectorwho have been instrumen-
tal in encouraging and committing theirrespectiveorganization'ssupport
of the AdaNET service. Each of the Federal Advisory Panel members
shallhold such positionswithin theirrespectiveorganizationsto be ableto
govern, director allocateresources,includinghuman, fiscal,informational
and/or technical,as appropriate,to furtherthe mission and goals of the
service.
The panel willgive assistanceand guidance in the followingfunctional
projectcategories:
• Guidance in Organizationaland Operational Policies
• Determination of Milestones and Deliverables
• Identificationof Sponsors' IndividualGoals
• IdentificationofSponsors' Participationand Commitments
• Coordination of Governmental Sponsors'Efforts
• Incorporationof New Governmental Sponsors
These recommendations willkeep the AdaNET serviceresponsivetoitsser-
vicebase and willbe incorporatedby the MountainNet staffas itmanages
and directsthe course taken by the service.
The board plans to meet quarterlyto be apprised of the current status
of operations,as well as to provide assistanceand guidance in the above
referencedfunctionalproject categories.The use of electroniccommuni-
cationswillprovide on-going communications between allmembers of the
panel and MountainNet. More activeinteractionmay be establishedby
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each member through the identificationofrepresentativesfrom withintheir
respectiveorganizationsto provide concentrated technicalsupport to the
AdaNET service.The initialnumber of members of the Federal Advisory
Panel shallbe set at eleven(11)chartermembers. These chartermembers,
with the MountainNet stal_,shallserve as the nominating committee for
additionalmembers. At no time shallthe Federal Advisory Panel exceed
twenty-one (21) members. Organizations willmaintain representationon
the Federal Advisory Panel fora period of up to nine months followingthe
organization'stermination of support.
A standing Executive Committee ofno more than seven but at alltimes at
leastfivemembers shallbe initiallyconstitutedfrom the Charter organiza-
tionsproviding human, monetary and/or technology resourcesin support
of the Ada_NET service.The Executive Committee willmake policyrecom-
mendations forratificationby a majority of the Federal Advisory Panel.
Revised June 1988
AdmNET Project Staff"
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The Business and Industry Co.unejl
The Business and Ind-ustry-C_11-s-hal] serveas the me_1_i-sm-f0r bring-
ing commercial and other private sector entitiesinto participationwith
the AdsNET service.Organizations looking for additionalways to utilize
the=technology availablethrough the AdsNET serviceshould initiallyin-
teract at thislevel;such organizations may include major industry and
manufact_, concerns, i_ge _dsmall bus_es,es repre_nting addi-tional
resources of Ada technology expertise, and professional organizations. This
provides an initial mechanism for their interaction, as well as allows those
orgs.-_isations not wanting higherlevel in_vo_Ivement to maintain a tie with
the activities and developments. Representatives on the Business and In-
..d_t_r_YC0_tm_ci! sho _u!d__somewhs_t p_aralle_l th_e authority represented on the
the Federal Advisory Board. These individuals may elect to nominate rep-
resentatives to the Technology Advisory Panel, to provide more technically
oriented interaction with the AdaN_ service.
This panel provides a directUnk to those communities to which Moun-
talnNet willtargetitsoutreach and support activities.It willalsoprovide
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a link between those industrialentitieswho currentlyhave strong estab-
lishedbases of technology and those organizationstrying to develop such
expertise.Activityon the Business and Industry Council representsa more
"arms-length" relationshipwith MountainNet than that of the governmen-
tal sponsors or the organizationswith subcontract or corporate teaming
agreements in place.Many organizationsinitiallyinteractingonly at these
board levelsmay recognizethat a higher levelof interactionis warranted
by theircapabilitiesand expertise,as well as the recognitionof how par-
ticipationsupports theirindividualself-interests.Such organizationsmay
migrate intoroleson the development and support team.
MiJAion and Goal Statement
The mission of the Business and Industry Council isto provide assistance
and guidance to MountainNet staffthroughout the development and oper-
ation of the AdsNET services.The Business and Industry Council links
the serviceswith the organizationsand communities it serves,reflecting
the ideas,focuses,and needs of each participatingand targeted segment
of these organizationsand communities. The council iscomposed of indi-
vidualsfrom key commercial sectororganizationswho have demonstrated
leadershipininnovation,research,development and the applicationoftech-
nology for America's productivityenhancement. Each of the Business and
Industry Council members shallhold such positionswithin theirrespective
organizationsto be able to influencethe participationwith or support for
the AdaNET serviceby theirrespectiveindustries,companies, or profes-
sionalorganizations.
The councilwillgive assistanceand guidance to MountainNet in the fol-
lowing functionalprojectcategories:
• Target sectoridentificationand needs
• Servicerecommendations.
• Organizationalparticipationand resources
• Productivity enhancement applications
These recommendations willserve to keep the AdaNET serviceresponsive
to itsservicebase and be incorporated,as appropriate,by Mountain_Net
staffas itmanages and directsthe course taken by the service.
The board shallmeet semi-annually,to be apprised of the current statusof
operations,as well as to provide assistanceand guidance in the above ref-
erenced broad based functionalprojectcategories.More activeinteraction
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imay be established bY each member through the nomination of represen-
tatives from within theirorganizationto serveon the Technology Advisory
Council. No limitationhas been set on the number or organizationswith
representationon the Business and Industry Council.
A standingExecutiv_eCommi_teeofn0 more than s_even_butat alltimes at
least five members shall be initiallyconstitute_. TheExecutiyeCo_ttee
willconvey recommendations made by the Business and Industry Council.
Revised J'une _i088
AdaNET Project Staff
Technology Advisory Council
The Technology Advisory C?unci! providesthe technic_ applicationsinter"
face betweenMo_t_et and organizations rei_resentedon the Business
and Industry Council, as well as organizations working more closely with
Mountain_Net in subcontract/teaming arrangements as part of the develop-
rnent and support team.
While interaction and support of member organizations w!th Mount_et
and the AdmNET service can occur without s forrnM structure, this coun-
cil will help to organize and coordinate the efforts of this highly diverse
and potentially very large _roup more effectively. Additionally, since each
member willonly interactwith Mount_et st_ andsmal] groups_ofother
Technology Advisory Council members, meetings willallow interactionof
the whole councilthat would otherwisenot occur. Such interactionisvalu-
able to both the Ad_ET_ervice _cl the members the_elves in allowing
for a wider ranging flow of communications, ideas,and creativity.Mr.
Donn Philpot is serving as the Technology Advisory Council Coordinator
to organi_e initialmembership council _!_ _:_= : _:_ _ _i_
Mission and Goal Statement
The mission of the Technology Advisory Council is to provide technical
assistance in specific areu of expertise to Mo_t_dnNet staff throughout
the development and operation of the AdaNET service. The Technology
Advisory Councilpr0videsan intersc=tive te_dmi_al resource_om_e_ or-
g.anisat!qn. The are__of_techni.'Cal expertise represented on the Technology
Advisory Council will be m_ntained to reflect the_ di'verse ide_cuses,
and needs of each participating and impacted segment of the organizations
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and communities servedby the AdaNET service.The counciliscomposed
of individualsfrom each of the commercial and educational sectororga-
nizationssupporting the AdaNET service,who possessareas of expertise
needed to round out the base of availabletalentand knowledge required
forsuccessfuldevelopment and maintenance of the AdaNET service.Each
Technology Advisory Coundl member shallprovide regular and on-going
technicalsupport and input to the MountalnNet stsi_,as appropriate.
The council willgive technicalassistanceand guidance in the following
functionalproject categories:
• Research, development and maintenance of repositoryfunctions
• Servicesdevelopment
• Market research
• Revenue planning
• Fiscalplanning and analysis
• Operations research
• Productivityenhancement measurements
This technicalinput willprovide a base of technicalemphasis that would
be unavailablewithin any one organization.
Due to itsdiversityand potentiallylargenumber ofparticipants,the board
shallmeet semi-annually,to be apprised ofthe currentstatusofoperations,
as well as to report on each functionalarea of activity.The Technology
Advisory Council shallbe functionallysegmented. Members of the Tech-
nology Advisory Council alsomay also serveas the activerepresentatives
of organizationswith membership on the Business and Industry Council.
No specificlimitationhas been set for a maximum number of members of
the Technology Advisory Council.
Revised June 1988
AdaNET Project Staff'
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N2.2.7 Long Term Interaction with University of Houston -
Clear Lake
MountainNet has held discussionswith representativesof UHCL RICIS to
explore potentiallong term interactionof UHCL RICIS with Mountain-
Net's AdaNET facility,once AdaNET iscommercially self-supporting.The
followingare under consideration,forfurtherdiscussionwith UHCL RICIS
representatives:
• Support in coordination of the Technology_Advis-oryPanel: Moun-
tainNet proposes that Dr. Charles McKay serve as Chief Advisor to
thisorganization,and that Universityof Houston- Clear Lake host
its meetings. - ......
• Access to resources and information maintained by MountainNet in
support, of the AdaNET project to support RICIS research activities;
this may include hardware, software, research library and staff re-
sources. Such resources may be provided through telecommunications
access, or on-site rese_ch at MountainNet facilities, under sponsored
research programs. Continuing discussions will define the scope and
• Incorporation of RICIS programs as part of the service offerings avail-
able through Ads.NET. In addition to interaction with SEAD (detailed
in the following section), services provided by the Space Business Infor-
mation Center and theSoftware Engix_eering Professional EdUcation
Center could be offered through AdaNET.
7_
2.2.8 Interaction With SEAD
As part of the Phase II Statement of Work, M_otm_tainNet was tasked with
pl_g' f0r _owthe _A_aNE-'_serV_ce couid SUppo_t_he RIC_: go:ftware
Engineering sad Ads Database (SEAD). Specifically, it is desired to in-
crease SEAD's commercial focus. Throughou t the course of Phases I sad
II MountainNet has investigated various possibilities for how such support
could be provided to the SEAD.
Discussions with Morris Liaw, Principal Investigator of the SEAD project
and others at UHCL have identified the following levels of potential inter-
action between MountainNet's AdaNET Information Services (AIS) sad
UHCL's SEAD:
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i. No integration;
2. Communications integration:MountainNet provides a telecommuni-
cationslinkintothe SEAD for accessto the SEAD by AdaNET users;
3. Data integration:AIS and SEAD exchange data on a regular basis;
or_
4. Fullintegration:Merging AIS and SEAD under same name, structure
and user interface.
The firstoption would indicatethat no valuable interactioncan occur be-
tween the two organizations,and that the AdaNET servicecan do littleto
help expand SEAD or to providecommercializationsupport; thisisbelieved
to be false,and hence isnot consideredas a viableoption.
MountainNet believesa combination of both 2) and 3) to be the most
effectivelevelof interaction,for the followingreasons:
• The combination of choicesallowsMountainNet to achieveitsgoal of
providingsupport in augmenting informationavailablethrough SEAD
(through regularupdates to the SEAD of informationcollectedin the
AIS); and
• Through establishment of telecommunications connections, provide
additionalcommercializationsupport to SEAD, by expanding itsbase
of potentialusers to include allusers of the AdaNET service;
• There would be very littlerestructuringof the servicefunctionsand
goals ofeitherSEAD or AIS;
Complete integrationas definedin 4) isnot believedto be desirableforthe
followingreasons:
• AIS and SEAD servicesare currentlytargeted to two separate user
communities. SEAD currentlyservicesinternalNASA organizations
and NASA contractors/subcontractorswho access SEAD via NASA
internaltelecommunications networks. AdaNET's primary focus ison
privatesectorusers.Ciari_cationhu not yet b_n given On Whether
SEAD can expand itsservicesforgeneralprivatesectoruse,and ._till
maintain itsdirectlinkagestoitsNASA users(due to network security
concerns);
• Elimination of the AIS as a major servicewithin AdaNET willradi-
callyreduce the valueof informationpresented through AdaNET, and
hence, itscommercial viability;the alternative,merging of SEAD into
AdaNET, isnot considered areasonable alternativeto the developers
of SEAD;
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• Presentationalformats and retrievalmechanisms for information to
be contained in the AIS differfrom those of SEAD; MountainNet has
evaluated variouspresentationalformats and retrievalmechanisms for
on-lineinformation. The method chosen (text retrieval/hypertext
systems) isdeemed to be the most desirableforthe AdaNET environ-
ment. Itissuggested that a quantitativestudy be conducted to assess
relativeuser responsiveness/usagelevelson both systems, to evalu-
ate (where informationmay be duplicated)user-preferredmethods of
delivery.
Before further planning of AdaNET/SEAD interactioncan occur, addi-
tionalplanning by the SEAD staff"must be completed. As stated above,
one maj0r-decis_0n w_ be Whe_h-_SE_]) w-_ be_owed to _Corporate
non-NASA privatesectorusers while maintaining itslinkage into NASA
networks. Additionally,clarificationas to the SEAD's ultimate host ma-
chinewillaid greatlyin determi_g the levelofdata exchange possibleand
specificrequirements forestablishingtelecommunications linkages.Further
elaborati0nOf _CIS goals for SEAi) co_unerCiau-zationa_e necessary,in
order to c0mpletdy ad_ess how Mount_et, through itsAd_T service
can help add other commercialization support services.
2.2.9 Incorporation of New Project Sponsors
New government sponsors may become activein supporting development
of the AdaNET service. Such support could be provided through either
interagency agreement and support through the existingcooperative,or
through additionalcontractingmechanisms. In the priorcase,a standard
Memorandum 0f understanding with NASA, {U the contractin8 _ency),
based on the one signed by the three original sponsors, will be established.
It is agreed_upo-n-by-_[] existing Sponio_-t_uotl_er-governmental or-
ganizations apply their resources to development of the AdaNET service,
those organizations should be given representation on the Federal Advisory
Panel. This has positive results for both the newcomers and the existing
...... sponsors,_S_nce _ l_r_cipants w_ have a conunon forum for sharing in-
formation about their respective goals in the project, and th_ resolution
of potential conflicts in those goals. The new sponsors' agendas Will need
to be incorporated into the common agenda of the existing sponsors, and
project milestones and deliverables will need to be adjusted and expanded
accor_gly. : _
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2.2.10 Interaction with NASA Affiliates
A strongworking relationshipisevolvingwith NASA af_ate organizations
identifiedto support the AdaNET service.The support, participationand
resourcescontributedby theseorganizationsiscurrentlybeing underwritten
by NASA as part ofitsin-kindcontributionto the service.This participa-
tionisintended to provide earlyreturns to allparticipants:
For example:
• A base of resourcesand expertisewillbe made availableto apply to
variousfacetsofdevelopment ofthe AdaNET service;such support will
help in "lessonslearned" and in applying existingtechnology solutions
to planning development, and implementation.
• These organizationsrepresentadditionalsourcesof expertiseand tech-
nology that willbe made availableto users of the AdaNET service.
• Through markets identified,additionalopportunitiesforcommercial/private
sectorsupport willbe affordedto participatingaffdiates.
• MountainNet willperform catalystand networking functions,plac-
ing entitiesneeding specifictechnology solutionsin touch with those
organizations possessingsuch expertise.
See Attachment A for a listingof those NASA airnliatescurrentlyproviding
support.
2.2.11 Incorporation of Private Sector Participants
MountainNet's interactionwith the privatesectorwillbe as both provider
and user of servicesand expertise.The delineationbetween those organi-
zationsthat are providersof resourcesand those that are users should be
almost impossible.The same groups using servicesand utilizingthe infor-
mation, softwareand expertiseavailable,should alsorepresent,in time, an
additionalresource that can be added to the team of organizationssup-
porting the AdaNET services.
The AdaNET projectstaffwillserve as the focalpoint forcommunications
and coordination between governmental and commercial sectorinterests.
This is appropriate to the service'smain focus on commercial sectoror-
ganizations;thiswillprovide the mechanism to recruitthe involvement of
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commercialsector interestsboth as additionalresourcesand as users of
services.The AdaNET project stairwillidentifythe needs of those pri-
vate sector communities with which itinteracts,and then work through
the Federal Advisory Panel to bring those needs to the attentionof the
federalagency sponsors.Private companies listedas users of software and
servicesshould eventuallycome fullcirclein the process,untilthey are also
providersof software and technology to the AdaNET user base.
2.3 Outline of Project Activity
Initial presentation of the AdaNET service was made to attendees of the
Ada Expo '87 and ACM SIGAda conferences. This presentation was the
culmination of planning and development in organizational planning, project
imaging, and strategic mad technical planning. The week's activities were
centered around:
• AdaNET Project Meetings
• Ads Users Survey ....
• Network Planning and Implementation
• InitialMarket and ServicesAnalysis .......
_L
2.3.1 AdaNET Project Meetings
Projectmeetings were held on on the evening ofDecember 10, 1987,follow-
ing completion of the Ada Expo '87.The firstmeeting held included only
representativesof the sponsoring agencies. Specificpoints for discussion
focused on the need for higher levelcoordination between governmental
participants,MountainNet, and the University of Houston - Clear Lake.
Discussion was also held on the participationOf the Department of the
Army DISC4 in the AdaNET project._ .......
A second meeting was held, with the followingin attendance:
Virginia Castor- DOD AJPO
Edward Liebhsrdt - DoA DISC4
Charles McKay- RICIS
Mike Digrnan - MountsinNet
Kevin Dyer - MountainNet
John Heizer - DOD OPTI
Zopics for "....
• Final changes to Organizational Views report
Roy =Bivens - NASA TU
Henry Clarks - NASA TU
Paul McWillimns -NIAC
James Rautner ' MountainNet
Frances Van Scoy- WVU
Robert Wallace- TA
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• General update on AdaNET's Ada Expo '87 activities;
• Discussion of project deliverables;
• Organizational planning.
The views expressed in all areas of discussion are reflected in either the
discussion of Organizational Views or in the discussion of current organi-
zational structure described in this chapter. The agenda of this meeting is
included as Attachment E.
2.3.2 Initial AdaNET Survey
An initial survey was conducted at Ads Expo '87; copies of the survey
instrument were distributed at the Ada Expo '87 with brochures about the
AdaNET project. This survey was intended to gather the following types
of information:
• general demographic information,
• Ada applications areas represented at the conferences,
• levels of interest in potential service offerings, and
• current hardware and telecommunications utilization.
The survey, while only a preliminary sampling of those in attendance,
yielded interesting information about the current interests, among those
participating in the Ada marketplace. The survey was designed with a
limited number of very focused questions, to increase the likelihood of re-
sponse, as well as to get initial information about those areas needing more
extensive follow-up. The demographic information provided is enabling the
AdaNET project staff to follow up with mailings and further survey ac-
tivities. Some findings from the survey are noted in the sections which
follow.
2.3.3 Ads.NET Participant Communications
Two factors have created a need for a means of communication and ex-
change of textual information regarding the AdaNET project. There are:
• the wide geographic distribution of participants in AdaNET project
oversight and technical development, and
• the difficulty in coordinating schedules for meetings and expense of
travel to meetings.
Many of the individuals involved already participate in one or more com-
puter networks or services. These services include:
• Defense Data Network (DDN)
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a link between those industrialentitieswho currentlyhave strong estab-
lishedbases of technology and those organizationstryingto develop such
expertise.Activityon the Business and Industry Council representsa more
"arms-length" relationshipwith MountalnNet than that of the governmen-
tal sponsors or the organizationswith subcontract or corporate teaming
agreements in place.Many organizationsinitiallyinteractingonly at these
board levelsmay recognizethat a higher levelof interactionis warranted
by theircapabilitiesand expertise,as well as the recognitionof how par-
ticipationsupports theirindividualself-interests.Such organizationsmay
migrate intoroleson the development and support team.
Mission and Goal Statement
The mission of the Business and Industry Council isto provide assistance
and guidancetofV]ountalnNet st_ t_0u_out-_the development _d oper:
ation of the AdaNET services.The Business and Industry Council links
the serviceswith the organizations and communities_ it serves,reflecting
the ideas,focuses,and needs of each participatingand targeted segment
of these organizationsand communities. The council iscomposed of indi-
viduals from key commercial sectororganizationswho have demonstrated
ieader.q_pin _o_tlon, reseatS, deve|opment and theapplicationoftech-
nology for America's productivityenhancement. Each of the Business and
Industry Council members shallhold such positionswithin theirrespective
organizationsto be able to influencethe participationwith or support for
the AdaNET serviceby theirrespectiveindustries,companies, or profes-
sionalorg_zations. .....
The council willgive assistanceand guidance to MountainNet in the fol-
lowing functionalprojectcategories:
• Target sectoridentificationand needs
• Servicerecommendations
• Organizationalparticipationand resources
..........o Productivity en_ancemen(_appllcations_---_-: ......__
These recommendations willserve to keep the AdaNET serviceresponsive
to its servicebase and be incorporated,as appropriate,by MountainNet
staffas itmanages and directsthe course taken by the service.
The board shallmeet semi-annually,to be apprised of the current statusof
operations,as wellas to provide assistanceand guidaa_ce_ the above ref-
erenced broad based functionalproject categories.More activeinteraction
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v. NASA's electronicmail system
• ARPANET
• BITNET
• Dialcom
• Telenet electronicmail
• Compuserve
• MCI mail
• Source
• Other commercial networks and privatehost computer systems
v
At thisstage of the project,there isno practicalmethod forcreatinginter-
network gateways among allthe differentnetworks that would be required
for every projectparticipantto be able to use that participant'sown host
system forelectronicmail and document transferactivities.In view of this,
the projectteam has implemented an electronicmail and document service
for AdaNET projectparticipantshosted on a DEC Vax computer system.
The serviceismenu-oriented, very easy to use, and can be accessed at no
charge through Telenet.
Terminal emulations that are presentlysupported includeDEC VT series,
Data General, Lear Siegler,Televideo,ADDS, and other video terminals
and emulators. (Responses to an item on the Ada Expo '87 questionnaire
suggest that DEC, IBM PC, and Apple computers and video terminalsare
by far the most common hardware used by the respondents.) Copies of the
Kermit communication and filetransferprotocol which typicallyprovides
DEC VT seriesemulation are availablefrom MountainNet forvirtuallyany
model of microcomputer.
An AdaNET Document Transferand ElectronicMail ServiceUser Require-
ments Documentation form has been prepared and distributedto the var-
ious agencies and organizationsparticipatingin the project at thispoint.
Attachment D of thisdocument isthe standardized form developed for es-
tablishment ofusernames forprojectparticipants.Completion of thisform
by each projectparticipantisrequired priorto account activation.
2.3.4 Network Planning
In order to ascertainthe extent to which some of the various electronic
mail and document transfersystems are used by potentialAdaNET users,
a question regarding network use was asked on the informal questionnaire
5O
Wdistributedat the Ads Expo '87inBoston. The followingtablesummarizes
responses to that question:
Electronic Mall and Networks Used
by Ada Expo Attendees
Network Name Frequency Percent
DDN 20 23.3
ARPANET 32 37.2
NASA MAIL 02 02.3
BITNET 09 10.5
TELENET 15 17.4
M_I 00 0
COMPUSERVE 12 14.0
D___IALC_O_M 02 02.3
SOURCE : _ 04 04.7
USENET 03 03.5
T_NET 01 01.2
CSNET 03 03.5
OTHERS 09 10.5
Notes-:Number _of respondents = 86; respondents were asked to mark all
those networks that apply.
Though use of various network servicesfor electronicmail and document
transferiscommon among thisgroup, even ARPANET, themost commonly
used network, was used by lessthan 40 percent of the respondents. As al-
ready noted,responses to a second item on the Ada Expo '87questionnaire
surest thatDEC, IBM PC, and Apple computersand videoterminalsare
by far the most common hardware used by the respondentS'_
2.3.5 Current Network ImplementatloM .......... ::_-::_-_:
Two host computer systems are initially being used to support planning
and development activities: a Digital Equipment Corporation Vax 11/780
located in Buckhannon, WV; and a Data General MV8000 located in Dell-
slow,WV.
These host computer systems are connected to M ountalnN_et'sown telecom-
munications network. That network islinkedto Telenet and the West Vir-
giniaNetwork for Educational Telecomputing, which isin turn connected
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to ARPANET, BITNET, and Suranet. Through these network gateways,
host computer systems are available via local direct or dialup access from
most of the continental United States.
2.3.6 User Survey and Marketing Implications
Approximately 550 projectbrochures with market survey forms included
were distributed,individually,at the conference.Eighty-six(86)completed
market survey forms were completed atthe conference,a response rateof 16
percent.Since the conference additionalsurveys have been returned,some
with cover lettersexpressingfurtherinterestin becoming involved with the
support and use of AdaNET. Some have also responded with telephone
inquiriesabout the project.
AdaNET Brochure
Included with the market survey, the brochure incorporated three "step-
pages" of information describing the AdaNET project, the government
agencies and private businesses involved in its inception, and the value-
added services and products it will provide. These are included as Attach-
ment F. A summary of the intent of these pages follows:
AdaNET
The Advanced Development Network
For Ada Software Applications
This page explains the AdaNET service as an effort involving government,
education and the private sector, and its reason for being; that is, to gather,
refine and disseminate information regarding the Ada computer language
and software engineering in order to encourage use of Ada for better soft-
ware engineering and improved productivity.
AdaNET
The Ada Soft-Where-House
This page outlineshow the AdaNET servicesand products willbe stored,
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classifiedand made availableto the commercial market place,and academic
and government 0rganizstionsiand _describes_sfe_vo_org_zafionS
that should benefitimmediately and directly.The Ada Soft-Where-House
representsthe focus for access to the reusable components, objects and
_nfo_ation services,
AdaNET ...............................................................
Value-added Services and Product8 ......
i
This page is a detailed Listing of the services and products that are to be
ofl'ered.
General Impressions
The AdaNET project staff had discussions with many attendees of the
Ads Expo_-7-Coni_rence, both-on the floor0f the all-splayres:and in small
informal discussiongroups. The impressionsgleaned from these discussions
and from the communications which have taken place sincethe conference
have resultedinthe generalimpressionthat the primary questionsregarding
the AdaNET serviceare:
I. How soon willitbe available?
2. How can one accessAdaNET?
3. How much will access cost?
A fourth impression is that many attendees felt that the AdaNET project
representsa needed and timely step.
Initial Market Survey
A preliminary analysis of the initial market survey revealed some interest-
ing characteristics, which are under further analysis for distribution to the
project participants in the near future. The complete form is included as
Attachment C. Here is a summary of the three questions posed to survey
respondentJ_
1. With which Ada-related professional organizations are you
affiliated?
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v2. Is your organization involved in Ada software development?
If yes_ please check all that apply (variouscategorieswerelisted).
3. Which AdaNET services or information would you find use-
ful? (various services were listed; users responded that each service was
"Not Useful", "Useful", or "Very Useful")
The results to question one were as follows:
YES NO
N Percent N Percent
v
SIGAda 61 70.9 25 29.1
AdaJUG 12 14.0 74 86.0
IEEE 34 39.5 52 60.0
As was expected, considering the audience that was being addressed, a sig-
nificant number of respondents, 70.9%, indicated a membership in SIGAda.
The balance of the respondents show 14.0% membership in AdaJUG, and
39.5% membership in IEEE. The total adds to more than 100% due to
multiple membership afrdlations by some respondents.
From these respondents, most of whom are members of professional Ada
organizations and who represent a sophisticated population, significant in-
dicators are beginning to emerge. From the responses of this group to the
third question, the most useful services are those listed below. These areas
were the areas that elicited a "very useful" response from over 66% of the
respondents.
e- Ada Faceted Classifications for Reuse
• Ada-Specific Metrics
• Software Engineering Methodology
• Topical Search Categories for Reuse
Services or information which were viewed as"useful" by audience include:
• Commercial products and services
• Contracting opportunities
54
• Documentation and information
• Project management software
• User Communications
Servicesor information viewed as "not useful"to thisaudience are as fol-
lows:
• On-line tutorials
• ComPUter b_edt r "aining
• Telephone Help Line-
Respondents who indicated that Ada-faceted Classifications for Reuse, Top-
icalSearch Categories for Reuse, and Software Engineering Methodology
were "very-useful"tended to fallinto the followingsoftware development
categories:
• Data=Bases ......
• Education
• Engineering
• MIS _ctions
• Process control
• Scientific
• Telecommunications
• Tools _
• Weapor__. .......................
Ada-specificMetrics were found to be "very useful"fort_ _oilowingsoft-
ware development categories:
• Scient_C ......
• Dat a_Bases ................
• Engineering
• Telecommunications . : ..... :_ :_:: _ _:___: _:_
Initialserviceofferingswillbe concentrated upon those catesorieswhich
thispreliminary survey indicateswould have the highest tendency to be
probable value-added migration paths for technology transferofferings.
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Attachment A
Project Participants
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Technology Utilization Division
* NASA Industrial Applications Center (NIAC)
University o.f Pittsburgh, PA
• NASA Technology Application Team
Research Triangle Institute, NC
• Computer Software Management and Information Center (COSMIC)
University of Georgia, GA
University of Houston-Clear Lake (RICIS)
Research Institute for Computer and Information Systems
• Space Business Information Center
• High Technologies Laboratory
Department of Commerce (DOC)
• Office of Productivity, Technology and Innovation (OPTI)
Department of Defense (DOD)
• Ada Joint Program Office
Department of the Army (ODISC4)
• Office of the Secretary of the Army, Directorate of Information Sys-
tem8 for Command, Control, Communications and Computers
West Virginia University/WVU Research Corporation
Morgantown, WV
Beckley College
Becldey, WV
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Attachment B
Project Deliverables
Report on participant
organizational views
Draft organizational plan
Final organizational plan
Draft business plan
Draft organizational documents
and agreements
Draft technical plan
Draft schedule of user fees and
charges and associated analysis _:
Final organizational documents
and agreements
Final schedule of user fees and
charSes and' _,sociated _alysis
Final Business Plan
Final Report on Phases I and H
November 30, 1987
December 21, 1087
:January 25, 1988
February 22, 1988
February 22, 1988
March 7, 1_988 _: :,
March 14, 1988
April 25, 1988
April 25, 1988
April 25, 1988
May 30, 1988
May 30, 1988
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!AdaNET
Ada Market survey
The accompanying packet of materials descr}bes AdaNET-The Advanced
Development Network for Ada Software Applications. The few minutes you spend
answering the questions below will provide information to be used in the
planning and implementation of AdaNET. services. If you wish to receive mote
information about AdaNET. please attach your business card or provide your
name, address, and telephone number at the bottom of this survey form. Unless
you indicate otherwise, all information you provide will remain confidential
and will be reported in summary form.
By taking the time to answer the questions below, you identify yourself
as candidate for participation in onsite user tests of AdaNET services.
With which Ada-reiated professional organizations are you affiliated?
mSIGAda uAdaJUG IEEE Other
=...,,
,
,
Is your organization involved in Ada software development?
No Yes. please check all types that apply
Consumer Scientific mEngineering
Business/ Data Bases Telecommunications
MIS Functions
Education Financial Applications
Process Control Chemicals/Petroleum
QTooIs
WeaponslCOl
Compilers
Which AdaNET services or information _,ould you find useful "}
(Circle One)
Not Useful Usefu! Very usefu.
Commercial Product and Services 3
Contracting Opportunities 3
Ada Faceted Classifications for Reuse 3
Topical Search Categories for Reuse O
Documentation and Informat,on 3
User Communications
Ada-Specific _etrics 3
On-Line Tutorials '3
Computer-Based Training
telephone Help Line 3
Project Management Software 0
Software Engineering Methodology O
I Z
i 2
I 2
i 2
i 2
I 2
i 2
i 2
I 2
i Z
i 2
I 2
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4(a_. To which data/re ecommunications networks do you have access?
OON _RPANET Nasa Mail BITNET/Mailoet Telenet Mail
_UCl Mai I-- Compuserv"-'e Oialcom-- Source Ot-"-her
What COmputer hardware do you use to access the resources you checked
in _(a)?
Microcomputer-please identify the manufacturer and model
i ,
Video :erminaI-please identify the manufacturer and model"
Please attach your bus,hess card here or provide your name. address, and
telephone number"
You r N_._-ne•
Organization:
Position or Title
Mailing Address"
City. S:ate. Zip
Thank you for taking the time to prov,de the ,nformation requested.
AdaNET Uanagement Te_.m
13ece_ber ;._87
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AdaNET
Electronic Mail Service and Document Transfer
User Registration Form
Please type your information at the "--->"
i. Name, address,telephone:
Person's Name: --->
Organization: --->
Address (#I): --->
Address (#2): --->
City and State: --->
Zipcode: --->
Primary Telephone Number:
Alternate:
FAX Number:
------>
------>
(Continued on next page)
6O
_w
W
2. Network ID's (e.g.:BITNET: VM5521 @ WVNVM, DIALCOM, COM-
PUSERVE, etc) _ _ _- =_ = _=
PreferredAdaNET userid: --->
DDN userid: --->
NASA Mail userid: --->
BITNET userid/node: --->
DIALCOM userid: --->
COMPUSERVE userid: --->
SOURCE useridinfo: --->
MPL userid: --->
other (specify): --->
3. From wha t locationwillyou normally be accessingAdaNET?
4. What device willyou be using to accessAdaNET (e.g.,IBM-PC, Tele-
video 9_ v_deo terminal,etc)? Please be specificas to the manufacturer
and model number.
5. What type of telephone modem do you have connected to the device
listedin #4 above? Please be specificas to the manufacturer and model
number.
Thank you. Please return this questionaire to:
AdsNET
c/o MountainNet, Inc.
Attn. Mr. Michael Digrnan
P. O: Box 370
Dellslow,WV 26531
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7:00
Attachment E
Agenda
AdaNET ProjectMeeting
December 10, 1987
P.M.- 7:00 P.M.
Specific responsibilities of each of three sponsoring agencies
Review specific objectives for the combined effort
Define specific goals for each of three sponsoring agencies
Coordination between three sponsoring agencies
Direction to contractor
P.M. - 9:00 P.M.
Discussion of current AdaNET activities
1. Outline of status report
2. Marketing and Imaging
3. Marketing Survey
• Project Management
1. Expanded discussion of deliverables
2. Accountability of contractor & sponsoring agencies
• Role of other government agencies
1. Methods for incorporation of additional agencies
2. Criteria for consideration
• Federal Advisory Panel
1. Role of Panel
2. Criteria for Membership
• Technology Advisory Council
1. Role of Council
2. Criteria for membership
• New Business
I. Next Scheduled meeting
v
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AAdaNET •
The Advanced Development Network _ _ _'_
S Appli " ", ",For Ada ° oftware cations • , ,
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AdaNET is a cooperative effort between
government, education and the private sec-
tor to create a resource that will aid in facil-
itating the wide-spread use of Ada technol-
ogy.
AdaNET will be a gateway to Ada and ad-
vanced software technology information. It
will be a resource to aid in the identification
and acquisition of information needed at all
levels of expertise.
AdaNET will serve as a test bed for new Ada
training methodologies and will be acces-
ible via established telecommunications
,inkages with existing government, educa-
tional and commercial networks.
AdaNET will provide continuous refinement
of Ada software and software engineering
information and technology, and will pro-
vide a system for identifying and acquiring
needed information.
AdaNET will serve as a source for advice re-
lating to specifics of the Ada language and
its usage, and what tools are essential for
good software development practices.
By organizing and enlarging the scope of
knowledge available and the ease with
which it may be obtained, AdaNet can give
business, industry, government, and the in-
dividual many of the tools needed to make a
transition into the Ada culture.
AdaNET° ill • r_istlwKI l_demlrk of MountainNet, Inc,
Adae is • registered trademark of the U.S, Government (AJPO)
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AdaNET °
The Ada ° Soft-Where-House
AdaNET is a facility providing centralized
accumulation of Ada information and tech-
nology.
This free flow of information will allow ad-
vances in technology that have been made,
primarily through government funded de-
velopment, to be disseminated throughout
all levels of the private and public sectors.
With a gateway such as AdaNET, with the
various attendant services that will be of-
fered, the road will be opened to rapid ad-
-- vancement in many fields.
Some of those organizations that will ben-
efit almost immediately include:
• Traditional industries faced with the need
to automate in order to re-establish a com-
petitive position in the international mar-
ketplace
The academic community for the educa-
tion of Ada trainersand software engi-
neers, as a tool for research and develop-
ment, and for academic/industry transfer
Commercial developers concerned with
applications and "embedded" software
for commercial products development
Large and small industries exploring the
transition to Flexible Computerized Man-
ufacturing (FCM)
• NASA, the U.S. Department of Defense,
and the U.S. Department of Commerce
• Contractors developing Aria systems and
programs for Federal agencies
AdaNET_ is • registered trademark of MountainNet. Inc.
Ada° is a registered trmdernark of the U.S. Government IAJPO)
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AdaNET °
Value-added Services and Products
®
AdaNET will offer a wide array of services
and products designed to enhance the appli-
cation of Aria=technology at all levels of ex-
pertise.
AdaNET Information Services will include:
• On-line Repositories Access
• Taxonomic Classifications
• Repository Reproductions
• Easy to Use Topical Search Categories
• Electronic Bulletin Boards
• User Communications
• AdaNET Telephone Help Line
• Ada "Starter" Packages
• Services and Products Publications
• Validation and Verification
• Documentation and Tutorials
• Libraries of Reusable Modules
• Life Cycle Identification
• Development and Management Tools
Needed to make Optimal Use of Ada Soft-
ware
• Industry Trans!tion _
• Proprietary Software
• Special Interest Groups
• Specialized Libraries :;
• AdaNET Publications and Newsletters
W
Those interested in Ada technology and its
applications will be able to acquire the infor-
mation available from AdaNET through a
variety of methods; telephone, telecommun-
iii
ications, electronic media or by hard copy.
lidAdaNET is an interactive partnership. Ada-
NET will identify new information on Ada
technology, provide.acJtess to it in usable
formats, and support its transfer to any in-
tere§tedparty. This will create a wide-op en
forum that will provide a free flow of infor- "=
mation in an active, rapidly expanding field. --
Collateral and Supplemental Products and
Services will include:
• Seminars and Workshops
AdaNET® is • registered trademark of MountalnNet. In¢,
Adae is • registered trademark of the U.S. Government (AJPO)
From government agencies to private bus-
iness, AdaNffr will be a dynamic tool in _- B
working •with Ada technology and the appli-
cation of this powerful technology.
Chapter 3
Business Plan
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3.1 Executive Summary
This plan describesthe development of AdaNET, the purpose of which
isto disseminate software engineeringand Ada technology and aid in the
transitionof thisimportant technology.SinceAds's _st co_cTal avail-
abilityin 1982, therehas been continualdevelopment ofAda applicationsin
both the publicand privatesectors,nationallyand internationally.Moun-
tainNet,Inc.,isdeveloping AdaNET as a means to capture andreuse the
increasingvolumes ofAds software technology and relatedinformation be-
ing generated by publicsect0ractivities.T_ough value-added!ni'ormation
servicesand reusableAda software,AdaNET willoffertechnology solutions
not previouslyavailable.AdaNET development issupported jointlyby the
Technology UtilizationDivision (TU) of Nat ion_ Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), the Ada Joint Program Office(AJPO) ofthe De-
partment of Defense (DoD), and the Officeof Productivity,Technology and
Innovation (OPTI) of the Department of Commerce (DOC).
3.1.1 The Company
MountainNet, Inc., is a communications and software engineering company
formed in 1983 to provide services throughout West Virginia. Mountain-
Net currently serves the government, co mmerci_ _and educational commu-
nities within the state. In 1985,-Mount_et; reco_zed the _t p0tenfial
market for Ads related services. The DoD developed the Ada computer
language for mission-critical systems, but Ads technology s_med t o have
broad potential beyond the defense community. This potential, plus the
fact that very few companies existed with established expertise in Ads
technology, combined to present an excellent market opport_tY.
In response, MountainNet developed AdaNET _ ssc rvice designed to ad-
dress the need for specialized software and information for the soRware
engineering and Ada technology market, and submitted a unique proposal
to NASA to support its development.
3.1.2 MountalnNet's AdaNET Services
MountainNet is using its telecommunications, information distribution and
Ada technology expertise to develop a syste m that will coordinate informs-
tion from a multitude of sources for consolidated direct acceSS by AdaNET
subscribers. Services will include access through s variety of media to:
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L• Ada software;
• Information about that software;
• Communications _ong Ada professionals;
• Retrievalsystems for generalAda relatedinformation;
• Catalogs of government sponsored Ada programs and technology;
• Catalogs of existingsoftwareengineering/Ada products and services;
• Third party servicesrepresentingareas of Ada relatedexpertise.
An important part of theAdaNET system willbe the development and on-
going support of a Dynamic Software Inventory (DSI),a libraryof reusable
Ada components and theirassociatedlifecycleproducts. Specializedvalue-
added servicesto encourage reuse of thissoftware willalso be provided.
These servicesincludesoftwareclassifications,testing,performance metrics,
documentation, tutorials,and qualityratings. Ada repositoriescurrently
exist,but the incorporationof these value-added servicesand accessibility
to a wide market base make the AdaNET system unique. MountainNet is
entering thismarket at an ideal time, when there isrecognized need and
currentlyno major source of competition. AdaNET willcomplement and
augment existingrelatedpublic and privatesectorservices.
Through AdaNET, Mountain_Net willcaptureforreuse the growing amount
of Ada technology being developed for NASA and DoD programs. This
technology willbe collected,organized,evaluated,and made availabletothe
privatesectorto encourage transitionto use of Ada technology.Mountain-
Net willalsoidentifycurrentactivitieswithin variousgovernment organiza-
tionsto lessenpotentialduplicationofeffort.Another goalof the AdaNET
system is to apply acquired software technology to Computer Integrated
Manufm:turing/Flexible Computer IntegratedManufacturing (CIM/FCIM)
and industrialautomation activitiesin the United States.
The revenue structure willutilizeboth standard subscriptionsand incre-
mental fees. MountainNet willprovide qualityinformation at affordable
ratesto encourage widespread usage of softwareengineeringand Ada tech-
nology.AdaNET ratestructureswillbe based on high volume usage. Moun-
tainNet'sservicegoalforAdaNET isto providereliableinformationservices
at costeffectiverates.
3.1.3 The Market
Markets forAdaNET software and information servicesinclude:
• Existing Ada community
• Internationalsoftwareindustry
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g• Manufacturing and automation communities
• Educational communities ........
• GOvernment organizations
Initialtechnology transitioneffortswillbe directed to the existingAds
community, as wen as that portion of the traditionalsoftware industry
seekingentry in the softwareengineeringand Ads marketplace.
Many ofthe servicesofferedthrough AdaNET w_ be of useto allof these
targetuser groups, and additionalserviceswillbe offeredto caterto other
specificuser communities. AdaNET serviceswillbe offeredinmany forms,
includingseminars, workshops, professionalconsulting,an_d_theDSI with
itssupporting information.This information willbe distributedthrough a
varietyof methods, includingon-line,CD-ROM, diskette,and print.
The market for Ada products willbe severalhundred milliondollarsin
1988, and is expected to exceed one billiondollarsby 1991, surpassing
four billiondollarsby 1995, accordingto a survey conducted by IRDI. The
most immediate potentialuser base isthe currentsoftwareengineeringand
Ads community. Preliminary market surveys conducted by Mountain.Net
indicatethat there isinterestand perceived need for the types of services
to be offeredthrough AdaNET.
3.1.4 Financial Projections
Support for AdaNET development is being provided by a subcontract from
the NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) through the of Houston - Clear
Lake (UHCL). Fullimplementation ofp_ed_ servicesw_ens_Is research
and development of computer based resourcesand value-added services,fa-
cilitateacquisitionof necessary computer and network resources,and sup-
port aggressivete_chnologytransitionplans::_ financialproject!0nsare
contained in section3.7 of thisdocument (page 96).
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3.2 Background
MountainNet, Inc., a West Virginia business, was incorporated in 1983 to
provide telecommunications and software engineering services. Mountain-
Net currently maintains 17 dial-in nodes across the state, with internet-
work linkages to the West Virginia Network for Educational Telecomputing
(WVNET), a state supported network, and the commercial international
Telenet network. The MountainNet network is used to access a variety of
computer hosts and other networks by governmental, commercial and ed-
ucational usersof on-lineinformation services.For example, MountainNet
provides telecommunications accessto a computer hosting an on-linein-
formation system supported by the West VirginiaDepartment of Energy.
The Software ValleyBulletinBoard, a freepublicaccesselectronicbulletin
board service,ismade availablethrough a cooperativeeffortof Mountain-
Net and MPL Corporation, an aiKliatedcomputer servicescorporation.
MountainNet isenteringthe softwareengineeringand Ada technologyinfor-
mation servicesmarket with development ofitsAdaNET system. Through
AdaNET, Mountain_Net willcollectand disseminatesoftwareand informa-
tion in the fieldsof soRware engineeringand the Ada computer language.
Interestin Ada technology has rapidly increased in both the public and
privatesectors,nationallyand internationally,sinceAda's firstcommercial
availability in 1982. AdaNET's purpose is to encourage greater growth of
the Ada community in the private seqtor, as well as to capture for reuse the
vast, ever increasing amounts of Ada software and related information be-
ing generated by public sector activities. The information available through
AdaNET will be offered with accompanying value-added services, resulting
in a source of information which will be unique in the Ads market.
MountainNet has found that several major barriers exist for new companies
trying to enter the Ada technology marketplace. Critical information about
training and software engineering/Ada technology is difficult and expensive
to obtain, and very few support services exist to aid in the collection and
use of this information. In addition, the rapidly expanding base of public
domain Ada software has not been organized effectively for widespread dis-
tribution and reuse. Such information has primarily existed in disparate
centers serving focused user bases, with little information sharing between
such activities. There is a market for efficient, reliable access to this in-
formation by both the existing Ada market and by new market entrants.
AdaNET will provide such access.
An important part of AdaNET will be the development and ongoing sup-
7O
gport of an Ada software library,with accompanying specializedservicesto
encourage reuseofthissoftware.This librarywillbe unique to the industry.
Only recentlyhas the softwareindustry as a whole recognized the need for
technologiessupporting reuse of software.Current activitiesin developing
software reuse technologiesand methodologies are primarily government
supported. As these new technologiesbecome available,MountmnNet will
apply them the AdaNET reusable softwarelibrary.
With softwarelifecyclecostscontinuingto increase,and the need fornew
software systems in both the public and private sectorrisingeach year,
the demand formore efficientechnologiesto manage this"softwarecrisis"
has never been greater. Through AdaNET, MountainNet willprovide a
central info_ation Source for such emerging techn01ogies, an_d_wiII use these
technologies in building its own reusable components libraries. Anyone
producing software engineering or Ada software products in this market is a
- potential AdaNET user. Ad_T sho-uIc[-also encourage new entrants into
the software engineering and Ads market by making the technology more
accessible, particularly in the area of CIM/FCIM software development.
.......AdaNET _Q_pro_i-de-]tsuser_asewlth the foIl0wln_- .....
• A telecommunication linkageforgovernment, academic mad
commercial entities;
• A clearinghouseofinformationforprofessional,educational,
and current events news_ _z= _- __ ___ ........
• Contracting information to encourage greater competitive-
ness in the software engineering and Ads marketplace;
, Access tooth_ market participants for: _: ,: _....
-- Pot_tialte_ng opport_ties ::......... _-:_:
-- Expertise in a variety of areas related to soRware engi-
neering and Ada technology _-_i--_:=_--_ _i:_ _ _ __
• Accessto Ads software libraries, aiding users in software
reuse;
. : _ ir__ =__-_._.i:_ _.___._ .... _= ...... _ = _ = _=_--_T=-_: = .....
Ads.NET willbe directedinitiallyto two targetmarkets: the existingAda
community; and the traditionalsoftware development community seeking
entry intothe Ads market. The buyers of AdaNET serviceswillinclude:
• Softw_eeen_meers and developers
• Software managers
• Contractors and subcontractors :
• Government agencies
• Educational communities
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MountainNet currentlyhas 12 fulltime equivalent (FTE) personnel, of
which ten axe assigned to AdaNET. During the next phase of the project,
MountainNet willadd to its internaltechnicaland technology transition
staff',reflectingthe shiftfrom initialprojectplanning to fullscaleAdaNET
implementation. MountainNet willadd approximately six people during
the next year. Long term growth of the company isanticipatedto peak
between 20-30 FTE personnel.
MountainNet has maintained controlledgrowth by subcontracting services
whenever possible.This approach has alloweda high degreeof flexibilityin
response to market demands. MountainNet willsubcontract with a variety
ofcompanies representingareasofexpertiseessentialto successfulAdaNET
development. MountainNet iscurrentlyworking with elevencompanies and
organizations,and isdiscussingformalizingrelationshipswith severalma-
jor technology and industry leaders,thus broadening the base of awilable
resources.
3.3 The Market
This sectionisan initialmarketing plan forthe AdaNET. It discussesthe
current marketplace, presents resultsof an intialmarket survey and de-
scribesthe beginning implementation plan for AdaNET.
3.3.1 The Software Engineering and Ada Marketplace
This sectiondiscussesthe use ofAda in a softwareengineeringenvironment,
describesthe currentAds marketplace and offersa view of Ada as applied
to the commercial sectorof the economy.
Ada in a Software Engineering Environment
Ada is a tool for software engineering in embedded computer applications.
Although initially defined as a language for DoD mission-critical computer
resources, Ada is being recognized as a language which has much broader
applications. For example, most process control systems in place on factory
floors require the same degree of tightly controlled development as DoD
applications. Implementation of object-oriented design, information hiding
and packaging concepts using Ada is appropriate for the development of
the automated factory of the future.
One of the most critical elements of Ada is that it encourages the use of good
72
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software engineeringpractices.When used properly,Ada can reduce costs
and enhance the engineers'abilityto reuse components in new systems.
The AIS willprovide necessaryinformation that-willaid in the proper use
of softwareengineeringprinciples.. ........
While originallydeveloped forembedded systems development, similarben_
efitsfrom use of Ada are being experienced in development and support of
applicationssoftware_such as management informationsystems, database
systems, and softwaretools. - - _:
The Current Ada Marketplace
The initialAda technology marketwas completely driven_y the United
Statesgovernment, and more particularly,by DoD demand. Development
of the Ads l_Ln_ge-°was- sp_s-ored by the-Dol)_ _ e_r0R to control
software-costsin vitaldefense and weapons systems. Ada's development
was intended to:
• Establishone standardized language that would l_eused by allDoD
agenciesin the development of mission-criticalsystems;
• Hold down the risingcosts and improve the reliabilityof developing
and maintaining software by encoura_jng g0od:softwsxe engineering
design;
• Encourage reuse ofsoftware by includingfeaturesthat would enhance
the potentialforreuse of softwarecomponents.
The process of developing Ada, from itsearly specificationsdocuments
through the firstcommercial compilers,spanned the period from 1975 to
1082. Hence, the Ada market isjust emerging from itsinfancyl Major
development effortsusing Ada in the United Stateshave been, forthe most
part,government sponsored activities.Internationally,the use of Ada in
the commerciM market has been more widespread; banking, telecomrnuni-
cations,and aerospace systems have been developed using Ada technology.
One of the largest companies to adopt Ads e-ariy-on-wast]xe-Ja_p_mese Nip-
pon Telegraph-Telephone (NTT), which began developing their software in
Ada shortly si_ter the. first commercial compilersbec_e a_ab!e.
-_i0wever,t]le-m_imt dem-aad-created-b-y-def_S-eap_cat_0nshu been sig-
_JificanLA DoD directiveissuedin 1983 mandatecl'ti_atAda must be used
forallnew mission-criticalapplications.In 1985,North Atl_.___ticTreaty Or-
ganization (NATO) directed that allNATO-developed systems developed
afterJanuary 1986 must use Ada. In 1986, a DoD directiveexpanded the
use of Ads to allnew weapons systems development. The defense market
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for Ada applications alone generated more than than 100 million dollars
per year.
Three areas historically holding back Ada's widespread adoption were the
lack of commercial compilers and tools for many popular computer sys-
tems, the general lack of trained professionals in the field, and the lack of
technology and market information.
Ada use is rapidly spreading to the commercial applications market, now
that its advantages in software productivity and reliability are being real-
ized. Major applications in supporting real time control systems are being
developed. Weirton Steel, in Weirton, West Virginia, is undertaking a 300
million dollar modernization project for new hot rolling mill technology
that will use Ada as its control language. The development is being done
by General Electric Corporation. Ada is also being used in the United
States to program microwave ovens, commercial aircraft navigational sys-
tems, telecommunications, database management systems, and many other
applications.
The government market continues to drive the process of Ada's adoption
by the world's software industry:
• In December 1987, NASA awarded a 1 billion dollar contract to Boeing
Corporation for the development of a space station, to be completed in
the mid-1990's. The soRware will be written in Ada and is estimated
to require 10.5 million lines of code.
• A 508 million dollar contract was released by the DoD in January,
1988, to Martin Marietta Corporation for the development of the
Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) National Test Bed. This project
will be developed using Ada.
• The Software Technologies for Adaptable, Reliable Systems (STARS)
hu solicited proposals for major research to be conducted simultane-
oUsly by thr_major prin_econtra_to_rs-f0rdevelopingnew technologies
that willencourage soRware reusabilityin Ada. STARS has indicated
that a centralizedsoftware repositoryto coordinate the resultsof this
researchisneeded.
• The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) (Department of Trans-
portation)has chosen Ada as itsstandard development language.
Recent commercial sectoractivitiesare alsosignificant:
• Ada compilersand toolsare proliferating;thereare currently123 com-
merciallyavailablecompilers listedin the Ada Information Clearing-
house (AdaIC), which run on the most common mainframe, mini and
micro computers.
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m• Ada education isalsoexpanding, with Ada and software engineering
coursesbeing offeredat many small colleges,as wellas at most major
Uni'versities.The num_ber of companies providing Ada education for
the existingprofessionalmarket has alsoincreased.
• The SoRware ProductivityConsortium (SPC), a researchconsortium
establishedby the nation'slargestdefense and aerospace companies
to develop new automation, knowledge based systems, and reuse tech-
nologies,isusing Ada as itsprimary development language.
• Space _dustries_,_corporated_ a-Texas company-whlch proposed the
development ofthe IndustrialSpace Facility(ISF),a parallelprogram
to NASA's space station,isusing Ada technology to support itsde-
• A study released by International Resource Development, Incorpo-
rated (IRD) in December, !986, h_determine d that Ada m_ket op-
p0rtunit-ies for 1988 total several hun_dred miRion doUars: Such growth
is introducing many newcomers to the Ads marketplace. The need
for skilled Ada software engineers far exceeds the number currently
available. Major corporations and leading defense contractors have
undertaken internal training programs to develop enough expertise to
meet their current contract demands. Newcomers to the m_ket still
have extreme--di_c_tLtylocatingeducaLi0n-al--_d_-proi_essionali forma-
tion, gaining access to currentlyexistingtechnology and compilers,
and findingcontractingand subcontractingopportunities.
It isapparent that the software engineeringand Ads technology market is
on a steep upward climb. The government market alone willcontinue to
support steady growth, thus creatinga base Of longtermstability in the
Ada market. However, significantaccompanying_growth in private sector
use of A dais _s_oprobable,_ the use of...............software engineeringprinciples
become more common and advantages in realcost and reliabilitysavings
are realized.IB.D'sstudy indicatesthat the market for Ada technology in
.....1991 alone willhave grown to more than a billiondollars.
3.3.2 Market Trends
AdaNET's immediate markets are the existingAds community, and com-
panies maki_ent_ry-to'that community. New companies willcontinue to
enter the market as the government demand for Ada software continuesto
grow and aJ t-hecost Savings of using Ada ..........technology are realized.Such
savings include reduced lifecycle costs,increasedsoftware reliability,and
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vsavings through reuse of software components. The languages and tech-
nologiesused in the past are now unable to meet the growing demands for
larger,more reliable,longerterm softwaresolutions.Companies arefinding
Ada an attractivealternative.
The heightened emphasis on interconnectivityand standardizationin all
facetsof communications is causing many companies to favor use of the
standardized Ada language. With the shiftto Ada technology to support
the government market, itisbecoming more cost-effectivefor government
softwareproducers to use Ada for alltheirapplications.
As more software companies increase their competitiveness by adopting
Ada, others willbe forced to explore the transitionto the Ada market in
order to maintain a competitivemarket positionor even to remain in the
market at all.To support thistransition,developersare seeking sourcesof
software engineering/Ada relatedtechnology,educational,and market in-
formation. In spiteof radicallyincreaseduse of Ada, such sources are still
scarce.To realizethe advantages of softwarereuse encouraged by software
engineering/Ada technology,developers are seeking new tools,design and
evaluationmethodologies, and accessto the millionsof dollarsof govern-
ment developed Ada softwarethat isin the publicdomain.
3.3.3 Market Participants
Current products in the Ada market are summarized as follows:
•Ada Compilers
• ApplicationsSoftware (e.g.,CRI's Relate3000 relationaldatabase sys-
tem)
• Customer SpecificApplications(e.g.,Weirton Steel'shot rollingmill)
• Software Development Environments (e.g.,CASE products)
• Computers (e.g.,Rational computers)
• Educational Materials
• Metrics (e.g.,McCabe and Associates,Autometrics)
• Newsletters(e.g.,Ada Strategies,AdaData, AdaIC)
• Seminars (e.g.,EVB Software Engineering,Texel Putnam Associates)
• Tools (e.g.,program design languages,configurationmanagement)
While allthe Ada product areas listedabove representpotentialusers of
AdaNET services,MountainNet views the producers ofApplications/Customer
SpecificApplicationsas the potentiallylargestgroup of AdaNET users.
MountainNet isconducting an ongoing market assessment as part of the
planning to provide continuing refinement to the Technical Plan and Rev-
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Wenue Structuresreportsl The foUowing questionsare being researched for
each of the serviceareas listed:
• How many companies are producing software engineering and Ads
trainingmaterials?
s How isthe servicemade availableto users?
• What isthe anticipatedgrowth in thismarket by number of market
participantsand totalmarket share?
These statisticswillbe used as the basisfor finalrevenue projections,by
applying servicerevenue structuresto each of these markets. Indepen-
dent market growth projectionsin each area,coupled with finalresultsof
MountainNet's own market studies,willallowmore accurate predictionsof
growth in each servicesector. Current projectionsare made on baseline
minimum use foreach servicearea in the currentmarket environment.
3.3.4 Market Composition
MountainNet has identifiedseveralmajor professionalareas represented
within each of itspotentialmarket segments"
• Software Engineers/Developers
• Managers/Administrat ors
• Educators
• ApplicationsEnd Users ............
The initialmarket survey conducted at Ada Expo '87,indicatedthat these
individualuser communities have interestsin specificserviceareas:
• Software Engineers/Developers already __w?rking with Ada
technology were _tere_e-d--_ software en_eering methodologies,
Ads specific metrics, reusable software, and Ada faceted classifica-
tions for reuse. They had little interest in Education and Support, or
C0ntract 0pportunities/Market _e-ndhtfo_nst|on. "
• Those representing Adrni_tra_tive or. B_us_ess oriented func-
t|ons Wit_ t_te_-orga_z-stio_-i whether-govenu_nen_ or commer-
cial, registered interest in services providing contracting/subcontracting
information, current events _ market trends, gove_ental activities
with respect to the use of Ada, and information about compmnies and
products in the Ada market. They had little interest in technically
s Educators, fewest in number of those groups represented in the sam-
pling, indicated the strongest interest in technically oriented informa-
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rtion,such as: Ada facetedclassificationsforreuse;softwareengineer-
ingmethodology; topicalsearchcategoriesforreuse;and Ada tutorials.
All other areas registeredmedian interest,with the exceptionof con-
tracting,products, and telephone help line,which were of littleor no
interest.
• The lastcategoryincludespotentialManufacturing/Industrlal com-
munities examining Ada technology aspart ofan overalladvance tech-
nology solutionto aid in theirproductivity,competitiveness and re-
liability.Areas of interestto representativesactivelyinvolved in the
development Ada applicationsinclude:informationabout currentin-
dustrialapplications,educational and professionalinformation,and
informationabout companies possessingspecificareasofAda technol-
ogy expertise.
This survey,along with more in-depth inquiries,is being distributedto a
much broader sampling of both the Ada and non-Ada communities. For a
more detailedanalysisofthe data collectedat the Ada Expo, see appendix
A.
3.3.5 Market Segments
Mountain_Net has identified five separate market segments which represent
the key areas in its implementation strategy:
• Current Ada market participants
• New entrants to the Ada market
• Educational institutions
• Government organizations
• Lrtdustrial/Manufacturing
The currentAda market representsthemost immediate market forAdaNET
services.MountainNet isgraduallybecoming establishedin that commu-
uity,through activityin professionalorganizationsand through Mountain-
Net's expanding base of government contacts. Based on preliminary sur-
veys, the professionalAda community willcomprise the initialbaseline
of servicesplanned by Ada_NET. Particularinteresthas been expressed in
reusable software components and supporting value-added services,pro-
fessionalpapers, and general information servicessuch as market trends
and contractopportunities.Development of theseservicesmust occur be-
foreexpansion intolatermarkets, such as the industrialand manufacturing
markets.
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Theeducationalcommunity does not representa potentiallyhigh levelrev-
enue base. However, those collegesand universitiesthat have established
bases of Ada expertisewillbe some of AdaNET's most valuable sources
of new research,development and emerging technology.For those institu-
tionstryingto gain Ada technology expertise,AdaNET's purpose willbe
to provide as much high quality,low costinformation and support as pos-
sible,a_ they begin to incorporateAds and software engineeringintotheir
curriculums.
The government market representsa highly stable,proactiveenvironment
for Ads.NET's services.While Ads.NET's statedpurpose is the transferof
softwareengineeringand government deve|oped Ads software to the private
sector,another implicitrolethat has emerged for AdaNET isto inventory
availablesoftwarewithin variousgovernment agencies.Much time has been
spent in AdaNET's planning phase to determine the scope of existingAda
and software engineering information and relatedprojectsin progress at
variousNASA fieldcenters. In discussionswith DOC, NASA, and DoD
organizations,ithas become apparent that there isduplicationof efforts
within these organizations.AdaNET willprovide a means by which these
agencies=can co_unicate to coordinate theirAda relatedactivities.This
information can be shared, allowing fasterdevelopment and greater tech-
nologicaladvances.
Entry into the industrial/manufacturingmarket willrequire a more pro-
longed effort.Significantpre-market education willprobably be required
for individualcommunities to see the directadvantages of applying soft-
ware engineering/Ada technology t0 their_sP_ciflcappllcgCLons.AdaNET
willprovide educational and consultant support for_u_cessful long term
soRware engineering/Ads technology transferin such areas as Paperless
Order Processing (POP), Just In Time Inventory (JIT),CIM/FCIM, and
other real time control syRe_.
3.3.fl Distribution Media ....... : .......
Ads.NET services will be delivered through a variety of distribution media.
through Mount edmNet 's network, as well as through internetwork gatew'ays
to commercial, educational and governmental telecommunications carriers.
Other distribution format s w_ _c!ude hardcopy, ma4_netic tape, diskette
and CD-ROM. A centralized point of distribution will be established for
each medium. Wherever possible, MountalnNet will seek alternate distribu-
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tionchannels,to increasethe overallmarket base foritsservices.Mountain-
Net is currentlyin discussionswith distributorsof CD-ROM information
about potentialuse of existingdistributionchannels for AdaNET's CD-
ROM based services.Similarpossibilitieswillbe exarninedin the diskette
duplicationmarket.
3.3.7 Complementary Services
Currently, there are few sources for the information services that Moun-
tainNet will be providing. Other sources of related information do exist,
but those services either do not provide the same kinds of value-added
services, or axe limited in the range of information provided. Mountain-
Net views the organizations listed below as potential partners in building
AdaNET resources and providing additional complementary resources to
the AdaNET user base. It is a goal of the AdaNET project to form co-
operative relationships with any organizations that can provide valuable
services to AdaNET subscribers. MountalnNet will seek to provide services
that complement and augment existing services rather than duplicate their
efforts.
Publications and Bulletin Boards:
AdaData." A monthly publication by IRD provides information about
market trends and commercial development in Ada software, services and
equipment.
Ada Information Clearinghouse (AdaIC): An activity sponsored by
the DoD AJPO, publishes a quarterly newsletter with information primar-
ily about DoD related activities, as well as current developments in the Ada
compilers and software tools market, and current events updates. Newslet-
ters and other information are made available on a PC-based bulletin board
system operated by the AdaIC. Since both AdsNET and the AdaIC are
projects sponsored by the AJPO, both groups will work to coordinate their
activities to avoid duplication of effort. Discussions are in process now.
Software Engineering and Ada Database (SEAD): An on-line database
service operated by UHCL for JSC, NASA. As part of MountainNet's Phase
I and II Statement of Work with UHCL, MountainNet has investigated ways
in which AdaNET can augment the information contained in SEAD, and
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explore how SEAD could be madeavailable through MountainNet's devel-
oping AdaNET network.
Ada Strategies: A monthly periodical by Cutter Publications providing
information about the commercial and governmental Ads market, current
events and trends. Ralph Crafts, editor of Ada Strategies, has recently
signed a teaming agreement on behalf ofhis company, Software Strategies
and Tactics, with MountainNet to provide marketing support to Moun-
tainNet forAdaNET development. These servicesmay includegeneralAda
market assessment,evaluationof AdaNET charges,servicesevaluation,and
targetmarketing.
W
W
Software service activities(providingaccessto publicdomain software):
ilI
Aide Publishing: Operating a CD-ROM b_ed servicewith duplications
of the Ada Software Repository (ASR) and other public domain soRware,
primarily serving the Minnesota market area, where itsmajor users are
Honeywell and CDC. No value-added functionsare provided in analysisor
support of the software.
Initialdiscussionswith Aide Publishing have indicated that Aide would
be highly interestedin servingas a distributionchannel for the CD-ROM
servicesMountainNet willbe establishing.
Army White Sands Ada Software Repository (ASR): Located on
the Army's SIMTEL-20 node of the MIL-NET, and servingas the major
clearinghousefor publicdomain DoD Ada software. The serviceprovides
on-lineaccessto subscribersfor a $2000 annual fee. Remote software re-
quests from accounts on the Defense Data Network (DDN) are serviced,
as are remote requestsfrom educationalnetworks. SIMTEL-20 and DDN
accounts are limitedto DoD organizationsand contractors.Due toresource
limitations,restrictions_e set_o_he vQ|_e, of software transmittedper
request. Low leveltestingisperformed on software,with no verification,
metrics,or evaluationforpotentialreusabilityof subcomponents being per-
form_e_d.Due t_othevol_unt_rnature ofmuch ofthe service,thereistypicMl,y
a backlog of duplicationrequests.
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Through discussionswith Richard Corm, originatorof the ASR, it was
discoveredthat AdaNET can servicethe privatesectorwith accessto the
the Ada software information that the ASR is providing to the defense
market. ASR is currentlyreceivingmore electronicand written requests
forsoftwarethan itcan effectivelyprovide. Many ofthe incrementalservices
AdaNET willoffer,such as verificationand metrics applications,are not
expected to become standard ASR offerings.MountainNet currentlyhas
copiesofthe ASR aswellas other softwarecollections,such asthe Common
Ada MissilePackages (CAMP), availableon itscomputer systems.
Computer Science Management and Information Center (COS-
MIC). NASA's repository for collected NASA software system that are
general enough for redistribution to the public and private sectors. Both
COSMIC and AdaNET receive funding from NASA's TU division. NASA
TU has stated the need for cooperation between AdaNET and COSMIC.
One way in which AdaNET cotdd work with COSMIC is to provide on-
line access to COSMIC's software directory, hence broadening COSMIC's
marketing channels. Discussionsare being held with John Gibson, COS-
MIC Director,about possiblecooperativerelationships.A Memorandum
ofUnderstanding between UniversityofGeorgia (COSMIC's operator)and
Mountain.Net iscurrentlybeing put in place,to identifyserviceareas ad-
dressed by each organizationand specificareas of interaction.
Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC): Currently
under contract to STARS to provide no cost private sector access to ASR
and Naval Ocean Systems Command (NOSC) software. This software is
made availableon magnetic tape. No value-added functionsare provided
in analysisor support of the software.
Proprietary Ada Software Librariesz
EVB Software Engineering's Generic Reusable Ada Components
for Engineering (GRACE): Some proprietary Ada software libraries
are now being marketed, of which GRACE is the most widely known. The
components supply fundamental data structures and functions, indexed by
a taxonomy refined from that proposed in the book, "Software Components
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with Ada", by Grady Booch. The components are tested,supported, and
are highlyportable.Costs for the system depend on the buyer'shost com-
puter. Mountain.Net believesthat more companies willenter the reusable
components market as that market matures.
w
3.4 Market Str-ategy
Based on the five key market segments previously identified, MountainNet
has chosen two specificareasin which toestablishitsinitialAdaNET service
base:
• Ada Information Services(A.IS),technology information services
• Dynamic SoRware Inventory (DSI), Ada reusable software and asso-
ciatedlifecycleproducts
MountainNet is utillzing _he following strategies to=devei0p its techno!ogy
base and gain exposure to the most current trends and developments, as
well as to become integrated into the Ads culture:
• Identification of existing NASA technologies. This includes col-
lection of publications and standards produced by various NAS A field
centers and _visions,identification of related projects and technolo-
gies, and communication with the individuals involved in such activi-
ties.
• Development and broadening of AdaNET's support infras-
tructure. MountainNet is creating organizations for the formal in-
teraction of public and private sector entities with AdaNET. These
organizationsare the Federal Advisory Panel, the Technology Advi-
soryCouncil,and the Business and Industry Council. Discussionswith
representativesof other NASA organizations,as wellas other govern-
ment agencies,willbe ongoing. As part of this effort,AdaNET is
participatingin NASA's Software Management and Assurance Work-
shop and in the National Bureau of Standards' FEDMAIN working
group. As a resultofcontinuing discussionsWith the executivecoun-
cilof the ACM's SIGAda, the councilhas indicatedinterestin using
AdaNET as theirelectroniccommunications medi_.
MountainNet approac h in developing AdaNET revenue structures is to offer
affordable, general baseline services to a wide user audience and to provide
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incremental servicesat additionalcostfor high end or specializeduser re-
quests.The threemajor goalsof thisfeestructureare to be ableto provide
a large amount of information acrossa wide varietyof media, to keep in-
dividualuser startingcostslow,and to distributepart of the high costsof
expense servicesacrossother low costcategories.
In order to stimulateAdaNET customers to become new sources of Ada
technology for the AdaNET information base,the AdaNET servicesinfor-
mation group willdevelopspecialincentiveprograms. One possibilitywould
be a system of AdaNET creditpoints.Users who submit new, reusableob-
jectsor refinements to existingobjectscould be awarded points based on
the qualityand quantityoftheirsubmissions.Point valuescould be periodi-
callyadjusted to reflectchanging supply and demand needs inthe inventory
ofreusablecomponents. For example, bonus pointscould be offeredduring
a specifiedtime period to userswho submit a particularcomponent lacking
in the DSI but inhigh demand from subscribers.These pointswould make
the holderseligibleforspecialrecognition,additionalbenefits,and special
services.This creativemethod of solicitinghigh-demand components has
the potentialto make AdaNET highly responsiveto user needs.
In orderto attractthe professionalmarkets previouslyidentified,the AdaNET
system must be establishedas a highly professional,"cutting-edge"tech-
nology service.To achievethis,AdaNET willdemonstrate easilyaccessible
information that istrulyof value to computer professionals.Presentation
of the DSI willemphasize the wealth of software available,as well as the
inherent value of the AIS to the software development process. Presenta-
tionof AdaNET serviceswillbe ofhigh qualityand willsetAdaNET apart
from current information services.
MountainNet willpromote AdaNET servicesthrough:
• Attendance at relatedmajor trade shows and conferences.
• Direct marketing to:
- corporateorganizations;
- professionalorganizations;
- consortia,such as the Software Productivity Consortium (SPC).
• Expanded technology transferactivitieswith additionalgovernment
organizations.
• Survey and advertisingmaterials in professionaland trade publica-
tions.
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• Utilizationof existingdistributionchannels for the types of media
provided by MountainNet through AdmNET.
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3.5 Products
3.5.1 Description
Implementation of AdaNET serviceswillcontinue over a two year period,
with new servicesbeing phased in as other servicesaxe under development.
The followingisa listing_-iddescriptionof servicescurrentlyplanned.
Description
Dynamic Software Inventory
Reusable Ada Software
Other Life Cycle Objects
Documentation
Metrics
Profile Information
Reuse Database/Taxonomy
Tutorials
AdaNET InformationServices
User Forums
AdaNET Bibliographic System
Educational Materials
ElectronicCommunications
FullText
Directories/Publications
Other Repositories& Services
Professional Support
Consultant services
Seminars and Workshops
Low Level
08/88
05/88
05/8s
o8/88
os/88
04/88
03/88
NOW
04/88
08/88
Target Service Date
Prototype
12/88
08/88
08/88
09/88
1o/88
08/88
o7/8s
07/88
07/88
oe/88
lO/88
oe/88
Standard
04/89
12/88
12/88
12/88
12/88
12/88
lo/88
10/88
o0/88
08/88
o8/88
o8/88
02/80
07/88
.... [ High-End
04/80
o4/8o
o2/8o
04/80
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3.5.2 Dynamic Software Inventory (DSI)
The Dynarnic Software Inventory (DSI) willprovide accessto both software
and associatedlifecycleproducts,along with value-added servicesrelevant
to thatsoftware.Itsdesignwillallowusersto view theseobjectsacrossand
within the phases of the lifecycle.MountainNet uses the term Dynamic
Software Inventory to distinguishthisservicefrom that of a "repository".
Like a repository,the DSI willstorereusablecomponents. However, unlike
other repositories,The DSI willMso storeother lifecycleproducts associ-
, ated with the reusable components, such as requirements documents, de-
sign documents, and testplans.Also, the contents of the DSI willundergo
constant improvement through the applicationof value-added servicesthat
include qualityand performance testing,portabilityreports,and extended
profileinformation.Furthermore, the DSI willcontainbuilt-inmechanisms
by which users of the reusable components willbe encouraged to make
refinementsto the components and resubmit them to the inventory.
Reuseable Ada Software., An inventoryof publicdomain Ada software
from NASA, DoD, other government organizations,and privatesector
sourceswillbe evaluated forinclusionin the DSI. Wherever possible,
associatedlifecycleproducts willalsobe incorporated in the DSI.
Other Life Cycle Objects: In laterphases of the project,the inventory
ofreusablecomponents willbe expanded to includeother objectsfrom
the softwarelifecycle,such asrequirements documents, testplans,and
software specifications. ...............
Documentation: Standard documentation accompanying software com-
ponents and related lifecycle products willbe stored in the DSI.
Standards or guidelinesunder evaluationforpossibleadoption include
NASA's DID's (Ada version)and MILSTD-2167A. For standard life
cycle and AdaNET specificdocuments, AdaNET developers are con-
sideringthe adoption of the SGML ISO standard todevelop Document
Type Descriptions(DTD) representationalmarkup.
Profile Information" Each inventoriedsoftware object willhave an as-
S0¢iated profile.Current profileattributesinclude abstrs.ct,author,
hardware/OS requirements,size,documentation status,portabilityre-
port,etc.
Reuse Database/Taxonomy'. Objects in the DSI willbe stored in the
reuse database using a faceted classification scheme, which will Mlow
for a flexible design. The design of this database will be independent
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wofthe data model used to ensure that itwillnot be constrainedby the
current "stateof the practice".
Tutorials: This consistsofinstructionalinformationon the use ofthe DSI,
and on the use of inventoriedcomponents.
3.5.3 AdaNET Information Services (AIS)
User Forums: A variety of bulletin board services, each relating to a gen-
eral topic area will be developed. Current events, Special Interest
Groups (SIGs), discussion forums, news, and product information will
be offered.
AdaNET Bibliographic System (ABS): A bibliographic retrieval sys-
tem for texts of interest to the software engineering/Ada community
will be available. Information will be accessed by key field/key word
search categories, including article and periodical/publication refer-
ences and abstracts.
Educational Materials: Access to orinformationabout educationalbooks,
video courses,overhead slidepresentationsand CAI tutorialsand other
types ofeducationalmaterialsabout softwareengineeringand Ada will
be provided.
Electronic Communications: Standard electronicmail and document
transfer services are available.
Full Text Information: Full text information relevant to software engi-
neering, Ada and related technologies in the AdaNET library, that
MountainNet is authorized to make available to AdaNET users, will
be provided.
Directories/Publications: Printed information about software objects
in the DSI, and regular user updates concerning new and/or improved
AdaNET services and activities will be available.
Other Repositories and Services: Information about known public and
private software repository activities throughout the country for both
Ada and non Ada software will be provided. Such repositories include
the ASR, and NASA's COSMIC.
Consultant Services: MountainNet's staff" and those companies compris-
ing the AdaNET support infrastructure will be available via AdaNET
for specialized software engineering/Ada technology consultant ser-
vices.
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Seminars and Workshops: 1V[ountainNet will sponsor workshops, work-
ing groups, and conferences.
3.5.4 Spinoffs
As the AdaNET system evolves, other spinoff services will be pursued. Such
services include:
• Consultant services to aid manufacturers in their transition from tra-
ditional technologies to Ada based CIM/FCIM technologies.
• Consultant services to private sector organizations in their develop-
ment of reusable software components inventories. ...... _
• Expansion to the international Ada technology market; AdaNET may
be able to serve as a technology transfer medium for software engi-
neering and Ada technology developed overseas to the United States
market.
3.5.5 Revenue Classes
Three revenue classes are being examined. Some services will be offered on
a subscription basis, where_levels of services _e _a_!able f0r fixed rate fees;
these services are denoted by an '_S" in the following table. Other services
are offered for incremental fees, denoted by an 'T', allowing users to "pay
as they go" for services not standard to their regular subscriptions. A third
potential structure is full purchase of product, denoted by a "P", in which
users buy a working application or other specific AdaNET product. The
revenue classes listed below are for discussion purposes only at this time;
final recommended revenue structures will be provided in the final report
on Revenue Structures, which will be reflected in the final draft of this
business plan. Services will be provided across a variety of media, which
include: on-line computer access; CD-ROM distribution; magnetic tape;
diskette; hardcopy; mist (inC!U_g Teleconference and video media); and
live support.
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wRevenue Classes for AdaNET Services
Description On-Line CD-ROM
Dynamic Software Inventory
Ads Software Components
Documentation
Metrics
Profile Information
Reuse Database/Taxonomy
Tutorials
Information Services
User Forums
Bibliographic System
Educational Materials
Electronic Communications
Full Text
Directories/Pu blications
Outside Services
Professional Support
Consultant services
Seminars and Workshops
ISP
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS
S
I
S
Distribution Medium
Tape Diskette
SP
SP P PS
SP P PS
SP P PS
SP
SP
SP P P
I = Incremental S = Subscription
PS
PS P PS
PS P P
Hardcopy
P
P
P
S
PS
PS
PS
PS
M_|co
P = Purchased
Live
P
P
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3.6 Management
MountainNet's management team for the AdaNET projectincludes:
James W. Rautner -- Project Director
Donn Philpot -- TechnicalDirector
Kevin J. Dyer -- StrategicPlanning
Linda K. Braun w Contract Administrator
3.6.1 James W. Rautner
Mr. Rautner's background includes a B.S. in computer science, coupled
with a strong business background. He worked with software installations at
various West Virginia educational institutions; this work included complete
user analysis, software installation, customization, and end user training.
He has served as consultant and troubleshooter in support of MPL Corpo-
ration timesharing clients, and is working as an analyst in the design mad
development of severalinteractivebusiness products being developed by
MPL. He.isactivein the marketing effortsand market researchofMPL ser-
vices,and has been instrumentalin developingcurrentcorporatemarketing
approaches and product evaluations.As Vice President of Mountain_Net,
he isheavilyinvolved with the strategicplanning and long range market
analysisof new products and servicesdevelopment.
His computer languages and software experience includes: Ada, Pascal,
FORTRAN, LISP, VAX Macro, BASIC, POISE, TROFF, LaTeX, Runoff,
DCL, CLI, VAX/VMS, AOS/VS, MS-DOS, EDT, SED, EMACS, Wordstar,
Calcstar,20/20. Computer hardware experience includes DigitalEquip-
ment Corporation (DEC).Mi'croVAX, VAX 11/750 and 11/780, Data Gen-
eralMV/8000 series,and variousPC compatibles.
Presentations
• "Overview of Ada Language Technology"; Association of System Man-
agers, Pittsburgh Chapter, November, 1986.
• aTelecommun/cations l'or 'Non-Tech' Businesses"; Cheat Lake Rotary,
February, 1987.
• "Communication_ and Business Resource Identification"; North Cen-
tral WV Chapter, Software Valley, March 1987.
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i3.0.2 Donn Philpot
Mr. Philpot has more than twenty-fiveyears experiencein computer soft-
ware and software engineering. His background includesdevelopment of
management information systems, embedded computer applicationsand
businesscommunications. Specifically,Mr. Philpot has experience in pro-
gram management, marketing and salesmanagement, and technicaldevel-
opment and trainingmanagement.
From 1963 until 1969, Mr. Philpot worked for the General ElectricCom-
pany from computer operations to seniorprogrammer. Significantly,Mr.
Philpot was part of the team which introduced the firstcommercial time-
sharing system in the country. From 1970 through 1980, Mr. Philpot was
involved in varioustime-sharingand software business ventures where he
gained experiencein training,program management and softwareengineer-
ing. In 1979, Mr. Philpot re-joinedGE as a program manager on NASA
projects,especiallythe maintenance and enhancement of Landsat C soft-
ware. Mr. Philpot moved to GE Corporate Headquarters where he acted
as a staffconsultant to various GE businesses,including manufacturing,
robotics,aerospace and defense and power generation. In this capacity,
Mr. Philpot was GE's corporaterepresentativeto the Ada Joint Program
Office,and served on panels and committees to refinethe STARS program
and Federal AquisitionRegulations.
In 1983 Mr. Philpotjoinedthe Software EngineeringInstituteas the Direc-
tor of Al_liateRelations.In thiscapacity,Mr. Philpot was responsiblefor
negotiatingagreements between the SEI and over 130 affiliatecompanies.
Following a briefperiod as the Vice Presidentfor.Salesand Marketing for
Tartan Laboratories,an Ada Compiler company, Mr. Philpot formed his
consultingbusiness.Mr. Philpot iscurrentlyservingin a technicalcapacity
and advisingthe AdaNET program.
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I3.6.3 Kevin J. Dyer
Mr. Dyer (A.B.A., Accounting; B.S.B.A.;Management/Marketing, M.B.A.,
Finance) brings to the AdaNet project in excess of 25 years experience in
management, marketing, and data processing project participation. Plan-
ning, project management, teaching, management, operations, system de-
sign, conversions, evaluations, and training have been his areas of concen-
tration, coupled with extensive experience in supervision of personnel and
production operations. H.is consulting experience includes the following:
Mr. Dyer was project manager and senior technical staff manager responsi-
ble for the planning, organizing and implementation of projects and tasks
within the scope of a Federal contract with the Center for Disease Control;
project team leader, financial, for several joint projects executed for the Na-
tional Institute of Health (NIH) and Health and Human Services (H&HS);
Account Manager, National Cash Register Company (NCR); director of pa-
tient services, Peter Bent Brigham Hospital in Boston; administrator, CFO
& CEO for Ambulatory Group practice supervising over 100 employees and
operations in multiple locations; senior systems analyst, responsible for in-
stallation, development, and conversion of ADP applications in the health
care field; operations manager for New England based timesharing and
telecommunication corporation. Specialist in financial systems and project
management. Mr. Dyer has been project manager or co-Manager of over
150 projects in his professional career.
His systems experience includes: IBM 402, IBM/1440, IBM/1401,IBM/3081,
Honeywell 1200 and 200 series, IBM 360/30 and 40, IBM 370/45 and 5G,
CDC 3600 and 6600, NCR 50, 100, and 200 systems, and IBM 34 and
36 mini's DEC PDP/8,PDP/U, VAX 11/750, 11/780 and DG Eclipse se-
ries in addition to a host of PC compatibles. Mr. Dyer has programmed
in COBOL, FORTRAN, BAL, BASIC, RPG II, Neat/3, APL, EASY-
CODER,COMPASS, FOCAL, and AUTOCODER and is familiar with most
operating system and application (CP/M, DOS et¢) tools.
Professional Activities (Partial)
• Software Valley Corporation: one of incorporators, served as trea-
surer and secretary to the Bo_d of Direct_ors.
• Software Valley Foundation: one of incorporators, served as sec-
retary to the Board of Directors.
Both organizations are West Virginia state wide non-profit corpora-
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wtionsdedicatedtothe development and educationofthe high-technology
industry.
• Small Business Network: one of incorporators,presentlysecretary
to the Board of Directorsof thisstate-widefocus forsmall businessin
West Virginia.
• Member of numerous boards of directors
• Guest lecturerand case method team leader:
- Harvard DentM School
- Boston UniversityMedical School
- Yale UniversitySchool of Public Health
Professionalpresentationsare numerous and include a broad spectrum of
organizationsand subjectmatter.
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3.6.4 Linda K. Braun
Contract Administrator
Education:
• Waynesburg College, Pa. Courses in Mathematics and Programing.
• Ohio Valley General Hospital School of Nursing - 3 Year
• Program in Nursing Administration and College Science Studies.
Brings to MountainNET, Inc. and the AdaNET project over 18 years expe-
rience in project and contract management, financial analysis and manage-
ment of royalty, investment, and accounting functions of an international
oil and gas well operation. Relevant experience includes contract manage-
ment of over 100 producing wells with multiple investment streams and
royalty planning and accounting functions. Responsible to the investment
pool directors.
Independent business owner and operator of a small trucking company ser-
vicing the oil and gas industry. Using the equity built from this enterprise
founded a service station as a vertical market support business. Both en-
terprises were successfully sold at a profit. This entrepreneurial experience
has direct transference to the Contract administration responsibilities of the
AdaNET project in the "change agent" role from government to the private
sector.
Linda maintains an active role in community aft'airs as follows:
• Member 5 year planning committee for a school district.
• Long range planning committee Treasurer school district.
• Member Board of Elections for the county.
• Musical director of multi-church Methodist district.
• Business manager of the Small Business Network, Inc.
!
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3.7 Financial
The followingpages detailMountainNet's projectionsforthe firstfiveyears
of the development of AdaNET. As can be seen, support for development
of AdaNET servicesisprovided by NASA. Revenue generatingservicesare
phased in earlyin the second year of development. By year three,a strong
base of serviceswillbe availableand generatingapproximately 30 percent
of the totaloperating costs.By year four,NASA funding willaccount for
lessthan 30 percent of the totalAdaNET operating budget. By the fifth
year, NASA funding willaccount for lessthan 10 percent of AdaNET's
totaloperating expenses. Major cost items, as MountainNet moves into
earlyimplementation,
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3.8 Appendix A: Initial Marketing Survey Re-
sults for the AdaEXPO-Boston, MA, December,
1987
This document representsthe resultsof a surveyof participantsat the Ads
Expo '87,held in Boston,MA during December of that year. Mountain-
Net recognizesthat two key elements existregarding the participantsand
respondents:
i. The largestmajority (45%) of survey respondents were from the
Aerospace and Defense contractorcommunity. This representsa bias
which cannot be ignored.
2. Although this bias exists,the resultsof this survey are significant
because the Aerospace and Defense contractor community represent
the baselineconstituencyfor the AdaNET service.
Each form receivesit'sown page and accompanying analysisin order to
make the resultsreadable and the analysismore understandable. Finally,
conclusionsare drawn from thissurvey which explainthe view espoused in
the businessplan.
T
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vRespondent Profile
Affiliation
Aerospace and Defense
Software Companies
Government
No ii_ation Listed/Other
Educational Institutions
Hardware Manufacturers
TOTAL
Affiliation With
Count
44
12
12
12
9
9
98
Professional Organizations
Affiliation Count
SIGAda 68
IEEE 36
None or No Response 17
AdaJUG 15
Other* 9
TOTAL 145
* "Other" - one response only. Represented were: SIGPLAN, AIAA NSIA,
etc.
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vSurvey Data
Raw Results
Questions Asked
by Order
* Note: Responses to each question were; Very Useful, Useful, Not Useful.
In some cases, no response was given. All Responses were ordered by % of
responses without regard for no response.
w
Question Very U_
Commercial Products and Services
Contracting Opportunities
Ada Faceted-Classifications for Reuse
Topical Search Categories for Reuse
Documentation and Information
User Communications
Ada-Specific Metrics
On-Line Tutorials
Computer Based Training
Telephone Help-line
Project Management Software
Software Engineering Meth_)dology
24
29
40
45
32
21
44
15
15
15
25
54
Response ]Rank ]
Total Responses 359
Uge
41
19
25
25
40
39
35
34
30
30
53
33
404
Not Uge Very Use
13 8
26 6
9 4
iO 2
6 5
13 9
3 3
26 I0
26 I0
29 10
9 7
3 1
178
2
I0
9
9
3
4
5
6
6
8
I
7
Not Use
4
3
6
5
7
4
8
3
3
2
6
8
w
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Based on Percentage of Response
Question
1. Software Engineering Methodology
2. Project Management Software
3. Ada SpecificMetrics
4. TopicM_Search Categoriesfor Reuse
5. Documentation and liLform_tionand
Commercial Products and Services
6. Computer-B_ed Trmning
7. On-Line Tutorials
8. Contracting Opportunities and
Ad_ Faceted Classificationfor Reuse and
Telephone Help-Line
9. User Communications
Topic
Ranking of Importance
Response
91.83
88.77
83.67
81.60
79,59
77.55
76.53
Rank
I. Software Engineering and Methodology 256
2. Ada SpecificM_trics ..... 228
3. Topical Search Categories forReuse 200
4. Ada Faceted Classificationsfor Reuse 180
5. Documentation and Information 150
6. Project Management Software 94
7. Commercial Products and Services 61
8. User Communications 49
9. Contracting Opportunities 17
10. On-Line Tutorials -33
11. Telephone Help-Line -47
12. Computer Based Training -67
* Note: Ranking Methodology. Very Useful=+10; Useful=+1; Not Useful=-
1.
• Highest possiblescore = 275
• Lowest Possiblescore - -239
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Chapter 4
Technical Plan
v
v
ii0
4.1 Scope
This document is the Techm'cal Plan for AdaNET Project Services imple-
mentation. Additionally, the document represents a deliverable item under
Cooperative Agreement #NCC9-16. The intent of the Technical Plan is
to describe how MountainNet, Inc. will establish a software engineering
and Ada technology transfer network. Further, it takes into account that
the University of Houston - Clear Lake (UHCL), R_esearch Institute for
Computing and Information Systems (KICIS) has an in-place network of
computing facilities. Additionally, this plan accounts for other networks
which may be instrumental in the formation of this network. The network
is called: *_AdaNET: The Advanced Software Engineering Network for Ada
Applications" to inform potential users of the general-purpose nature of
the network. AdaNET is a registered trademark of the commercial entity
MountainNet, Inc., AdsNET's developer.
This document firstdiscussesAdaNET, includingit'scurrentconfiguration.
Next, the functionalrequirements are detailed,followedby a statement of
the tasks and deliverablesMountainNet expects to meet. Additionally,
qualityand standards assurance are specifiedas part of thisplan. Finally,
the plan detailsthe additionalresources requiredto successfullyimplement
thisimportant technology transfermechanism, includingan organizational
structureand a milestone and deliverableschedule.
4.1.1 Goal
The goal of AclaNET isto act as a change _ent bY transferringexisting
and emerging software engineering and Ada technologyfrorn_thefederal
government to the privatesector.
Attainment of thisgoal is based upon accomplishment of three primary
objectives:
1. Develop a servicecenterofferinga wide spectrum of softwareengineer-
ing and Ada technologicalinformation services.
2. Achie_'elong term commercial independence through cost recovery
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3. Create a broad-based mtergover_ental and private sector infrastruc- •
ture to ensure continuingAdaNET services.
This plan concentrateson specifyingimplementation of the firstof these
objectives.Other documents generated during the firstand second phases
of thisprojectwilladdress remaining objectives.
4.1.2 AdaNET System Overview
AdaNET is divided into three main categories:
1. AdaNET Information Services (AIS), which will incorporate user fo-
rums, bibliographic and full text information, educational materials,
electronic communications, directories and publications, and informa-
tion about other Ada repositories and libraries.
2. Dynamic Software Inventory (DSI), which will be comprised of li-
braries of public domain Ada software components and their asso-
ciated life cycle objects. Accompanying value-added services, such as
the tracking and classification of these objects across and within the
life cycle, will encourage and aid in the reuse of these objects.
3. Professional support services such as general and specialized consul-
tant services, seminars and workshops.
These services will be provided on a wide spectrum of distribution media
that include:
• CD-ROM
• Diskette
• Magnetic Tape
• On-line Access
• Printed Media
Figure 4.1depictsthe Ads.NET Gateway/Clearinghouse FunctionalOverview
..=-
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Figure 4.1: AdaNET Gateway/Clearinghouse Functional Overview
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Participating Organizations Views
One of the earlierdeliverablesfor thisprojectwas a report detailingthe
views ofseveralkey organizationsinvolvedinthe AdaNET program. These
organizationswere interviewedand theircomments incorporated intothat
document. The organizationsare:
• National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Technology
UtilizationDivision(TU)
I. Computer Software Management and Information Center (COS-
 vHc)
2. NASA IndustrialApplicationsCenter
3. NASA TechnicalApplicationsTeam
• UniversityofHouston - Clear Lake, Research InstituteforComputing
and Information Systems
• Department of Defense Ada Joint Program Office(DoD AJPO)
• Department of Commerce, Officeof Productivity,Technology and In-
novation (DOC OPTI)
• Becldey College
• Software ValleyCorporation (SVC)
• West VirginiaUniversity/WVU Research Corporation
To sum up the resultsof the meetings and information exchange, three
federalgovernment organizationsfunded the AdaNET project to:
"increaseU.S. competitiveness through the transferof soft-
ware engineeringtechnology and government developed Ada soft-
ware, to benefitthe manufacturing, industrial,educational and
other privatesectorcommunities"
These threeorganizationsare the NASA TU, DoD AJPO, and DOC OPTI.
Applicable documents
The following list of documents have been previously delivered under the
subject contract. This list is included for reference, and individual docu-
ments will be referred to by name in the body of this report.
• Subcontract No. 002, UHCL to MountainNet
• AdaNET Electronic Mail Service, Draft Users Guide
• AdaNET Organizational Structure and Report of Project Activity
114
• AdaNET Organizational Documents
• AdaNET Business Plan
4.1.3 Schedule Constraints
This sectionprovides an overview of potentialobstaclesto the proposed
schedule (See Section 4.6).This does not mean the schedule willchange,
only that Mountain.Net isaware of tI_e_possible disruptionsand istaking
management actionto ensure schedule adherence.
Potentialconstraintsthat would serve to alterand extend the schedule of
deliverablesinclude.
• Interruptions in fun_gi :_ _=:_ _
• Expansion or addition of elements in the statement of work (SOW);
• Delays in coordination and direction-from government/private sector
participants, where such interaction is necessary for deliverable devel-
opment; ...... _: = :_ ....
• Deferred developmental schedules in other:federaliy funded projects
whose deliverables support technical development of AdaNET services.
4.2 AdaNET Functional Requirements
This sectiondescribesthe functionalrequirements forthe AdaNET system,
These derivedrequirements arebased on input from the principalorganiza-
tionssupporting the project.(Section4.1.2delineatedthoseorganizations.)
Requirement! are _scussed for:
• Networking and Communications;
• Hardware;
• Software;
• Data m_CiInf0_ati0n Sources; _ _
• Operational c0nsiderations;
• The Dynamic Software Inventory (DSI)i _ _ _
• The Re_e Database;
• The AdaNET Information Services (AIS).
4.2.1 Networking and Communications
This subsection addresses the need AdaNET has to establish and operate
a network system in order to communicate with a potentially large popula-
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tion.Itconsidersthatin some instances,AdaNET willact as a stand-alone
network with it'sown dial-incapability.In other circumstances,AdaNET
willbe requiredto be a part of a larger,heterogeneous network. The latter
willbe discussedin subsection4.2.1and in section4.3.7,"Growth Plan for
Additional Services".
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Existing Elements
Mountain.Net's current telecommunications configurationprovides on-llne
computer accessto host systems availablewithinthe MountainNet telecom-
munications network, as well as host systems located in state supported
telecommunications networks. Access isprovided through remote usernode
sitesconnected directlyintothe MountainNet network with dedicateddata
circuits,and through localdial-intelephonelineslocated throughout West
Virginia.
Access to MountainNet host systems, such as those forming the AdaNET
host configuration, is currently available through Mountain_,Net's own dial-
in lines, through all state educational network (West Virginia Network for
Educational Telecomputing (WVNET)) dial-in lines, and by cooperative
agreement, through a Telenet Sprintconnection currentlyprovidingdirect
accessto the WVNET DCA network server. Current volume capabilities
forthe Telenetlinkare 15 simultaneous users;thisnumber willbe increased
as usage justifiesfurtherexpansion.
Planned Expansion
Systems Interconnectivity" Plans are being finalized for internal net-
work interconnection of all host systems used to develop AdaNET.
A configurationwhich allowsa high levelof interconnectivityincludes
use of a commercial off-the-shelf(COTS) starnetwork controller.This
controllersupports Ethernet and TCP/IP (Transmission Control Pro-
tocol/InternetProtocol) communications. Additionally,layeredcom-
munications software,supportingelectronicmail transferbetween many
vendors hardware products and operating systems and the Internet,
is alsoincluded. Specializedsoftware isunder development to sup-
port electronicmail transferbetween DigitalEquipment Corporation
(DEC) Virtual Memory System (VMS) and Data General (DG) Ad-
vanced Operating System/Virtual System (AOS/VS) host systems
currentlyin the configuration.For fullsupport of directintersystem
disk accessand data transfer,an additionalCOTS package would be
116
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layered on top of the star controlleL providing complete DEC/DG
compatibility. This controller may be connected directly into the
Mountain_Net network, to provide network level single point access
to AdsNET usersfor allon-lineservices.
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Direct Telenet Connection: This serviceprovides directconnection to
Mountain_Net'snetwork atthe Telenetprompt levelforAdaNET users.
A finalstep is to route users directlyto AdsNET specificfront-end
network controllers.The user isthen prompted for specificAdaNET
systems. =
w
MountainNet Network Expansion: For those areas where a substan-
tial base of AdaNET users exist, MountainNet will establish dedicated
lines to support them with a higher level of telecommunications ser-
vice than that provided by Telenet. Direct connections are currently
being discussed for:
Washington, D.C.: For Government Access
Clear Lake, TX : For UHCL and Johnson Space Center (JSC)
Other potentialareas of high levelusage during subsequent phases of
implementation include:
Huntsville,AL :For Marshall Space FlightCenter (SFC)
Boston, MA :To provide computer vendor coverage
Pittsburgh,PA :For the Software Engineering Institute(SEI)
NASA Networks Interconnection-* AdaNET iscomin_Ung the diverse
Ads community which includes NASA, DoD, academia and the pri-
vate sector. However, the majority of AdaNET users already commu-
nicate on one or more electronic mail systems. The users of AdaNET
include ke_ind]'viduals from diverse (a_dunconnected) telecommu-
nications systems, _I__tt_oductionof anot_her _utonomous - mail system
presents an obstacle, to the community already using these other net-
works. Therefore, in addition to building its own internal base of
AdaNET user accounts, MountainNet is studying how inter-network
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connectionscan be establishedto provide electronicmail transferas a
minimum levelofservice.
The volume of development activitiesusing Ada technology at vari-
ous fieldcentersisradicallyincreasing.The inter-networkconnection
would facilitatecommunications with thesefieldcentersand heighten
the availabilityof Ada technology developments to AdaNET users.
MountainlNet is currentlystudying the NASA network structuresin
place at variousfieldcentersand the network architectureswhich cur-
rentlylink those centerstogether. MountainNet willdetermine the
feasibilityof thisnetwork connection.
The NASA ScientificNetwork, which isalsosupported in part by the
National ScienceFoundation (NSF), isan example of a gateway which
willbe pursued because it is intended to provide a mechanism for
public/privatesectortechnology exchange. This network isTCP/IP
based,and so connection willbe supported by the equipment currently
being integrated into the configuration.Administrative and policy
issuesregarding approval for connection isalsobeing pursued.
v
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Internet/DDN Connection" A connection to the DoD Defense Data
Network (DDN) is essential to maintain and enhance the base of sup-
port being provided by various DoD organizations. The majority of
the national Ada community is alrdiated with the DoD, either as mill-
tary, government, or contractor/subcontractor personnel. With ongo-
ing and proposed expansions in DoD based Ada programs, this link-
age will facilitate a higher level of activity and cooperation between
AdaNET and the Ada community. SIGAda, whose executive coun-
cil is trying out the AdaNET as their major communications source,
has indicated that such a connection is essential for continued use,
since a large percentage of their membership currently use the Inter-
net. Discussions with the U.S. Army Office of the Directorate for
Information Systems for Command, Control, Communications and
Computers (ODISC4) led to the recent signing of a Memorandum
of Understanding (MOU) between NASA and the Army to support
AdaNET development. A key objective of this MOU is to expand
the base of support for AdaNET's connection to the Internet with
other Army activities such as the Information Systems Engineering
Command (ISEC). MountainNet is currently eyed.uating the telecom-
munications and software requirements necessary for this _connection.
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USENET Communications" USENET information transfer occurs through
a WVU DEC/VAX system. As the AdaNET Information Services
(AIS) system is developed, Mountain_Net will task one individual to
conduct regular checks of the USENET information. Information
which is relevant to the AdaNET user community will be transferred
to the AIS. An expansion of the AdaNET levelof serviceincludesdi-
rectconnection ofUSENET into the MountainNet network. This will
provide regularaccessto thisreso_ce,
SEAD Connectiom By estab_shing a data linewith localdial-inin the
Houston area,Mountain_Net willbe ableto provide a direct_ forin-
terconnectionofthe SEAD (SoftwareEngineering and Ada Database)
system operated by UHCL. This connection willmake SEAD available
to any AdaNET user at the network prompt levelas another avail-
ablehost node and service.Building-thi.sdi'stributednetwork of host
Serv/_cesenil-ances...............the directionof growt-__d increasesthe value of
= _ Ad_ET as a singlep?intofaccessto a multitude of diverseservices.
'- osI Integration, As the Open Systen_-InGrconnect (OSI) protocol is
implemented at _ levels, we will Study the fessibi_ty of integration
of that protocol into AdaNET. An applications gateway between the
layeranclthe filetransferlayerof theTCP_ and 0Sl protocols
isbeing developed for the DoD. DoD plans to requirethat MI future
procurementsbe bMed on OSI protocols._Integrationofan OSI imple-
mentationfor AdaNET would most likelyOCCur Sometime aftersuch
requirements became mandatory.
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4.2.2 Hardware
This subsectiondescribesthe currenthardware configurationforAdaNET.
Itdescribeseach element and detailsfuturehardware requirements to en-
sure continuingviability.
Present Configuration
Mountain.Net utilizesa multi-vendor systems environment for servicesim-
plementation. The followingresourcesforearlyprototypingand implemen-
tationare being applied:
• (2) DigitalEquipment Corporation VAX 11/7XX (VMS)
• (1) DigitalEquipment Corporation VAX 11/750 (UNIX)
• (1) Data GenerM MVS000 (AOS/VS)
• Various micro-computers (Apple & IBM PC compatibles)
The systems are being used in the followingcapacities:
DEC VAX 11/780 (VM$)I This resource is MPL Corporation's VAX
time-share service.The system isconfigured on-lineinto the Moun-
tainNet network. Mountai_et isusing thismachine to provide all
computing servicesfor internalprojectadministration.It isinitially
being used to provideAdaNET ElectronicMail and Document Trans-
fer services. Prototyping of low levelrepository access,libraryin-
formation ser_,ices,and information system screen formats is being
performed on thisVAX. However, the addition of AdaNET services
on thisresourceintensiveservicewilltax the system beyond manage-
able limits.Although AdaNET's internaladministrativecomputing
willcontinue to be performed on thissystem, additionalresource re-
quirements are expected.
DEC VAX 11/750 (VMS): A DEC VAX 11/750 is being merged into
the AdaNET configurationfor dedicated AdaNET use. This system
willinitiallyprovide a migration point from the VAX currentlyin use,
and willofferservicesfor prototyping and development. AdaNET
plans to use DEC VAX/VMS systems as the main user interface.
Among the reasons for thisdecision:
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Figure 4.2: Adm_TET Network Conaectivity
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• VMS libraryroutinesand terminal identificationtablessupport
multipleterminaltranslationsforinteractiveusercommunications.
• VMS supports high levelinterconnectivitywith other vendor ma-
chines.
• Most packages support microcomputer (e.g.,Apple Macintosh,
etc.) to minicomputer high end communications such as mouse
drivenuserentry to theremote machine are supported in the VMS
environment.
DEC VAX 11/750 (UNIX): Use of a DEC VAX 11/750 UNIX isbeing
provided aspart ofthe WVU Statisticsand Computer Sciencein-kind
contributionto Ads.NET development. This system willbe used to
develop initialsoftwaretestingand analysisforthe Dynamic Software
Inventory (DSI) components. The system willbe availablethrough
AdaNET.
Data General MV8000 (AOS/VS): MountainNet's system, equipped
with multiple disk controllers,high volume storage and DG's Ada
Development Environment (ADE) isbeing used for storage,compila-
tion and evaluationof Ada Software Repository (ASR) components.
Through planned network expansion, this system willserve as the
main resource for implementation of the object retrievalsystem of
the DSI.The systems interconnectionallowsdevelopment of applica-
tionsto support data transferbetween the DG storagesystem and the
DEC VAX/VMS system, with complete transparency to DSI users.
Low levelaccessto components isbeing establishedso that users can
obtain copiesof repositorysoftwarewhich have not been entered into
the DSI.
Future Expansion
Serviceexpansion win requirecontinuingsystem enhancement and develop-
ment. MountainNet's long term systems strategyisto study the possibility
of utilizationof a combination of the followinghardware resources:
DEC VAX 8500 (VMS): As the firsttierof servicesare developed and
made commercially available,volume usage isexpected to exceed the
capacity of the VAX 11/750. It willeithercontinue to serve as an
internaldevelopment machine, or be networked with other AdaNET
host systems and provide continuing servicessupport. The main user
interfacesystem(s) used to access the Dynamic Software Inventory
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(DSI) a_d AdaNET InformationServices(AIS) win requirethe levelof
resourcesprovided by a machine of thisclass.ARer axtalysisofthe mix
of usersof variousservices,an alternatestrategymay be to establish
multiple host systems providing one or more relatedservicesand to
segregatethose serviceswhich requirecompeting types of resources.
Harris HCX9 (UNIX): Network accessisbeing expanded for thissys-
tem in the WVU configuration.Resources willbe utilizedon this
system_to support AdaNET as part of WVU's in-kindsupport. This
machine may Mso be utilizedfordevelopment of automated code test-
ing and evMuation processes.
Terradata DBC/1012: MountainNet expects growing storage require-
ments within the next two years of development. We are looking at
various mass storage and database machine technologies-tosupport
the DSI software library. Currently,both the relationaland object
Orienteddatabase models axe bemgresear_ed.-_the relationalmodel
ischosen, the Terrsdsts machine willbe considered.
Terradatarepresents one 0fonly two major producers ofdatabase ma-
chines (the other being Britton-Lee). Use of this type of machine
architectureispreferable to use of other rams storage technologies,
such as Optical Disk/WORM (Write Once/Read Many) Storage and
Retriewl systemsl which are not designed for dynamic use. Terra-
data'sShared Information Architecturesystem provides connectivity
to a varietyOf processing enviromments _n_n_o_x:mation tools. The
DBC/1012 can be connected to multiplehost mainframes at the same
time.
Figure 4.3 depictsthe proposed AdaNET configuration.
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4.2.3 SoR_a_re_ _
This subsection describessoftware acquis;ti-onand development activities
l'orAdmNET. It includes software which may be ava£lablein the public
domain. _ _ ......
Ofl_-theS_el__f_ ..... --_ _ : ..... _ _ _
The followingCOTS softwareiseitherrequiredor being evaluated to sup-
port servicesdelivery:.
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Terminals
Test/Evaluation
PC/DOS
Oovolol:ment&l
A_oploMac
Test/Ev&luation
Document Production
Administration
I Harris
HCXg
UX
Test/Evaluation
TCP/IP
TerradataDBC/101 2 [
RDBMS & storige
_ Terradeta_Support
Network
Controller
_3
MV8000
AOSNS
TesVEvaluation
Source Storage
WorksS_tatton]
Test/Development
Laser Printer
Line Printer
Console
Terminals
Test/Development User Interface
RDBMS
_=.==
Figure 4.3: AdaNET Proposed Systems Confi_zration
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Digital Equipment Corporation DECnet network software: This
software will be supported on all MountainNet VAX systems in its cortfig-
u.ration, which will provide DECnet-level connectivity between VAX and
Data General system resources, allowing disk to disk information access.
Ki Research DEKnet network software: This software, layered on
top of an Ethernet carrier, wi H integrate with DEC D_ECnet software,
providing systems interconnectivity between Ad_E T host DEC and DG
systems. It will be supported on Mount ainNet 's Data General Mvg000
(AOS/VS) system.
Relational Database Management Systems Commercially available
relational database management systems (RDBMS) are be_ evaluated
for supporting the design and implementation Of the reuse database, which
provides the object inquiry facility of the DSI. Should a database machine
become available, the design of the database would be easily transferrable
to that machine. Should the relational model be chosen, only RDBMS' that
support Structured Query_Language (SQL) will be considered. As part of
the evaluation, RDBMS' implemented in Ads will be examined, such as
CRI's Relate 3000.
Ada/SQL Binding: The development of satisfactory Ada/SQL bindings
has become a major topic in the Ads marketplace. Should they become
available, AdaNET will Ut_ze Ada/SQL bindings that are being devel-
oped as part of the Software Technologies for Adaptable, Reliable Systems
(STARS) tools development programs.
Configuratlon/Library Management" The AdaNET staff will utilize,
wherever possible, tools developed in other government supported programs
for configuration and library management. Programs sponsored by STARS,
such as the Army Institute for Research in Management Information, Com-
munications, and Computer Science program (A.IRMICS), may yield wdu-
able toolsets.
Text Itetrleval System" To support the provision of specie areas of the
Ads.NET Information Services (AIS), evaluation of various text retrieval
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database systems are being conducted. One package that is being closely
evaluated is the INMAGIC package, developed by INMAGIC, INC.
DCDS/Ada: Members of the AdaNET staff are currently beginning eval-
uation of the DCDS/Ada (Distributed Computing Design System) dis-
tributed Ada development environment, whose development is being sup-
ported by the Army STARS initiative.
SGML Implementation: A commercially available copy of Standard
Generalized Markup Language (SGML) will be obtained.
Development Tools and Environments: AdaNET is also evaluating
other support tools and environments that may support internal software
development activities. Such products will include EVB Software En-
gineering's Ada MacHost product, Iconix Software Engineering's Power-
tools system, and the Distributed Ads Programming Support Environment
(DAPSE) project software under development by the Army STARS initia-
tive.
Developmental Activities
Software to be developed for AdaNET includes:
• User interfaces
• Automated Software Testing Tools
• Software RetrievalSystem ApplicationsSoftware
• Configuration/LibraryManagement Tools
4.2.4 Data and Information Sources
This subsectiondetailsthe sourcesof lifecycleproducts which willbecome
partof the Dynamic Software Inventory (DSI),specifiedin subsection4.2.6.
It describesthe known repositoriesto which MountainNet has accessand
permission to include.
Lifecycleproducts are being solicitedfrom a varietyof sourcesthat include
publicdomain libraries,softwareprojectswhich are obtained directlyfrom
developersas they evolve,and proprietarysources.
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Current sourcesoi"non-classifiedcomponents include:
NASA sources:
Space stationsoftware(Software Support Environment (SSE), etc.)
Products of Software Reuse Environment
COSMIC
• Other major NASA development activities
DoD - STARS
• Foundations
• Competing Primes
• Shadows
• Future repositoriesestablishedby sT._RS-Army _ _ _-_ _
• SIMTEL-20 Ada Software Repository (ex.,Worldwide Military Com-
mand and Control System (WWMCCS))
• Reusable Ada Packages forInformation Systems Development (RAPID)
• Specificsoftwaredevelopment programs (ex.,MAFIS) Air Force
• Naval Ocean Systems Command (NOSC) library(primarilyincluded
in the ASR)
• Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) STARS Foundations software
• Specificsoftwaredevelopment programs (ex.,AWHMS) .......
DOC
• National Bureau of Standards (NBS): automation primitivesand tools
taxonomies, CIM/FCIM (Computerized Integrated Manufacturing/Flexible
Computerized Integrated Manufacturing) Ada systems development
Department of Transportation
• Federal Aviation Administration (FAA): All new systems will be de-
veloped using Ads
Private sector sources with whom MountainNet is establishing
operational agreements.
AdaNET is continually working to increase new sources of Ads components
and repositories.
Figure 4.4 depicts the initial sources of life cycle products.
4.2.5 Operational Considerations
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Figlu'e 4.4: Sources oi"Sof'tw_e Engineering aztcl A.cl&TechnoloK3r
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LIn addition to the purely technicalconsiderationsfor requirements, the
AdmNET projectmust alsoaddressthe boundaries ofday-to-day operations.
This isdue to the outreach nature of AdaNET. In order to implement the
service,items must be addressed which are not necessarilygermane to the
successfuloperationof a networked database systems.
This sectionaddresseseightimportant operationM considerationsand their
impact on AdaNET, These are:
• the expected volume of data and usage;
• distributionOfinformation beyond on-linecomputing;
• a user-assistancefunction;
• user billing;
• telephone support foruserquestions_....
• user documentation;
• on-lineaccess methods;:__ !
• n_crocomputer access.
Expected Volume
Mountain_Net expects a user base of 250 accounts during the first full year
of operation. Based on statistical samples of current accounts/users, we
can expect appr0 "xhnately 50 simultaneous users on AdaNET.
AdaNET will track usage profiles over time in order to determine the opti-
mum mix of resources for future expansion.
v
Distribution Media
Users of AdsNET will not only be able to access information on-line, they
will also be able to receive information through other media, in a variety of
formats. Media currently planned are:
• CD-ROM
• Diskette
• Magnetic Tape
• Printed matter
Additional media willbe made availableas the desireforthem isexpressed.
The information willbe made availableon CD-ROM/Magnetic tape to
interestedparties,thus allowingusers to reduce on-lineaccessand connect
time charges. As preferencesfor formats shiftover time, MountainNet will
modify its support accordinglY. In this way, the value-added nature of
AdaNET willbe freeto expand the boundaries of servicein response to
user needs.
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User Assistance
Due to the service-orientednature of AdaNET, we can expect a high levelof
clientinteraction.This means that MountalnNet plans to establishadmin-
istrativeand operationalprocedures to ensure that each AdaNET client
receivesthe servicenecessary to promote usage, goodwill and expanded
knowledge ofAdaNET environment.
From a revenue perspective,usersupport must be includedas a key element
in billingalgorithms. Most likely,AdaNET willspread the cost of user
support among allclients,as a percentage of system accessusage. In this
way, we can be sure that fullservicewillbe provided to each clientand
that no clientwillsufferfrom a lack ofhuman resources.
Service Revenue Structures
The
onto
AdaNET project willgather usage information whenever clientslog
the system. This data willaccount for:
Log-on time;
Log-offtime;
Number of disk accesses;
Amount of data down-loaded to users'systems;
Differenttypes of informationretrieved.
In all cases, MountalnNET understands that the difference between data
and information willmake a differencein billingfor a given session.For
example, ifa clientretrievesdata which pointshim toward another resource
for information,he willbe billedlessthan ifthe retrievalnets information
which is unavailableelsewhere. This logicfollowsan automated path for
traditionalinformation and data services,i.e.;the Auerbach Report. Al-
though not automated, a substantialfee is charged. The differencewith
AdaNET isthat itwillbe billedonly for the information retrieved,not all
the informationon the database.
Another aspect of billingwhich AdaNET willtake intoaccount isthe dif-
ferencebetween government, commercial and academic sectorsofour econ-
omy. Since the government's primary goal iscost avoidance, they willbe
billedat a reduced rate. Basically,academic institutionsand government
sponsored R&D facilitieswillbe billedat the same rate as the government.
The major rationalefor the differenceis that industry organizationswill
use AdaNET information for the purpose of increasingtheirprofits.This
isexpected and welcome. However, because of that reason, "the market"
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(industrial orgsatizations) will bear a higher cost for data,
Wherever possible, revenue structures will be established that will allow
simple and affordable low-level access charges using combinations of sub-
scriptlon_ p_chasel _ncr_ment_ charges. For amore _Complete discus-
sion of revenue structures, please refer to the AdaNET Revenue Support
Structure report prepared as another deliverable item to UHCL:
_ Telephone Support
On-line telephone support will be provided as needed to AdaNET users,
giving help in the use of system services, with more detailed help available
for use of specific services (such as the PSI and other library services).
This support is available now, and is being provided for the services cur-
rently available, which are electronic mail and document transfer. As new
services are made available, such as the on-line AdaNET Bibliographic Sys-
tem (ABS), support req_rements ar_eexi_ected-to_c_ebs_ ..........
Individuals responsible for implementation of specific services are providing
this support. For example, questions about use of the electronic mail ser-
vices are fielded by the AdaNET Communications Coordinator; telecom-
munications access or dimculties are handled by individuals in Network
Support; ABS inquiries aret-aken by the AdaNETh_brarlmLand questions
regarding the use of the PSI are fielded by a member of that team.
Detailed information about telephone support will be included in the AdaNET
Operat_onai-PoHciesand GuidelineS_h_di_0ok w_is currentlybeing as-
sembled.
User Documentation
User documentation is one of the most important requirements for AdaNET.
Pr_y, it is the means by which each user will be able to access and uti-
llze the AdaNET resource. =
On-Line Access .....
The AdaNET system user interface being developed satisfies several major
requirements [Skneiderman]:
• proper functionality
• reliab!Hty
• availability
• security
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• schedules
• budgets
The development team is determining the tasks and subtasks the interface
needs to perform. Functionality of this interface includes those tasks needed
to tie users to applications and/or databases. Compatibility of the interface
with different vendor machines that may be used to access AdaNET services
will be a major consideration during interface design.
Human factors determined through MountainNet's experience in analysis
of behavioral patterns and responses of the many diverse interactive user
groups in its user base, as well as current research, form the foundation for
design of the AdaNET interface. These factors include:
• time to learn
• speed of performance
• rate of errors by users
• subjective satisfaction
• retention over time
The AdaNET interface will be designed for both ease of learning in a short
period of time and full functionality for the experienced user. Rules gov-
erning this interface design are:
• Consistency: Response conventions will be the same throughout the
system.
• Shortcuts: Frequent users will be able to use shortcuts to more rapidly
traverse the system.
• Offer informative feedback: Respond to all the user actions.
• Design dialogs to yield closure: Each group of actions has a beginning,
middle, and an end. Users receive proper feedback at the close of the
group of actions.
• Simple error handling: The system will be designed to avoid serious
errors by users. If errors are made, easy error handling mechanisms
will be provided.
• Easy reversal of actions: Actions will be reversible wherever possible.
• Internal locus of control: Give users a feeling of control over the sys-
tem, making them initiators of actions rather than responders.
• Reduce short-term memory load: Users should not have to remember
more than seven plus/minus two items at any given time. Help will
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always be availableto assistuserswith code mnemonics and sequences
of actions.
AdaNET's standard interfaceenvironment willuse elements of most of tile
major current interactionstylesat various levelsof the system. Current
interactionstylesinclude:
• Menu selection:Allow usersto choose among severaloptions.
• Form fillin:Users fillin blanks and the cursorisautomaticallymoved
using predefmed key$_- _-_ : _
• Natural language: Users constructqueriesin theirnatural language,
which are _theninterpretedby the system_
• Direct manipulation: Users are allowed to manipulate objectson the
screendirectlyusing a pointing device.
Microcomputer Access
In addition to providing on-Line access to repository components, the AdaNET
development team plans to implement a stand-alone microcomputer version
of the Dynamic Software Inventory (DSI), utilizing graphic, windowing, and
mouse interface capab_t!es. _
This interface will initially be developed for the Apple Macintosh, using
the Toolbox provided by Apple. The Toolbox supports design of windows,
dialog boxes, drop down menus and some direct manlpulation_te_ques.
The Telegen2 system, developed by Telesoft, is being considered as a way
to develop this interface. The Ada Compiler and related tools developed by
Merl_an _oftware y_erns,_c, and _ys_. are also being investigated.
Telesoft and Meridian are developing an interface to the Macintosh Toolbox,
and have developed a compiler for the Macintosh II system.
4.2.6 Dynamic SoRware Inventory (DSI)
......... T_s-subseC--tio_-n_deJin_es _th_e-req_rernents-for a- Dyn_c Software Inventory
(DSI), a branch of the AdaNET Information Services (AIS). It discusses
the background and rationale for the DSI.
Background
The D$i will provide access to both life cycle objects and value-added
services relevant to those objects. Its design will allow users to view objects
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across and within the phases of the lifecycle. Furthermore, mechaadsms
willbe developed within the DSI to encourage users to submit theirown
lifecycleobjectsforinclusionin the DSI.
Reuseable Ada SoRware
An inventoryof publicdomain Ada softwarefrom NASA, DoD, other gov-
ernmental organizationsand private sectorsources willbe evaluated for
inclusionin the DSI. Wherever possible,associatedlifecycleproducts will
alsobe incorporatedin the DSI.
Other Life Cycle Objects
In the processof softwaredevelopment, variouslifecycleproducts are gen-
erated,such as requirements documents, designdocuments, and testplans.
In laterphases of theproject, the inventory of reusable objects willbe
extended to includethese products.
Documentation
Standard documentation accompanying softwarecomponents and lifecycle
products willbe stored in the DSI. Standards or guidelinesunder eval-
uation for possibleadoption include NASA SMAP DID's (Ada version)
and MIL-STD-2167A. For standard lifecycle and AdaNET specificdocu-
ments, AdaNET developersare consideringthe adoption of the SGML ISO
standard to develop Document Type Descriptions(DTD) representational
markup.
Metrics
As objects pass through quality and performance tests,metrics willbe
collectedto yieldrelativewlues in specificareas tested.Such information
willbe provided to userssearchingforobjectsin the reuse database as part
ofthe extended profileinformationforobjectsinthe DSI. Such information
may help users to restrictheirselectionpriorto making requestsforobject
retrieval.
Profile Information
Each inventoried software object will have an associated profile.
profile attributes being examined are:
Current
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: : • Identification Code
• Abstract
• Author
• Developing Organization
• Point of Contact
• Hardw_e/OS Requirements
• host
• target
• integration
• Compiler/Version
• Size
• Documentation Status
• Portability Report
• pragma usage
dependencies on vendor supplied systems
usage of low level I/O, memory addressing, etc.
Problem Report
Reuse Database/Taxonomy
Objects _°_-11_ D_ Wi!lbe stored in-i_he reuse databMe using a f_aceted
classification scheme. This scheme will allow for a flexible database design.
The design of the database will be independent of the data model used to
ensure that it will not be constrained by the current ="state of the practice".
Guidelines for design will closely follow the EA/RA model and IRDS.
Retrieval/Duplicatlon
Objects inventoried in the DSI may be retrieved through either on-line
access or distribution media such as magnetic tape, diskette, or CD-ROM.
For objects not_awfil_a_ble _ on-line_ the I_Si_: on-line order process_g will
be Provided. ........
Tutorials
This consists of instructional information on the use of the DSI, and on the
use of inventoried components.
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4.2.7 AdaNET Information Services (AIS)
This subsection describes the requirements for the AdaNET Information
Services. Each of the separate databases will be structured according to
the information contained in them. A common command structure will
provide the powerful text retrieval access necessary and will function at the
level of expertise desired by the user.
User Forums
A variety of bulletin board services, each relating to a general topic area will
be developed. Current events, Special Interest Groups (SIGs), discussion
forums, news and product information will be offered.
AdaNET Bibliographic System (ABS)
A bibliographic retrieval system will be available for texts identified as re-
lated to Ada and software engineering technologies. Some of the covered
topics will comprise technical subject areas, costing and market informa-
tion, and information available on related subject areas such as CIM/FCIM.
Information will be accessed by key field/key word search categories, includ-
ing article and periodical/publication references and abstracts.
Educational Materials
Access to or information about educational books, papers, video courses,
overhead slide presentations, CAI tutorials and other types of educational
materials about software engineering and Ada will be provided.
Electronic Communications
Internetwork electronic mail and document transfer services are available.
Full Text Information
Full text information relevant to software engineering, Ada and related
technologies in the AdaNET library, that MountalnNet is authorized to
make available to AdsNET users will be provided. News and current events
information will be included here.
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WDirectories/Publications
Printed information about software objects in the DSI, and regular user
updates concerning new and/or improved AdaNET servicesand activities
willbe available.
Other Repositories and Services
Information about known public and privatesoftware repository and in-
formation activitiesthroughout the country for both Ada and non Ada
software willbe provided. Such repositoriesincludethe SIMTEL-20 ASR,
NRL STARS repository,and NASA's COSMIC. Such information willin-
clude generalinformation about the servicesprovided by each of these fa-
cilities.Information regarding access and/or ordering, and in some cases,
on-line or distribution access to software obtained from these sources (such
as the ASR) will be supplied. However, software provided at this level of
service will be virtually in an "as-is, buyer beware" format, and should not
be confused with services provided through the DSI. This service is being
made available to provide early access to Ada software currently in demand
by the private sector, in the interim period during implementation of the
DSI. Other information services may include access to SEAD and the Ada
Information Clearinghouse (AdaIC).
4.2.8 Access Security
All systems now availableon the MountainNet network have implemented
tightsystems securitymeasures toinsurethe integrityandre_ab.ilit_Y_0fuser
data ma-d--al_-_cations. _-_e_cu_rity-measures cu.rrent|y in place provide satis-
factory protection; no breach of security has ever been experienced. How-
ever, as systems in the AdaNET configuration establish increasing visibility
in the comput_g World, the highest level _Security possibie must-be imple-
mented. As was stated earlier, the information on host systems available
on the MotmtainNet network is unclassified. T_here are no plans to inco_o-
rate systems carrying classified information. Systems security measures are
in place to insure privacy, integrity, and safety of user information stored
on host systems, and in protecting host systems from the in3oduction of
_'_'_ _a_d" -'_-_v_se_ # _ _s_ems. P_-to_m_._services
commercially available, it is anticipated that a security audit, conducted by
an outside consulting firm, will be run, to reinforce current measures.
Current systems security for systems in the AdaNET Configuration include:
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• Regular mandatory password changes
• Multiplepasswords forprivilegedaccounts,or accounts where requested.
• Restrictedsystem privilegesto a very few usersin administrativepo-
sitionsand with a need for such privileges;on allsystems currently
in the configuration,only three users have such privilegesfor each
system.
• Tightly controlledpublicaccounts: accounts that are "public" (that
have no password requiredfor entry)givetightlycontrolledaccessto
specificapplications.Defensive measures are in place to ensure that
users cannot "crash" these applicationsand obtain system entry.For
planning of AdaNET systems services,public accounts (forapplica-
tionsforinformationor market survey collection),may be established
on stand-alonesystems (such as microcomputers) to insuremain host
systems securityand internetwork systems security.
• Tightly controlleduser accounts: as with public accounts, defensive
measures are in place to provide secureuser interactions.
• Archiving and backup that includes:
I. Daily incrementalbackups of allsystems
2. Weekly system wide backups of allsystems
3. Off-sitestorageof backup tapes in secureenvironments
4. Off-sitestorageof copiesof archivedinformation
5. Contingency plans forbackup systems tosupport the criticalusers,
in caseof disaster.
Continuing study and implementation ofenhanced securitymeasures should
be performed. MountainNet expectstostudy trustedsystems such as NSA's
Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria(TCSEC) in future phases
of AdaNET implementation.
4.3 Tasks and Deliverables
This sectiondescribesthe tasksto be performed and the deliverablesto be
generated forthisTechnicalPlan. Itdetailsthe work to be performed and
MountainNet's approach to itscompletion,which isin the form of specific
deliverableitems. These are:
• AdaNET System Design
• Data Gathering
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g• System Doc_entat_on -_.... -= _ _: _
• AdaNET Information Services(AIS)
• Dynamic Software Inventory (DSI)
....g-_InitialYetwork_troducti_n _
• Growth Plan forAdditional Services
• Spinoffs
4.3.1 AdaNET System Design
MountainNet views the design objectives of the AdaNET system as; 1) the
storage of data and info_ation in the most emcient manner for retrieval,
and 2) the enhancement of interface functions to allow users to perform
inquiries in the most effective manner. The AdaNET system is comprised
of two main functional areas; the AdaNET Information Services (AIS) and
the Dynamic Software Inventory (DSI). Each of these axe dealt with in
subsequent portion_softhisdocument. _ _==
4.3.2 Data Gathering _ .......
Data gathering will be an ongoing, dynamic process for AdaNET. Initial
efforts will be important to the successful introduction of the service. To
that end , MountainNet expects to perfo_ a m_ketpiace survey to de-
termlne the optimum mix of information for inclusion. In this way, early
efforts can be expected to provide useful data to the user conununity and
ensure AdaNET's early accept_ce. T-his marketpiace surVey will be con-
ducted among the most likely current users of software engineering and
Ada technology. Specifically, MountainNet expects to survey and inter-
view key individuals and organizations involved in SIGAda, AdaJUG, and
academic institutions with ties to Ada and software engineering such as
UHCL,C_egie Mellon University, WVU, the University of Georgia, and
the University of Maryland.
Interviews will be conducted with NASA TU and field center programs de-
veloping Ada technology applications, AJpo, STARS program and other
DoD organizations including service labs and operational programs. Fi-
nally, MountainNet will contact it's largest potential constituency, aerospace
and defense contractors. _p_rd_er tP ensure fut_ure_pQtential growth, we will
also interview the commerCiM _visions of these 'same Companies.' This will
help determine the potential for commercial applications such as industrial
and manufacturing automation. .....
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The deliverableunder thistaslcwillbe the Phase Illmarketplace survey,
which shallinclude conclusionsand recommendations based on statistical
analysis.
4.3.3 System Documentation
System documentation for AdaNET will take the form of descriptive, op-
erational and maintenance information.
Descriptive information will include all organizational, business and tech-
nical plans called for under Subcontract No. 002 for RICIS project No. SE
18. These documents also include a schedule of user fees, and the agreement
documents required to conduct AdaNET business activities.
Operational documentation will include the users guide; preliminary and
detailed database design documentation; operational manuals for commu-
nications, data entry and update; and hardware/software Configuration
and operational instructions. Maintenance information includes those items
necessary to correct, enhance, or adapt the system. In addition to design
documentation, detailed design requirements will be supplied. This doc-
umentation will be delivered as AdaNET is funded and the development
program is underway. These documents will form an early deliverable on
future program phases.
4.3.4 AdaNET Information Services (AIS)
This section discusses the design of the AdaNET Information Services. The
AIS is the cornerstone of the AdmNET system. It represents that portion of
AdaNET that we believe will yield immediate benefits as a technology tran-
sition and cost recovery mechanism. Further, AIS will provide a gateway
function into the Dynamic Software Inventory (DSI) and other AdaNET
services.
Clearinghouse functions are primarily dependent on the information and
data provided by the clearinghouse itself. Therefore, a key element in design
of the AIS is the data gathering and database design functions discussed in
section 4.3.2 and in section 4.2.6. Planning these functions is tantamount
to the preliminary design. The following paragraphs describe the minimal
design frameworks for the AIS.
The following services have been defined:
• Bibliographic Information
• Electronic Communications/Document Transfer
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• User Forums
• News & Current Events
• Other Repositoriesand Services
• SpecialInterestGroups
• FullText Information
• Educational Materials
• Directories/Publications ..... - :_
The-XdsN-ET Info_ation Service (AIS)-wiil-prov_cieS wlde-spe-ctrumof
mformatlon services to its user commumty. These servlces will be pro-
vided through on-line access and a mix of printed, CD-ROM, diskette and
magnetic tape meclia_ ........................... : :=:- ........
_e i'oiiow_g par_aphs descr_eeach service Category and the projected
first stage service offerings.
Bibliographic Information" This need will be met through a combi-
nation of AdaNET's library references and with existing library catalogues
such as the SEI's library and publicat!on lists _om user forums and work-
Shops:---Tltis-feature will _l]ow t]ieuser to-glean _ormation specifically
regarding Ada, software engineering and relate, d subjects andapplications.
Electronic Communications/Document Transfer: Systems mail util-
ities will form the core service mechanism, linked to the applications user
interface. When internetwork gateways are established, internetwork mail
transfer will be established through use of standardized mail server proto-
cols,. : __ :: :: _
User Forums. AdaNET willkeep an updated list,with accompanying
information,of user forums availableon the system. This listisintended
to be a qui_ refer_ce as wellas an _ouncement medium. Software to
support the actualforums iscurrentlyin place.
News _z Current Events_ This service will provide the user with ex-
cerpts from the press and _gJ_light specie: events suc__ as the!nternational
Conference on Software Eng_neering:_,_ka_s_Expo, Nations[ Con_@rence on
Ada Technology, Ads contracts awards, and si_cant technology develop-
ments. This service will be designed using a text retrieval database system.
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Other Repositories and Services: This information will guide the
user toward existing repositories of reusable software systems and com-
ponents. It will extend beyond Ada per se in that repositories of a more
general nature such as NASA's COSMIC system of components will be
referenced. Initially, only Ada software will be provided for distribution
through AdaNET. Due to market demand, some software will be made
available through AdaNET in "as is" form, taken from other public domain
repositorysourcessuch as the ASR and NRL.
Special Interest Groups: Special interestgroups abound in the Ada
world,the most visibleofthesebeing SIGAda. However, groups are formed
based on '_birdsof a feather"sessionsat conferencesand workshops. Other
non Ada specificgroups require information about the current status of
Ada. The ElectronicIndustriesAssociationand the National SecurityIn-
dustrialAssociationeach have softwaresubcommittees concerned with Ada
and softwareengineering.Further,Ada may become a significantfactorin
the DoD's Computer-aided Aquisition and LogisticsSystem (CALS) ini-
tiative.Each of these specialinterestgroups willmost likelybe willingto
share data and become users of AdaNET.
Full Text Information: This is one of the most significantservices
AdaNET willoffer.Itwillprovide informationon Ads projectsthroughout
the industry and act as the host for abstractingcertainitems of documen-
tationfrom those projects.For example, ifa management overview of the
Space StationSSE were tobe availablethrough Ads_NET, itsdissemination
to the marketplace would be greatlyenhanced. In addition to projectin-
formation,public domain documents basic to Ads, such as standards,will
be made availableas ispossible.
Educational Materials: Because use of software engineering and Ada
technology requires an extensive re-education effort, educational informa-
tion will be provided. Actual course description and curriculum designs,
as well as references to a whole range of educational materials including
Computer Based Training (CBT), video tapes, films, etc., will be available.
Directories/Publications: In order to make the AdaNET system as
easy to use and widely familiaras possible,a set of printed information
is being developed. These publicationswillinclude a catalog of services
available,user referenceguides,and brochures describingAdaNET.
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4.3.5 Dynamic SoRware Inventory (DSI) Design
The design of the DSI has been divided into the four functional areas:
s Object Evaluation
• Object Inquiry
• Object Retrieval : .....
• Library/Systems Configuration Management
During first stage of DSI design the majority of work will concentrate on
implementation of the first three categories, with development of a Config-
uration Management Plan. The following sections describe planned design
implementation for each of these component areas.
Object Evaluation
Each candidate object must undergo testing and evaluation as part of its
incorporation into the DSI library. Software objects will be evaluated for:
• Completeness: Determine if all necessary components have been pro-
vided to allow successful compilation and execution of the software
object; ......
• Portability: Check for features that compromise portability;
• Errors/Constraints: Determine constraints placed on variables and
• Complezity: Determine the component 's relative code complexity;
....s Performance: R_n benchmarks against softwarecomp0nentsl
• Classification:Assign facette_,-
Results of each phase of the evaluationwillyieldthe unit'sprofile,which
isenteredinto the reuse datab_ms-eor_r-retr|ev_tl an-de-valuation.
The followingstepswillbe taken to develop the softwareevaluationprocess:
• Identifyinitialparameters/procedures forevaluation;
• Document such parameters in an AdaNET Reuse Policy and Guide-
linesmanual;
• Develop procedures
• Identify features to
• Develop procedures
• Develop automated
for completeness testing;
test for portability analysis;
for object portability analysis;
portability analysis procedures; : _:_
• Identifycomplexity analysistool(s)tobe Used;
• Develop method for applying tool(s)to softwareobjects;
0 Develop _.utomated methods to generatethe objecttestingframework;
• Develop method forfacetterms assignment;
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• Develop procedures forobjectclassification.
Object Inquiry
Access to objects availableor inventoriedby AdaNET willbe provided
through a reuse database. The database willcontain resultsof evaluation
testingto provide potentialreuserswith a profileof the softwareobject.
Information such as object type, function,functionalarea,algorithm and
system information willbe provided as terms definedfor the variousfacets
that make up an objectdescriptor.Key design activitiesinclude:
1. Domain analysisof objects;
2. Facet definition;
3. Assignment of initialfacetterms;
4. Classificationof a representativesample ofprograms;
5. Design database.
Object Retrieval
To form an object descriptor, the user chooses facet terms under each facet.
In order to examine specific objects resident in AdaNET libraries, one of
two actions, depending on object size and other criteria, is taken:
1. On-line object retrieval initiated
2. On-line ordering request initiated
For objects that can be provided on-line, the files referenced by the object
descriptor will be returned to the user. The user may then select which
specificobjects are desired. The associatedfilesare then transferredto
the retrievalsystem to be downloaded. Items that must be ordered become
open ordersand areenteredintoAds.NET's distributioncenter.Accounting
information provided by users willallow directbillingfor alldistribution
requests.
Development of the retrieval system will consist of:
• System requirements definition;
• Top level design of object retrieval system;
• Systems communications design;
• Database/retrievalsystem interfacedesign;
• Retrievalsystem/distributionsystem integrationdesign;
• Retrievalsystem implementation.
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Library/System Configuration
A ConfigurationManagement Plan definingpoliciesand procedures forDSI
management willbe developed. Issues to be addressed in thisdocument
includesuch areas as:
• Object insertionintoreuse database; ....::: .........
• Object modification/revision;
• Multiple versiontracking;
• Lifecycleobject collectionmanagement;
• Maintenance history;
• User problem reportnotification.
4.3.6 Initial Network Introduction
The initial introduction of AdaNET will be based on one overriding prin-
cipal: only that which is av_lable and operational will be included. In this
way, AdaNET can ensure that user expectations don't exceed the systems
capabilities prior to feature availability. Clearly one of the most important
aspects of the introduction proc_s_s is the pubic _ouncements about the
service. In order to clearly specify the overall plan, we will state the shorter
range goals and follow that with longer term commitments.
The primary goal for the short term (May - October 1988) is the implemen-
tation of services to be offered commercially beginning with the TRI-Ada
'88 meeting. This represents the first step in making the AdaNET project
serf-sustaining on a for-profit basis. The TRI-Ada '88 meetingw_be held
in Charleston, West Virginia, October 24-28. Services to be announced at
the meeting are:
• The existing Ads Software Repository currently on the SIMTEL20
system at White Sands Missile Range with some value-added services
and other software inventoried at that time;
• Electronic mail _g members of the Ads community; _
• User forums and information services.
Activities Activities during this period will be in the following areas:
• Implementation of commercially available Dynamic Software Inven-
tory (DSI); ....
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• Implementation of commercially available AdaNET Information Ser-
vices (A.IS);
• Preparation for TRI-Ada '88marketing effort;
• Planning foradditionalservicesto be made availablein futurephases
of implementation;
• Identifyother repositoriesto be referencedthrough AdaNET;
• Identifysoftware toolsusefulin performing soRware evaluation and
configurationmanagement functionsfor AdaNET;
• Develop an EA/RA model ofrepositorywith faceted classification;
• Build a listof potentialadditionalservicesto be offeredby AdaNET;
• Attend relevantconferencesand trade shows.
4.3.7 Growth Plan for Additional Services
This sectionspecifiesthe plans for AdaNET's growth and the additional
servicesthat willbe incorporated.Itincludesmedium and long term goals
forspinoffs,additionalrepositories,softwareand communications.
Spino_'s
As AdaNET evolves,other spinoffservice5willbe pursued. Such services
include:
• Consultant servicesto aid manufacturers in theirtransitionfrom tra-
ditionaltechnologiesto Ada based CIM/FCIM technologies.
• Consultant servicesto privatesectororganizationsin theirdevelop-
ment of reusable softwarecomponents inventories.
• Expansion to the internationalAda technology market; AdaNET may
be able to serve as a technology transfermedium for software engi-
neering and Ada technology developed overseas to the United States
market.
During firststageimplementation ofthe DSI, inventoriedobjectswillbe ex-
clusivelyfrom the coding and unit testingstagesof the software lifecycle.
This limitationis a consequence of the fact that we willbe firstevalu-
ating existingAda source code components obtained from public domain
sources such as the ASR, NOSC Ads tapes, and other identifiedexisting
Ada repositories.Initialminimal evaluationcriteriaare being developed,
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and willform the basisforqualityevaluationforpotentialreusabilityat this
components/subcomponents level.These requirements willbe detailedin
the document AdaNET Reuse PolicyrandGuidelinesduring thisfirststage
ofimplementation. Itisanticipatedthat thisdocument willbe expanded to
includealllifecycleproducts incorporatedintothe AdaNET inventorydur-
ing futurephases of DSI implementation. From these guidelines,standard
procedures forcomponent evaluationwillbe developed to analyze quality.
Mountain_Net'slong term goal for implementation of the AdaNET DSI is
to develop a system that willimplement the life-wideobjectrepresentation
model proposed by Dr. Charles McKay, Directorof the Software Engineer-
ing Resources Center (SERC) at the Universityof Houston at Clear Lake
City. MountalnNet's development team recognizesthat the true benefits
of reusabilitywillcome only when lifewide information about available
softwarecomponents can be offeredto AdaNET users.
MountainNet isbalancingthe longerterm development ofthismodel agmnst
the current need to provide access to reusable Software inn fairly Short time
(i.e., within the next year). For this reason, we emphasize in the current
documen t the planning for a DSI of reusable software designed to provide
growth and expansion that will_ow later evolution to Dri_McKay's pro-
posed taxonomy of taxonomies, but that can be realistically implemented
within the time frames described herein.
Medium Term
The following subsection describes medium term (1-2 yrs) goals for AdaNET
services.
The primary goals over the medium period (November 1988 - December
1989) include: .........
• Provide additional value-added services for the DSI;
_ • Ide_nt_n_or-deveiop toolsfordecomposition and recomposition of
total software systems into reusable components and modules;
• Incorporate other repos!tories wit_hin the AdaNET taxonomy;
• Identify existing Ada software that can be used for CIM/FCIM appli-
cations.
The following list of planned activities is grouped according to the four
goals listed above ......
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Additional Value-Added Services: Activities related to the provision
of additional value-added services to the repository include:
• Testing for correct behavior
• Classifying according to Booch's taxonomy
• Improving user documentation and tutorials
• Widening the range of ewluation applied to units
Tools for Decomposition and Recomposition: It is anticipated that
large systems of Ada software developed for the federal government will
eventually be delivered to the AdaNET project for evaluation, decomposi-
tion into reusable units, and inclusion in the DSI. To assist in this activity,
the technical team will need access to software tools for detecting reusable
portions of code and for decomposing large systems into smaller ones. L-u-
tiaUy, tools for measuring cohesion and coupling would be useful. The
necessary procedures are:
1. Identify candidate tools and metrics;
2. Learn to use these tools;
3. Determine their utility in assisting with the decomposition of systems;
4. Construct other needed tools.
Other Repositories: Several collections of reusable Ads code are well-
known in the Ada community. These include the ASR, CAMP, STARS
Foundations, the Booch Components, and GRACE components. Each of
these collections has its own organization. AdaNET will provide references
to units in other repositories. AdaNET will attempt to provide a thesaurus
to support context dependent specifications used by each ai_ated reposi-
tory and add unit references to the reuse database.
Existing Ada Software. The DOC OPTI support of AdaNET is pro-
vided to stimulate leadership in development of CIM/FCIM Ads technol-
ogy applications. AdaNET will attempt to work with mature leaders in
CIM/FCIM applications, to build a base of Ada technology in support of
this technology.
Long Term Goals
The goals over the long term period (January - December 1990) are:
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• Link servicesprovided directlyby AdaNET with those provided by
other systems such as the AdaIC bulletinboard and SEAD;
• Develop and providesupport and expertiseforcompanies making tran-
sitionto the use of automation technologies;
• Develop expertiseto provide help in selectionof computer hardware
and software development tools best suited for specificapplications
development.
u
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4.4 Quality and Standards Assurance
This sectionofthe technicalplan statesAdaNET's verificationrequirements
and detailsa validationdemonstration to meet those requirements. Moun-
tainNet plans tofollowbasicsoftwareengineeringprinciplesinthe evolution
of AdaNET. To thisend, a sectionon "Process Standards Compliance" is
included.
4.4.1 Verification Requirements
This subsection addresses the way in which Add.NET requirements will
be verifiedas complete. Since AdaNET ismore than the software which
drivesit,thissubsectionalso deals with those items which are important
to the overallimplementation of AdaNET, but not necessarilysoftware.
For example, Ad-mNET's requirement to distributein.formationin printed,
CD/ROM and disketteformat willbe pr0ven to be complete through the
creationof informationusing theseformats, which willthen be forwarded
to UHCL.
This subsection first lists each requirement-as stated in section 4.2 of this
document, then follows that with the plan for proof the requirement has
been met. Please note that an overall system demonstration is planned and
is covered in section 4.4.2 "Validation Demonstration "
Networking and Communications
This requirement will be verified through remote login to AdaNET through
the existing network schema. The logins will take place at the UHCL facility
and will be performed in the following manner:
• Login through the Telenet access to AdaNET;
• _Lo_to MountainNetdirectly;
• Login to AdaNET directly.
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In each case,the recordof the loginsequence willbe saved and printed to
show proof of performance.
Hardware
Verificationof existinghardware cannot be accomplished in the traditional
sense,nor does it need to be. Since AdaNET isusing existingservices,
Mountain.Net plans to provide initialsignaturepages for the agreements
between MountalnNet and the vendors of those services.
SoRware
There are two types of softwareverificationfor AdaNET. One isthe test-
ing of software which isto be included in the Dynamic Software Inventory
(DSI).Sincethisisaseparatesubject,itwillbe dealtwith in subsequent de-
liverables.The second isverificationofthe softwaredeveloped forAdaNET.
MountainNet willfollowstandard testingprocedures forsoftware.Standard
testingprocedures include:
• Unit testallcode during development. These testswillbe conducted
by the softwareengineer responsiblefor that pieceof code;
• Build teststhat willbe conducted using stems and stubs,as appropri-
ate;
• Sub-system testing will be conducted as supersets of each build test;
• In all cases, software engineers will follow internal MountainNet Soft-
ware Test Plan.
Data and Information Sources
Verification of Data and Information sources will be verified by supplying
UHCL with duplicate copies of the agreements signed by the supplier with
AdaNET.
Operational Considerations
Operational aspects of AdaNET will be confirmed through copies of re-
qnired deliverables from this subcontract.
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uDynamic Software Inventory (DSI)
The DSI will be a constantly changing entity. However, verification of
it's robustness will be accomplished through publication of the contents
and internal monthly reports detailing problem areas, new additions and
deletions and planned activities for expansion. In this way, a running record
of the DSI will be kept, allowing an historical perspective for future changes.
Database
Database access and security will be tested and proven through the Val-
idation Demonstration. Although Mountain.Net has not chosen a specific
database management system vendor, it is anticipated that a key element
in vendor selection will be the access, security and record/element admin-
istration functions available.
AdaNET Information Services (AIS)
Beyond the testing for software discussed in section 4.4.1, the A.IS will be
tested for clarity and ease of use. Most of this testing will take pla_e in
preparation for the Validation Demonstration discussed in the next subsec-
tion.
4.4.2 Validation Demonstratioi_ : _:_: _:_ _
The ultimate test of any service-oriented endeavor is the application itself.
Since fielding a new system will always uncover unanticipated problems,
the most valid test for such a system is a validation demonstration. Moun-
tainNet plans a two-phased approach to this demonstration. These are:
1. Demonstration to UHCL/R.ICIS and;
2. Demonstration to NASA headquarters and the liason office for Sen.
Robert Byrd.
Primarily' the demonstration will takethe form of accessing AdaNET then
allowing the user to browse through the services offered. In this way two
key elements will be addressed; one, access and avs_i]"ability and; two, ease
of use. MountainNet will perform these tests internally with non computer-
literate personnel prior to the live demonstration.
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4.4.3 Process Standards Compliance
Processeshave helped most engineeringdisciplinesovercome the problems
associatedwith the designsad implementation ofa given system. Although
the term "softwareengineering"was coinedmore than twenty-fiveyearsago,
the processof softwareengineeringisjustbeginning to become s practiced
method ofdevelopment. MountainNet plans tocomply with NASA's SMAP
methodology in development ofAdaNET. Although not entirelya software
subsystem, AdaNET can benefitnow sad in the futureby compliance with
thisdisciplinedapproach to development.
Quality Assurance practiceswilltake into account each phase and step of
SMAP, and ensure that each is measurable and accurate. Additionally,
MountainNet willemploy the practicesespoused by Dr. Roger Pressman
in his book, Software Engineering - A Practitioners Approach.
Process standards compliance will be measured based on the stated goals
in Dr. Pressman's volume. Finally, MountainNet recognizes the need to
track this measurement, and will do so with modified versions of a "module
development folder". Each functional area will receive it's own folder which
will be kept by the chief programmer or administrator for the team charged
with accomplishing the goals of that functional entity.
4.5 Additional Resource Requirements
This sectionof the technicalplan delineatesadditionalresourcesneeded
in order to meet the objectivessurrounding a viableAdaNET service.It
specifiesthe needs associatedwith hardware, software,networking and com-
munications and personnel and administration.
At thispoint in time, it'sunderstood that additionalresourcesare contin-
gent upon additionalcontractingdollarsnot yet allocated.MountainNet is
alsopursuing furthercorporatepartnering agreements with an eye toward
baselinefunding for expansion.
4.5.1 Hardware
Specific hardware additions are:
• VAX 8500 sad/or other VAX systems to support a greater number of
users and distribution of services requiring competing resources;
• Harris HCX9 to expand the in-kind services currently being supplied
by WVU;
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W• Terradata DBC/1012 to serveasa stanc[sloneReuse Database system;
• IBM 9370 (MVS) to support the Terradata.
4.5.2 SoRware
Software requiredto expand AdaNET is:
• COTS software for to provide compatibilitybetween DEC and DG
computers;
• coTS implementation of SGML; _ :
• COTS implementation ofIRDS;
• COTS development toolsand environments;
• RelationalData Base Management soRware (priorto incorporationof
dedicated database machines.
4.5.3 Networking and Communications
Networking and Communications needs are:
• A star network controller;
• Direct connection between AdaNET and Telenet for ease of access;
• Direct lines to the RICIS at UHCL, Washington, D.C., Huntsville,Boston
and Pittsburgh; _ _
• A link into the NASA network;
• A link into the DoD's DDN. This is an imperative connection in order
to become the foci for Ada-related information$_rvices;
• A direct connection between AdaNET and SEAD.
4.5.4 Personnel
Development team personnel required for first stage implementation are
10 FTE staff" members plus senior level software engineering consultants.
These staff positions will be divided among:
• 6 Softw e  ngin'ers ....
• 1 Library Information Systems Specialist
• Sy, m 
• 2 Prog_smrners
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4.5.5 Administrative
Estimated administrative resources required for first stage implementation
include:
• 3 PC AT compatible microcomputer systems with expanded memory
• 3 PC compatible printers
• i Macintosh II
• 6 Computer workstation desks
w
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4.6 AdaNET Research Project
June 1, 1988 through October 31, 1986
The following is a list of proposed deliverables and milestones to be estab-
lished for the next phase, first stage implementation, of AdaNET develop-
ment:
Description Milestone Deliverable Start* Finish*
1.0 Phase I/II Final Report Y Y 1 6
2.0 Develop Planning Documents
2.1 Draft One Year Plan Y Y 5 10
2.2 Revise One Year Plan Y ii 14
2.3 Final One Year Plan Y Y 15 16
2.4 Draft Five Year Plan Y Y 17 20
3.0 AIS System Research
3.1 Develop Draft System Plan Y 5 12
3.2 Release Draft System Plan Y Y 13 16
3.3 Revise Draft System Plan Y 17 19
3.4 Release System Plan Y Y 20 21
4.0 DSI System Research
4.1 Develop Initial System Plan Y 5 16
4.2 Release InitialSystem Plan Y Y 17 20
4.3 Revise InitialSystem Plan Y 21 23
5.0 Tech. Adv. Council Implementation
5.1 Council Selection Y ?
5.2 Council Approval Y Y 9
5.3 Meeting Notice Y 11
5.4 Meeting Y Y 15
* Week number during development phase that activity begins and com-
pletes.
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Chapter 5
Revenue Plan
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5.1 Overview
This document is the Revenue Plan for implementation ofMountainNet's AdaNET
project. Additionally, the document represents a deliverable item under Cooper-
ative Agreement #NCC9-16.
AdaNET is designed to provide government-developed Ada technology infor-
mation to:
• Industrial and manufacturing organizations
• Educational institutions
• Small business and other private sector organizations
• Governmental agencies
The information available through AdaNET will be offered with accompa-
nying value-added services, making it a gateway and clearinghouse for software
engineering and Ada technology that is unique. These services will be offered
through a cost recovery structure that provides for migration to fuU commercial
viability.
This chapter describes what is to be offered to defined market segments,
sources of Ads software and technology, revenue structures, reimbursement of
direct contribution and comparative pricing.
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5.2 Products and Services
Servicesto be offeredare definedas one of three specificservicescategories:
• Dynamic Software Inventory
, AdaNET Information Services
• ProfessionalSupport Services
The followingsubsectionsprovide descriptionsofspecificservicestobe offered
under each of these categories:
5.2.1 Dynamic SoRware Inventory (DSI)
The Dynamic SoftwareInventoryconsistsofsoftware(and otherlifecycleobjects)
within an environment developed to support ease of definitionand access to
information about objectsforreuse.
Reusable Ada Software
An inventoryofpublicdomain Ads soRware from NASA, DoD, other government
agencies and privatesector sources willbe evaluated for inclusionin the DSI.
Wherever possible,associatedlifecycleproducts willalsobe incorporated in the
DSI.
w
Other Life Cycle Objects
In the processof softwaredevelopment, variouslifecycleproducts are generated,
such asrequirements documents, designdocuments and testplans.In laterphases
of the project,the inventoryofreusableobjectswillbe extended to includethese
products.
Documentation
Standard documentation accompanying softwarecomponents and lifecycleprod-
ucts willbe storedin DSI. Standards or guidelinesunder evaluationforpossible
adoption include NASA SMAP DID's (Ads version)and MTL-STD-2167A. For
standard lifecycle and AdaNET specificdocuments, AdaNET developers are
consideringthe adoption ofthe SGML ISO standard to develop Document Type
Descriptions(DTD) representationalmarkup.
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wMetrics
As objects pass through quality and performance tests, metrics will be collected
to yield relative values in specific areas tested. Such information will be provided
to users searching for objects in the reuse database as part of the extended profile
information for objects in the DSI. This information may help users to restrict
their selection prior to making requests for object retrieval.
U
m
Profile Information
Each inventoriedsoftwareobject willhave an associatedprofile.Current profile
attributesbeing examined are:
• Identification Code -
• Abstract
• Author
• Developing Organizations
• Point of Contact
• Hardware/0 S Requirement s
• host
• target - ....
• integration
• Compiler/Version
• Size
• Documentation Status
• Portab_ty Report __
• pra@ms usage
• dependencies on vendor supplied systems
• usage of low level I/O, memory addressing, etc.
.....'_zproblem Report
t
Retrieval/Duplication _
Objects inventoried in the DSI may be retrieved through either on-line access or
distribution media such as magnetic tape, diskette or CD-ROM. For objects not
available on-llne in the DSI, on-line order processing will be provided.
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mReuse Database/Taxonomy
Objects in the DSI willbe storedin the reuse database using a facetedclassifi-
cationscheme. This scheme willallow fora flexibledatabase design.The design
of the database willbe independent of the data model used to ensure that itwill
not be constrainedby the current"stateof the practice".Guidelinesfor design
willcloselyfollowthe EA/RA model and IRDS.
Tutorials
This consistsof instructionalinformationon the use ofthe DSI, and on the use of
some specificinventorycomponents (such as tools,trainingsystems or complete
operationalsystems).
5.2.2 AdaNET Information Services (AIS)
This subsectiondescribesthe requirements forthe AdaNET Information Services.
Each of the separate databases willbe structuredaccording to the information
contained in them. A common command structurewillprovide the powerful text
retrievalaccessnecessary and willfunction at the levelof expertisedesiredby
the user.
User Forums
This service consistsof a varietyof bulletinboard servicesincluding current
events, Special InterestGroups (SIG's),forum discussions,news and product
information.
AdaNET Bibliographic System (ABS)
A bibliographic retrieval system will be available for texts identified as related
to Ada and software engineering technologies. Some of the covered topics will
comprise technical subject areas, cost and market information, and information
available on related subject areas such as CIM/FCIM. Information will be ac-
cessed by key field/key word search categories, including article, periodical and
publication references, and abstracts.
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MEducational Materials
Access to or information about educationalbooks, papers, video courses,over-
head slidepresentations,CAI tutorialsand other types of educationalmaterials
about softwareengineeringand Ada willbe provided.
Electronic Communications
Internetwork electronicmail and document transferserviceswillbe provided to
support communication with other Ads software engineeringprofessionals.
Full Text Information
Fulltextinformationrelevantto Ada, softwareengineeringand relatedtechnolo-
giesin the library,that MountainNet isauthorized to make availableto users of
AdaNET. News and current eventsinformation Willbe included here.
Directories/Publications
Printed information about software objectsin the DSI and regularuser updates
concerning new and/or improved AdaNET servicesand activitieswillbe made
available.
Other Repos|tories _d' Services ::_ :
Information about known public mad private software repository and information
activities throughout the Country for both Ada mad non-Ada software will be
providedl Such repositories include the SIMTEL-20 ASR, NRL STARS repos-
itory and NASA's COSMIC. Such information will include general information
about the services provided by each of these facilities. Information regarding
access and/or ordering, and in some cases, on-line or distribution access to soft-
ware obtained from these sources (such as the ASR) will be supplied. However,
software provided at t_s |evei0f=serv_ce will be vlrtu_y: _-"m, is, buyer
beware"market composition format, and should not be confused with services
provided through the DSI. This service is being made available to provide early
access to Ada software currently in demand by the private sector, in the interim
period during implementation of the DSI. Other information services may include
access to SEAD and the Ada Information Clearinghouse (AIC).
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L5.2.3 Professional Support Services
Consultant Services
Mountain_Net's staff and companies comprising the project support infrastructure
will be available for specialized software engineering and Ads technology consul-
rant services. This service will be key to successful use of the AdaNET services,
and will be essential to the catalyst role of encouraging transition to use of Ada
technology in private sector initiatives.
Seminars and Workshops
Seminars and workshops will be provided to educate and train the user base.
5.3 Target Market
The following sections define target markets identified as potential users of the
AdaNET services:
5.3.1 Market Segments
The target market can be divided into the following categories:
• Current Ada users
• New entrants into the Ada market
• Industrial and manufacturing organizations
• Government agencies
• Educational institutions
The current Ada users market represents the most immediate market for
AdaNET. Based on preliminary data, the professional Ads community has spe-
cificinterestin baselineservicesplanned. Of particularinterestisreusable soft-
ware components, supporting value-added services,professionalpapers and gen-
eralinformation servicessuch as,market trends and information about contract
opportunities.Major usersin thisarea are currentlythe aerospace industry and
defense contractors.
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Market entry into the industrial and m_ufacturing areas will require a more
p.rolonged effort. Significant pre-market education will probably be required for
industry segments to see the direct advantages of applying Ada technology to
their unique applications. Specific component taxonomies relative to manufac-
turing primitives, will be adopted, similar to the approach used in presentation
of the Common Ada Missile Packages (CAMP) software to inventory software
parts primitives. Educational and consultant support for successful long-_er_t_
Ada technology migration in such areas as Paperless Order Processing (POP),
ffust-In-Time Inventory (JIT), Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM), Flex-
ible Computerized Manufacturing technologies (FCM) and other real time control
systems wilI also be provided.
The government market represents a stable, pro#cti_ en_v_gment.for A daNET
use. Although AdaNET's purpose is the transfer of government developed Ada
technology to the private sector, available technology and applications within var-
ious government agenOes and even within various _Visionso_" t}te:=s_a_ ageliey
will also be inventoried where appropriate. For educational institutions inter-
ested in gaining Ada technology expertise in order to introduce strong Ada and
software engineering curriculums, high quality information will be available from
AdaNET.
I
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5.3.2 Market Composition
Several major professional areas within each market segment have been identified:
s Software Engineers/Developers currently working with software engineer-
Lug and Ada technology have expressed interest in Ada and software engi-
neering, methodologies, Ada specific metrics, reusable software and faceted
classifications.
• Managers/Administrators Within commercial andgove_ent Organizations
have shown interest in services that provide contracting and subcontracting
information, current events, market trends, governmental activities with re-
spect to the use of Ada and information about companies and products in
the Ada market.
• Educators M_c_ated Mte_rest "meducational andte¢_cally oriented infor-
mation such as, faceted classifications l'or reuse and Ada tutorials.
• Members of manufacturLug and industrial communities are interested in the
place of Ada technology as part of the overall advanced technology solutions
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to increaseproductivity,competitivenessand reliability.Areas of interest
include information about educational and professionalinformation,cur-
rent industrialapplicationsand information about companies that possess
specificareasof Ada technology expertise.
5.3.3 Initial Market Survey
An initial survey for AdsNET was conducted at the Ads Expo '87 held in Boston
in December 1987. The survey,while a small sampling of those in attendance,
yielded information about the Ads community's currentinterests.The survey
gathered the followingtypes of information:
• General demographic information
• Ada applicationareasrepresentedat the conference
• Levelsof interestin potentialserviceofferings
• Current hardware and telecommunications utilization
Followingare chartswhich summarize the data collectedin the initialmarket
survey.
Survey of Ada Expo '87 Attendees
Areas of Ada Softwaxe Development
AREA FREQUENCY PERCENT
Weapons/C31 39 16.9
Engineering 35 15.2
Tools 28 12.1
Scientific 21 9.1
Telecor_ications 20 8.7
Education 18 7.8
Databases 18 7.8
Bus:Luess/MIS ............. 17 7.4
Compilers 14 6.1
Process Control 8 3.S
Financial Ipplications 6 2.6
Consumer 6 2.6
Chemicals/Petroleum I 0.4
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Survey of Ada Expo '87 Attendees
Networks Utilized .....
NETWORK FREQU_CY PERCENT
_wm_m_mm
ARPM/ET 32 33.3
DDN 20 20.8
Telene¢ Mail 15 15.6
Compuserve 12 12.5
BITnet/Mailnet 9 9.4
The Source 4 4.2
Dialcom 2 2.1
NASA Mail 2 2.1
Survey of Ada Erpo '87 Attendees
Usefulness of Service Categories
USAGE SUM OF _TINGS
SW Eng. Methodology 130
ida-Sp@cificMetrics 112
Reuse Classifications 100
Topical Search 97
Documentation : 93
Project Management 91
Commercial 77
User Co.-.unications 69
Contracting 67
On-Line Tutorial 57
Telephone Help Line 51
CBT 50
0 • Not Useful; i = Useful; 2 • Very Useful
I
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5.4 Sources of Ada Software and Technology
5.5 Revenue Structures
Carefulconsiderationisbeing given tothe approach taken inplanning forservices
cost recovery (or revenue) structures.Current thoughts and approaches being
taken in development of thisstructureare discussedbelow. This document does
not attempt to definespecificdollaramounts forservicesstructures.Such activity
ispremature, due to a lackofinformationabout totalinvestment in development
of services;specificoperationalcosts of supporting servicesdelivery;resource
requirements and allocationsnecessaryfordeliveryof variousservicesand specific
information about potentialmarket demand for individualor group services.
Such informationwillbecome avldlableand realisticprojectionspossiblein future
phases of the project,as itmoves from planning,researchand earlyprototyping
intofullscaleservicesimplementation. Criteriathat must be met by the revenue
structureinclude:
• Defraying costsof operation
• Maintaining commercial competitiveness
• Standardizing revenue structures
• Implementing incentiveprograms
• Providing economically disadvantaged discounts
• Reimbursing of directcontributions
The revenue structurewillutilizestandard subscriptions,incrementalcharges,
purchase feesand a differentialfeestructureas describedbelow. These structures
willbe based on high volume usage,rather than charging individualusers pre-
mium pricesas the servicegoal isto provide reliableinformation servicesat cost
effectiverates.The most common structuresto be used willbe:
Subscription Rate
An annual, quarterly or monthly base rate allowing access to services (or
groups of services) through on-line connect, CD-ROM, diskette and printed me-
dia.
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wIncremental Rate
Users "pay as they go" for on-lineservicesnot standard to their regular
servicessubscriptions.
Purchase Price
Users purchase products on an individualunit basis.
w
Differential Fee Structure
Usage information will be collected as clients log onto the system. This data
will include:
• Log-on time
• Log-off time
• Number of disk accesses
• Amount and kind of data down-loaded to user's system
• Types of information retrieved
In allcases,MountainNet understands that the differencebetween data and
informationwillmake a differencein billingfor a given session.For example, ifa
clientretrievesdata which pointshim toward another resource for information,
he willbe billedlessthan ifthe retrievalnets information which isunavailable
elsewhere.This logicfollowsan automated path for traditionalinformation and
data services;i.e.,the Auerbach Report. Although not automated, a substantial
feeis charged. The differencewith thisserviceisthat the user willbe billedfor
only the informationretrievedand not for allof the informationin the database.
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Revenue Classes for AdaNET Services
Description On*Line CD-ROM
Dynamic Software Inventory
Ads Software Components
Documentation
Metrics
Profile Information
Reuse Database/Taxonomy
Tutorials
Information Services
User Forums
Bibliographic System
Educational Materials
Electronic Communications
Full Text
Directories/Publications
Outside Services
Professional Support
Consultant services
Seminars and Workshops
Distribution Medium
-'Tape I Diskette Hardcopy Misc.
ISP SP
IS SP P PS
IS SP P PS P
IS SP P PS
IS SP P
IS SP
IS SP P P P
I - Incremental
IS S
IS PS PS
IS PS P PS PS
S
I PS P P PS
PS
S
s = Sub.= pt o. P = Pur_ssed
Live
P
P
W
m
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r5.5.1 Defraying Costs of Operation
As a minimum requirement,revenue structuresestablishedforservicesmust pro-
vide a realisticbasisfor costrecoveryfor a given targetnumber of users.Below
are estimated resourcerequirements at fullstalling.Costs for these resourcesdo
not includevariablecostsassociatedwith specificservicesdelivery.
Human Resources
Type ofsupport Number of FTE*
General information services.
Library informationservices
Software evaluation
Configurationmanagement
Database
Distributionpersonnel
Marketing/Advertising
Network and systems
Infrastructuresupport services
4
1 1/2
5
2
2
3
2
3
4
*FTE = FullTime Equivalent
Hardware/Software
• Six (6) Large scalecomputer systems
• Network support
• New acquisitionand maintenance of soRware
• Administrative and travelexpenses
Notes:
The estimated number of FTE's in various activity centers are based on cur-
rent knowledge of stalrmg needs, as well as comparative stalTmg requirements in
similar programs, such as the USAISEC SDC-W RAPID program. Estimates on
other expense areas are projected for current operational costs.
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J5.5.2 Maintaining Commercial Competitiveness
AdaNET must be competitive (as a minimum) with comparative commercially
availableservices.The differencebetween minimum charge scalesnecessary for
cost recovery and currentmarket rate structuresfor similarservicesestablishes
a margin within which thereisflexibilityfordetermination of revenue structures
(seeSection6 forcomparative pricingrates).
5.5.3 Standardizing Revenue Structures
Revenue structuresmust be standardized with few "add-on" charges forspecific
servicesusage (see Section 6 for comparative pricingstructures).For most on-
lineservices,standardized subscriptionserviceswillbe introduced,at levelsthat
willallow cost recovery of resourcesexpended for servicesdeliveredat average
usage levels.Services would be "packaged" in incremental subscriptionlevels.
This will allow delivery of highly affordablegeneral services(hence removing
economic barriers).It willalsoAllow alternatecost recoverystructures(such as
those listedin Section6) for servicesdeliveringstrategicallyvaluableor resource
intensiveinformation.
5.5.4 Implementing Incentive Programs
Attractivepricingand/or speciM incentivest_,induceuse of servicesand reinser-
tionof informationby U.S. and foreignbusinessesand government organizations
willbe provided. Such programs may i_clude_oductor_ s_vice_"creSts" to
organizationsproviding wluable technology reinsertion,hence providing an ad-
ditionalincentiveto encourage continued use of the services.
5.5.5 Providing Economically Disad_ntaged Discounts
Special pricingdiscountsto re_0ve economic barrier s to accessof information
by qualifyingeducationalor small business users willbe provided. These mar-
ket segments generate potentiallylessexpendable revenue that can be used for
investment in new technology __eu, this may present an eeconomic barrierto
entry in new technological markets. Use of software engineering and Ada tech-
nology by these market segments will be encouraged. Specific qualifications for
such discounts remain to be determined; criteria used must be easily obtain-
able and verifiable, and not represent high resource requirements in supporting
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such verification.By establishingsuch a pricingstructurein the form of a dis-
count, the establishedstandard pricingstructureisnot eroded by non-standard
fee structuresavailableto specialgroups of users. Not allsmall businessesand
educational institutionswillmeet criteriaestablishedfor these discounts,and
should legitimatelybe charged standard rates.
5.5.6 Reimbursing of Direct Contributions
Reimbursement of direct contributions of sponsoring governmental agencies will
be made. This reimbursement will be realized through the value of technology
transferred for reuse by public and private sector users of AdaNET. Methods are
currently being developed to analyze the relative value of various information
components distributed so that a reuse value of that information can be estab-
lished. Within ten years, the total value of that information should be greater
than or equal to the original governmental investment.
5.6 Comparative Pricing
Below isa descriptionof pricingstrategiesused by variouscompanies that offer
similartypes ofinformation servicesand products. These do not reflecthe pro-
posed feestructureforthe AdaNET services,but ratherare indicativeofexisting
market pricingstrategies.These servicesinclude on-lineinformation services,
information provided through alternatedistributionmedia, and consultant and
educationalservices.
5.6.1 On-Line Services Delivery
The following revenue categories are related to delivery of on-line communications
networks, provided through telecommunications network access.
Communications Fees
Fees associatedwith communications networks access,such as TYMNET and TE-
LENET. These feesvary based on geographic location,data transmissionspeed
and the availabilityof a localdial-innumber to accessservices.Fees generally
range from a few dollarsper hour to over $30.00 per hour depending on data
transmission speed and which subserviceisaccessed.
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Connect Time Charges
Connect time charges are based on the amount of time the user isactuallycon-
nected to the system. Rates are quoted on a per hour basisand are dependent
upon the type ofinformationand subjectmatter required.Business and technical
information are availableat higher ratesthan citationsand abstracts.Databases
that provide citationsand abstractsto publicationsusuallycostlessthan those
that provide information such as, a company's name or address or a historyof
stock quotations for a particularindustry. Connect time feescan range from
$i5.00 for accessto subsetsof severalfilesfor teaching purposes to $300.00 for
accessto citationsforchemical patents.
Print or Display Charges
Print or display charges are assessed for each record displayed on the screen or
printed oflline. The fee varies as a function of the amount of information provided.
Little or no charge is associated with viewing the title and subject headings for
a record, Fees ranging from $.10 to $4.00 can beMsociated with viewing enough
information to allow user to obtain the item which is being searched or for actually
displaying the information. Files that allow the user to create reports are charged
per item, per record listed. _
Per Search Term Ch_ges ::
This is a new approach introduced by database producers. This option is not yet
available to users. Use of search terms as a charge base has many implications
for vendors and users. Searchers always attempt to minimize on-line search costs.
To minimize costs which are based on the number of keywords used to conduct
the search has different implications than minimizing costs based on the amount
of time the user is actually on line and the number of items retrieved. -: -
Flat Rates ..... _ : ._........
This can be set up as a monthly minimum fee to be paid, regardless of whether
searches are actually performed.
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Annual "Password" Fees
"Password" fees are designed to cover the cost of maintaining the account and
costs involved in the billing process. Fees are usually between $25.00 and $100.00
per year.
Deposit Account Charges
A depositaccount (orpre-paidaccount) oftenoffersdiscounts,usually"stepped"
accordingto the amount ofthe deposit.Sometimes fees,other than connect time
charges,are deducted from the depositaccount.
Credits
Some systems issue credits for certain transactions on the system. An example is
OCLC, an interlibrary loan system. A fee is incurred for use of a record. A credit
equal to the fee incurred for such a use is given for input of a catalog record not
already in the system or for lending an item.
5.6.2 Alternate Distribution Media
CD-ROM Products
Products associatedwith on-linesearchservicesare usuallylicensedon an annual
basiswith updates on a quarterlybasis.Annual subscriptionfeescover updates
to the searchsoftwarenecessaryto accessthe informationon the CD. Discs with
older information on them are sometimes made availablefor purchase. Prices
vary widely in products marketed to the general public or to libraries.These
pricesrange from $300.00 for an outright purchase to $18,000.00 for a yearly
licensingfee.
Floppy Disk Products
Floppy disks are produced on a one time basis and are not normally updated.
The distribution is usually an ASCII file to be used with a word processor and
generally sells for less than $100.00.
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Magnetic Tape
As with floppydisk products,magnetic tape products are usually produced on
a one time basisand are not normally updated. Formats availablegenerallyin-
clude T)_ TAR and ANSI labeled,in densitiesranging from 800 bpi to 6250 bpi.
Comparable servicesinclude:ASR (Ada Software Repository)ANSI labeleddu-
plicationsfor $200 (usersupplied tapes);COSMIC software duplications,where
pricesrange from $50 to $10,000 per individualsoftwaresystem (tapesand doc-
umentation supplied). ....... _.....
Printed Media
Printed media include directories of available software and services, news and
information newsletters and full text information. COSMIC's charges for its
software directory runs from $25.00 for printed media to $50.00 for magnetic
tape version of that directory.
5.6.3 Workshops, Seminars and Consultants
Costs fortechnicalworkshops and se_ars can range from freetO $4,000per day
plus cost of course materials and travelexpenses for the instructor.Technical
workshops are usuallylimitedin size(15 to 20) people. Business orientedcourses
are normally unlimited in sizeand can cost $4,000 depending on the nature of
the lecture.Seminars open to the publicare generallyon a per person cost scale
and range from $1,200to $1,500. Consultant feescan be as much as $500.00 per
hour for highlytechnicalinformation.
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Summary
This document contains draft copies of the orsanizational documents that are
eithercurrentlyin use by MountainNet to support development of AdaNET, or
that willbecome necessaryin the near futureas the AdaN-F__Tfacilitymakes its
initialservicesofferingsavailablecommercially. Documents in thisdraftinclude:
Disclosure Agreement (long form) Draft agreement definingterms of non-
disclosureofproprietarymaterials,or knowledge obtained thxough employ-
ment atMountainNet. Recommended foruse with programmers and similar
employees.
Full-Time Employment Agreement Draft ofgeneralform employment con-
tract.
MountalnNet SoRware License Draft soRware licenseforMountainNet soft-
ware to be distributedto others.
Database Agreement Draft agreement forsubscriptionaccesstoon-line"data-
base" materials.
Subcontract between MountalnNet and Second Party General form of sub-
contract for work pursuant to MountainNet  NASA University of Houston-
Clear Lake project.
L _
Teaming Agreement General form of agreement in principle to work with a
second party on various specified projects, tasks or other activities.
AdaNET Electronic Mall Service Registration General form used for reg-
istration to on-line electronic mail and document transfer services.
Miscellaneotm Documents General draft documents used internally for pur-
chase and travel requests, to be included as part of the AdaNET operational
policies and guidelines.
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NONDISCLOSURE AGREEMENT
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THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into this day of
, 19_, by and between Mountain_Net, Inc.,(hereinafter
"Company"), a corporationduly organized and existingunder the laws of the
State of West Virginia,and (hereinafter"Recipi-
ent"),a corporationduly organized and existingunder the laws of the State of
In considerationof $10.00,receiptofwhich isacknowledged by Recipient,and
other good and adequate consideration,includingthe undertaking by the parties
of the obligationsherein,the partieshereto,intendingto be legallybound, do
hereby covenant and agree as follows:
Section 1
PURPOSE OF AGREEMENT
I.I This Agreement isentered into for the solepurpose of authorizingRecip-
ient to receivefrom Company certainproprietarycomputer software and
relatedend-user documentation (ifany) (collectivelyreferredto as the Pro-
gram) which ismore specificallydescribed as Exhibit A hereto,which is
incorporatedhereinby thisreference.
Section 2
GRANT OF LIMITED LICENSE
2.1 Recipientisgranted a personal,non-exclusivelicenseto installthe Program
on its[designatecomputer by make, model, and serialnumber] (the "Des-
ignated Computer" )and to use the Program during the term of thisAgree-
ment only for the purpose of evaluating the performance of the Program
in order to determine whether Recipientwishes to enterintothe Company
Program End- User License Agreement, a copy of which isincluded as Ex-
hibitB hereto,which isincorporated hereinby thisreference.
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:Section 3
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF TITLE
3.1 Recipient acknowledges that allright,title,and interestin and to the Pro-
gram shallremain with Company. Nothing hereinshallbe deemed to con-
vey or transferany such right,title,and interestto Recipient. Recipient
acknowledges that this A_eement shall convey .to Reclpient_:only_a limited
license as set forth in Section 2.1 hereof, not coupled with an interest, and
revocable in accordance with the terms of this Agreement.
Section 4
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF PROPRIETARY INFORMATION;
LIMITATION ON USE THEREOF
4.1 Recipientacknowledges that the Program embodies valuableconfidentialand
secretinformation (collectivelyreferredto as Proprietary Information) of
Company, which isentrusted to Recipient only for the purposes expressly
setforthherein.Except as expresslyauthorizedherein,Recipientshallnot
use or store the Program; download the Program in a retrievalsystem or
computer of any kind; or copy, transferldisclose,or permit accessto the
Program or may portion thereofto any other person. In no event shallRe-
cipientattempt to decompile or reverseengineer the objectcode portionof
Program into source code (human-readable_ form. The provisionsof this
Section 4.1 shallsurvivetermination of thisAgreement and shallcontinue
for so long as Recipient continuesto possessor have accessto the Propri-
etary Information. The confidentialityobligationssetforthhereinshallnot
apply to such of the Proprietary Information as may become part of the
publicdomain.
Sec_tion 5
RIGHTS TO INJUNCTIVE RELIEF ::
5.1 Recognizing and acknowledging that_=y useor disclosur e of it s Propriet_y
Information by Recipient or any employee or agent of Recipient in a man-
ner inconsistent with the provisions of this Agreement may cause Company
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virreparabledamage for which other remedies may be inadequate, Recip-
ient agrees that Company shallhave the right to petitionfor injunctive
or other equitablerelieffrom a court of competent jurisdictionas may be
necessaryand appropriateto prevent any unauthorized use or disclosureof
any such information by Recipient,itsemployees, or itsagents,and that,
in connect_ionthereWfth,Reclp_n-tshallnot oppose such injunctionon the
grounds that an adequate remedy isavailableat law. Such remedy shallbe
in additionto other remedies availableto Company.
Section 6
TERM OF AGREEMENT;
TERMINATION
6.1 This Agreement shallcontinuefrom the date setforthabove untilthe earlier
of (1) execution by Recipient and Company of the Program End-User Li-
cense Agreement designatedas Exhibit B, (2)30 days from the date hereof,
or (3) two days' writtennoticeof termination by Company for any reason.
Upon termination of thisAgreement pursuant to (2) or (3) above, Recipi-
ent shallimmediately return to Company the Program and allProprietary
Information of Company, however embodied. Recipient shallthereupon
certifyto Company that ithas not retained any copiesor portion of the
Program or any ProprietaryInformation of Company.
Section 7
DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY;
LIMITATION ON LIABILITY
7.1 COMPANY DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL WARRANTIES RESPECTING
THE PROGRAM AND USE THEREOF, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PAR-
TICULAR PURPOSE. In no eventshallCompany be liableforany indirect,
exemplary, incidental,or consequentialdamage arisingout of or otherwise
relatingto the use or performance of the Program, however caused,even if
Company has been advised of the possibilityor likelihoodof such damages.
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Section 8
MISCELLANEOUS
8.1 INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS. The partieshereto are independent
andnoth:!nghere beconst  dascreatin  Yagency,
jointventure, partnership,or other form of business associationbetween
the parties.
8.2 GOVERNING LAW. This Agreement shallbe construed and governed in all
respectsin accordance with the laws of the State of West Virginia.
8.3 NOTICES. Any communication, transmittals,correspondence,or noticeshall
be in writing,postage prepaid, to the authorized representativeof each
party at the address set forthbelow.
8.4 SEVERABILITY. :Inthe event thatone or more terms ofthisAgreement are
determined by a courtofcompetent jurisdictiontobe voidor unenforceable,
such determination shall_not affectthe remaining terms hereof.
8.5 BINDING NATURE OF AGREEMENT; NO ASSIGNMENT. This Agree-
ment shallbe binding_upon_d inure to the benefitof the partiesheretO and
theirrespectivesuccessors.No assignment of thisA_eement or the rights
and obligationsherein undertaken shallbe made by either0party without
the prior:_itten consent of the other. No amendment to thisAgreement
shallbe binding upon the partiesunlessitisin writingand isexecuted by
each of the partieshereto.
8.8 ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This Agreement constitutesthe entire scope of
agreement between the partiesrespecting the subject matter hereof and
supersedes allpriorcorrespondence,proposals,understandings,representa-
tions,and communications.
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WHEREBY, the parties have caused this Agreement to be executed by their
duly authorized representatives as set forth below.
COMPANY RECIPIENT
BY: BY:
Naine NaIne
Title Title
L .
Address Address
Address Address
w
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FULL TIME EMPLOYMENT
AGREEMENT
This agreement, entered into this day of ,19_,
between MountainNet Corporation and , is for such
services as shall be requested by MountainNet Corporation on a full timebasis.
In consideration of mutual exchange of promises contained herein, the Em-
ployee agrees to provide services to MountainNet Corporation and Mountain.Net
Corporation agreesto accept such servicesand pay employee as follows:
Monthly rateis$ Hourly rateis (what-
ever applies).
This contractwillcommence on the date of signatureand shallremain infull
forceforone year.
Employee agrees to keep company materialsconfidentialand to return all
such materialsto MountainNet Corporation when Employee's need thereforehu
ended, or Employee's employment has terminated, whichever firstoccurs. If
unable to return such material,employee must destroy any such material in his
possession so as not to discloseany information or portion thereof to anyone
not a party to this a_eement. Employee agrees to keep ALL company business
confidential. Failure to keep company information confidential may result in
immediate termination of employment.
Unless otherwise agreed in writing, Employee releases, assigns, conveys, trans-
fers and gives up in favor of Mountain.Net any right to materials developed for
Mountain.Net Corporation or its clients, or developed with materials or inlor-
mstion which was or reasonably could have been obtained through employment
hereunder.
Employee agrees .to disclose immediately and in writing to the president of
Mounta£mNet any inventions conceived or first actually reduced to pray:rice in
the performance of work under this a_eement. The disclosure intended under
this provision shall be made in s_cient time to permit the RUng of patent
applicationspriorto U.S. or foreignstatutorybars.
Upon completion of 90 days of satisfactoryemployment, Employee willbe
permitted to participatein such health and/or lifeinsurance benefitsas may
from time-to-time be offeredby the company.
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Employee understands that he will be periodically evaluated as to the quality
and quantity of his work, with a major review after not more than 90 days of
employment. If work is available and performance is satisfactory, employee will
continue with MountainNet Corporation under this agreement. If performance as
determined in MountainNet's sole and exclusive determination is unsatisfactory,
employment may be terminated immediately. In the event that contracts with
clientsbeing served by employee expireor are otherwise terminated,Mountain-
Net Corporation has the rightto terminate or reduce Employee's employment
and agreesto provide noticeof such anticipatedterminationor reductionto the
Employee as far in advance thereofas isreasonably possibleunder the circum-
stances.
In the event that any term or conditionof thisagreement isfor any reason
determined to be void or enforce,for any reason,the void or unenforceable term
shallbe strickenand the remainder sh_remain in fullforceand effect.
Failureby eitherparty to enforce any term of thisagreement shallnot be
consideredto be a continuingwaiver ofsuch term, and the same may be enforced
or applied at any time thereafter.
This document constitutesthe fulland complete agreement between the par-
ties.
I acknowledge that Ihave read thisagreement, have had and taken advantage
of an opportunity to ask questionsconcerning it,understand itand agree with
the terms and conditionscontained within the document.
r
w
Mount ainNet Corporation:
President
Employee:
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MOUNTAINNET SOFTWARE LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
This licenseagreement made on the date indicatedbelow isby and between
MountainNet, Inc. ("Mountain_Net"),a corporation,doing business at DeUslow,
West Virginia,U.S.A.,and ,(Licensee).
MountMnNet agrees to grant, and the Licensee agrees to accept, a non-
exclusiveLicense to use the "Software" attached as Exhibit A, including any
subsequent updates according to the followingterms and conditions:
= OWNERS_ OP SOFTWARE _
The Software islicensed for use on a sin_en0n-clustered VAX computer
system locatedat the addressindicatedin thisagreement. Licenseeacknowledges
that by virtue of thisagreement, Licensee acquires only the right to use the
Software while thisagreement is in effectand does not acquire any titleto,
or ownership of, the Software listedin Exhibit A. Ownership of allExhibit A
Software remains with MountainNet.
TRANSFER
In the event of a transferof the MotmtainNet licenseand Software to an
alternateCentral ProcessingUnit ("CPU'), notificationmust be given in writing
to MOUNTAINNET within30 days and must be accompanied by the Transferof
MOUNTAINNET Software Licenseagreement. Transferofthe licenseterminates
the right to use the Software on the originalCPU. Additional costs may be
incurred depending on the new CPU model.
MULTIPLE LICENSE AGREEMENT
After purchasing one Software license,Licensee can purchase each additional
Software License for the then prevailingprice.
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NON-DISCLOSURE BY LICENSEE
Software licensed under this agreement is the proprietary property of Moun-
tainNet. This Software isdistributedfor use on a singlecomputer system, and
may not be copied except for use on the designated system and must always
include the Copyright noticeof MountainNet and allfeatureswhich disclosethe
Software name and licensedsite.MountainNet Software and/or documentation
cannot be copied except for the internaluse by the licensedMountain_Net instal-
lation.MountainNet Software and/or documentation cannot be shared, sold,or
otherwise dispersedwithout the writtenpermission of MountainNet.
Licensee agreesto take appropriate actionby instruction,agreement, or no-
ticeto itsemployees, agents or other persons permitted accessto MountainNet
Software in order to satisfyLicensee'sobligationsunder thisagreement with re-
spect to use, copying, and maintaining the proprietarynature of MountainNet
Software.
Licensee a_rees not to provide or otherwise make availableany program in
any form or media, to any individualor corporationorentitywithout expressper-
mission in writingfrom Mountain.Net. This writtenauthorizationmust be signed
by one of MountainNet's corporateofficers.Licensee nor his representativeswill
divulgeany information with respectto the technology embodied within Moun-
tain.NetSoftware. Licensee isfurtherrequired to obtain a signed non-disclosure
agreement from any outside agency before allowing that agency to view or in
any manner accessMountain_Net programs, documentation, or sourcecode. One
signed copy of the non-_sclosure agreement must be provided to MountainNet
IfLicensee or any ofitsemployees, agentsor representativeshallattempt to use
or disposeof the Software or any of itsaspectsor components or any duplication
thereofin a manner contrary to the terms of thisagreement, Mountain_Net shall
have the right,in addition to such other remedies which may be availableto
Mountain_Net by law, to injunctivereliefagainstsuch actsor attempts.
Only licensedMountain.Net sitesare authorized to possessor use any Moun-
tainNet Software,includingany Software or applicationsbased upon Mountain-
Net code or buildingblocks.Licensee can share Software applicationswith other
licensedMountain_Net sitesthrough the Mountain_Net users Group, provided the
applicationsdo not compete with applicationswhich are being developed or sold
by MountainNet.
PAYMENT TERMS
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vPaymentfor the SoRware-slx_ be due accordingto the terms specifiedin Exhibit
A. Ifpayment isnot received within the statedperiod at MountainNet's place
of business,M0untainNet _shallhave the right to terminate Licensee'susage of
Software and Licenseehereby waives any rightsto continued us_e of Software if
these pa_ent ter_ _enot met, Mo_t_et_shall be held harn_eHfo r any
claim whatsoever arisingout of the terminationof usage of Software by Licensee
due to nonpayment.
All applicable taxes_shall be paid by Licensee. The _p_d b Mance of each
module of Software is to be paid for upon installation at Licensee's site.
Listed prices refer to single standard Mountain.Net mod_des., _ two or more
versions of any application must be developed by Mo_tainNet the Licensee will
be charged for each. The Licensee can contract with MountainNet for ad_tional
programming or systems assistance, if desired. Charges for modification or assis-
tance_w_ beat the_standard pre_g rate. Mouther will be held harmless
if modifications requested by Licensee result in the elimination of any feat_es-or
safeguards normally provided by the Software.
INSTALLATION AND SCHEDULING -
Software installationcan normally begin within 30 days afterthe computer.
 t ed. Withinpractic  ts, thepriorityofmodulescontracted forand
the order of installationcan be determined by the Licensee. Mouther will
attempt to complete installationofeac!__module wit_ a time frame to acco_-
modate the Licensee'sneeds;however, completion accordingto specificdeadlines
cannot be guaranteed. Some of the standard Software modules includea specific
number of user definedparameters. Before work can begin, MountainNet must
have a clear understanding of the Licensee's requirements and of all factors which
affectthe imp lementsti?n of the__module.- Completed p___armrneter Pack__es and
other requested information must be given fullconsideration,but no obligation
isassumed by Mountain_Net to fulfillallrequests.MountainNet willdetermine
whether Licenseerequestscan be implemented, and ifsaidimplementation would
resultin additionalcosts.MountainNet willproceed with additionalchargeable
servicesonly ifauthorized by Licensee. After providing MountainNet with the
requested information,no changes should be made in these items without imme-
diatelycontacting MountainNet Changes in the original requirements,_ata i_s,
or any other changes causing extra effort by Mountain_Net may delay installation
and result in additional charges.
If the Fiscal Reporting module is ordered, the Licensee staff member most
knowledgeable" in financial reporting requirements and the person who will be
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responsiblefor data processingshould plan a tripto the MountainNet omces to
assistin definingthe detailsof the FiscalReporting System. Licenseeisrespon-
siblefor traveland per diem expenses. There is,however, no additionalcharge
by MountainNet for thisservice.
MountainNet shMl be heldharmless from any claim whatsoever caused by the
act,omissions,conduct, or negligenceofthe Licensee,itsagents,representatives,
or employees. Licensee willbe responsiblefor additionalexpenses incurred by
MountainNet ffMountalnNet isprevented from fulRUing commitments because
of any act, conduct, omission,or negligenceof the Licensee,itsagents,repre-
sentatives,or employees. Such negligenceincludes,but is not limited to, the
failureto advise MountainNet in advance of any known problems which might
interferewith performance of duties,the absence of staffmembers necessary for
consultationand decisionmaking, and the lack of necessary facilitiesand prop-
erly functioningequipment. Maintenance and repairsmust not be scheduled
for the time that MountainNet staffmembers are on-site.Licensee negligence
alsoincludes diversionof MountainNet personnel from scheduled tasks to non-
scheduled projectsor anything contrary to the declared purpose of the on-site
visit.Additional expenses forwhich Licenseecan be charged include,but are not
limitedto,any extra travel,per diem, and labor costsincurredin the fulfillment
of implementation.
DELAY
Postponement or delay of installationwhich isnot caused by MountalnNet
may, at Mounta£nNet's option,resultin price increases. Prices are based on
costs and conditionsexistingon date of quotation and are subject to change if
implementation cannot be performed within a reasonable time.
CONVERSION
Some utilityprograms fordata conversionare provided with the understand-
ing that Mounta£mNet assumes no responsibilityfortheirsupport. During DMS
initialinatMlation,Mounta£nNet personnel willprovide Licensee'sstaffmembers
with a m_,Jmum of four hours assistancein the use of the utilities.Additional
hours of assistancewillbe chargeable at the then prevailingrate.MountainNet
willnot be responsiblefor conversionunlessexplicitlyagreed to in writing.
INTERFACING
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MountainNet willnot be responsiblefor interfacingMountainNet system to
other systems, unlessexplicitlyagreed to in writing.
TRAINING
On-sitetrainingisprovided during installationforeach module based on the
terms specifiedin Exhibit A. It is important that those who willbe directly
involvedin the use of the Software attend theseclasses.This trainingisincluded
in the priceofthe Software.Licensee'sstaffwho willbe involvedin the use ofthe
Software must become knowledgeable inthe use of the Data Management System
and the applicationareas for which they willbecome responsiblein order to
perform the processnecessaryforfilemaintenance and reporting.Itisimperative
that key people be availableduring installationand training.
DOCUMENTATION
MountainNet willprovide one printedcopy of documentation with each soR,
ware module purchased. The Licensee has the option to purchase additional
copiesfrom MountainNet or licenseemay reproduce the documentation for in-
ternaluse only. Orders to MountainNet fordocumentation forobsoletesoftware
versionsmay not be available.
Documentation for most specialapplicationsystems must, by the nature of
the Software,be generated on the Licensee'ssiteas the systems are implemented.
AVAILABILITY OF SOURCE CODE -:: _
Licenseemay acquirethe right-to-usesourcecode based on the then prevailing
pricing.Once the right-to-usesource code has been acquired,Licensee isprohib-
itedfrom allowingsource code to be used on any CPU which isnot covered by
this License.
SOFTWARE WARRANTY AND LIMITATION OF LIABILITIES
Mountaln.Net warrants to the Licensee_SoRwarew_ confo_ to.the
Software product descriptionsprovided to Licensee. MountainNet's obligation
under thisagreement, however, islimitedto providing correctedSoftware which
conforms to the Software product descriptions.No representationor other dr-tr-
mation or warranty ismade concerning the capacity,suitability,or performance of
the computer Software. MountainNet furthermakes no representationsas to the
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compatibilityof MountainNet Software with the equipment, operating systems,
or Software currentlyin use or contemplated by Licenseeunlessstatedherein.
Except as specificallyprovided in thisAgreement, there are no other war-
ranties,express or implied,includingbut not limitedto any implied warranties
ofmerchantabilityor fitnessofSoftware. MountainNet shallin no event be liable
for damages, includingbut not limitedto lossof profitsor other economic loss,
direct,indirect,special,consequential,or other damages, includingbut not lim-
itedto those arisingout ofany breach ofthisagreement or obligationshereunder.
There are no warrantieswhich extend beyond the descriptionon the faceof this
agreement.
This warranty does not apply and willbe considered null and void ifthe
Software isused or operated in amanner or in an environment not consistentwith
itsintended purpose or ismodified or repairedin any manner which adversely
affectsitsoperation or reliability.Software designed for differentcomputers and
operatingsystems isnot identical.Mountain.Net shallassume no liabilityor offer
any warranty regarding Software operated on equipment or operating system
other than that for which itwas designed.
Each module of MountainNet Software iswarranted in accordance with the
terms of thisagreement for a period ofninety days followinginstallation.Quali-
fiedprofessionalhelp isreadilyavailableby telephone.The Licensee'ssystem may
be dialedup from the MountainNet officesproviding that dial-upfacilitiesxist
at Licensee'ssite.MountainNet reservesthe rightto make the decisionon the
bestmeans of Software correction,and assumes no responsibilityformaintenance
of programs which have been modified by other than MountainNet personnel.
Successfulimplementation depends upon mutual effortand involvement,and
requiresa positiveattitudetoward the MountainNet user-orientedphilosophy.If
Licensee'sstaffisnot receptivetoward the utilizationof the user-orientedSoft-
ware or any vendor-supplied Software, the chance for successisgreatly dimin-
ished.Thorough testingof each module isthe re_rponsibilityofthe Licensee,and
should begin immediately upon installation.Licenseemust maintain an adequate
and properly trainedstaffof resourcepeople to assistother users.These resource
people should serve as the focalpoint with Mountain.Net _ order to eliminate
unnecessary or repetitiousphone calls.
Upon request,MountainNet may, at its discretion,choose to provide assis-
tance beyond the obligationsof this agreement, with the understanding that
MountainNet may in no way be held responsiblefor any problems which might
result,and such actiondoes not imply any obligationto continue such assistance.
IfMountalnNet deems Licensee'squestionsor requeststo be unreasonable or too
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time consuming, MountainNet can upon notificationcharge Licensee for future
assistance.
SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE
After the ninetyday warranty,telephone support and enhancements forthe Soft-
ware willbe provided for an annual subscriptionfee. Subscription Serviceis
integralto the grant of thislicense,and payment of the annual subscriptionser-
vicef_ entit_!es:Licenseeto continued use of the SoRware. Licensee willbe billed
for SubscriptionService based on a percentage of the then current list-priceof
the Software for the period from each Julyk Lt0 3p ofthe followingyesx.
To keep billingon a regularcycle,Licenseewillbe billedforthe months between
expirationof the ninetyday warranty and the followingJune 30 on a pro- rated
SubscriptionServiceupdates Willhemade availabieperiod_csU_,.:_Mountain-
Net w iUdetermine the enhancements to be added to the Software,based upo n the
requestsand suggestionsofsubscribers.Patches _d new releasesof $oftw_e are
provided on magnetic tape or on hard copy,:=dePen_ng=upon volumel Licenseeis
responsiblefor implementing patches. All mandatory patches must be installed
to insureproper program performance and continued support. Fs£1uremay result
in time and materialsbillingat current applicablerate. Mountain_Net makes no
representation=thatfuture Softw_are updates willbe usable onLicensee's system,
and assumes no responsibilityforproblems caused by replacingexistingS0R-w_e _
with updates. Licensee assumes fullresponsibilityfor any problems which may
resultfrom the installationof updates, and should exercisefixtremecaution in
replacingSoRware w_ch has been modified or tailoredto suitspecificneeds.
The Mountain_Net Product Center reservesthe rightnot to releaseenhance-
ments to DMS and applicationsoftware d_s the te_ of the _u_ renewal
of subscriptionservice.Failureto releaseenhancements to DMS and application
software during the term of the renewal does not constitutedefaulton the part
of the Mountain.Net Product Cente_ becanse of the_continuationof telephone
support and other support-related s_rvices. _:_:::-_: _ _ _ " -_=_-= .... :=-:_ _:
If MountshtNet determines that a Subscription Service update requires addi-
tional or revised documentation, one copy of such documentation will be provided
to the Licensee.At the option ofMountsinNet thisdocumentAtion may takethe
form of new manuals, change pages to existingmanuals, manual addendums,
machine readable text,or any combination of thesemethods. _.... ==__ =
Maintenance of the Licensee'shardware, operating system, and environment
isthe responsibilityof the Licensee,and not of MountsinNet.
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Licensee isresponsibleformaintaining adequate back-up procedures forsafe-
guarding alldata files,programs, and applicationson Licensee'spremises.Moun-
tainNet assumes no responsibilityforprovidingreplacement Softwareifany islost
or destroyed.
TITLES
The titlesof the articlesand sectionsof thisagreement are for convenience
only and are not a part of thisagreement and do not in any way limitor amplify
the terms and provisionsof thisagreement.
ASSIGNMENTS
The partieshereto agree that no sublicensing,nor assignments of rightsor
interest,nor delegationof dutiesunder thisagreement shallbe made or become
effectivewithout the priorwritten consent of both MountainNet and Licensee.
This prohibitionof sublicensing,assignment and delegationextends to allsub-
licensing,assignments and delegationsthat may be lawfullyprohibitedby this
agreement. Any attempted sublicensing,assignment or delegationwithout prior
written consent shallbe wholly void and ineffectivefor allpurposes.
CHOICE OF LAW
The partieshereto agree that the laws of the State of West Virginia shall
govern thisagreement and any question arisinghereunder shallbe constructed
according to such laws. No actionarisingout of any claim,breach of thisagree-
ment, or obligationsunder thisagreement may be brought by Licenseemore than
one year afterthe cause of action has occurred. All such actionsmay only be
brought in the State of West Vir_uia.
LIMITATION OF CLAIMS
Should MountainNet's responsibilitiesunder thisagreement be breached or
should Mountain/get in some manner be negligent,regardlessof the form or
theory of any legalor equitableactionbrought againstMountainNet by Licensee,
Licensee'ssoleremedy and recovery shallbe limitedto the priceof the allegedly
defectiveor inadequate program involved,and that Licensee'ssoleand exclusive
remedy againstMountainNet shallbe for MountainNet to repairor replacesaid
defectiveor inadequate program.
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WSAVING CLAUSE
All quotationsand agreements are contingentupon accidents,fires,availabil-
ity of materialsand allother causes beyond the controlof eitherparty. Typo-
graphical and stenographicerrorsare subject to correction.Terms inconsistent
with those statedherein,which might appear on the Licensee'sformal order or
Request for Proposal,willnot be binding on MountainNet.
INTEGRATION
This agreement containsthe ful!sgreement ofthe partieshereto.No commit-
ment beyond those explicitlystated isimplied or intended. No priora_eement
or understanding pertainingto any matters discussedherein shallbe effective.
This agreement may not be changed orally,but o_y by an agreement in writing
signed by a corporate oi_cer of MountainNet and an authorized representative
of Licensee. Mountain.Net may not be held responsiblefor any claim of verbal
instructionsor agreements.
INVALIDITY
If any of the provisions of tills W_reement shall be construed to be invalid
under the laws of the State of New Mexico, such conditions shall not invalidate
any-other provisions oft_s _agr_ment. The remaining _d provisions of this
agreement shall continue in full effect and shall be bindin 8 on the parties hereto.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this agreement
on the date written below.
Agreed to this _ day of , 19__.
For MountainNet: For Licensee:
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DATABASE
AGREEMENT
W
THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into this_ day of
, 19--, by and between MountainNet, Inc.,(hereinafter
"Provider"), a corporation with an address for purposes of this Agreement at
P.O. Box 370, Dellslow, West Virginia 26531-0370, and
(hereinafter "Subscriber") a with an address for purposes
of this Agreement at
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, Provider maintains,sponsors and makes availablecompilations
ofprograms, subroutines,informationand materialstkrough Provider'sAdaNET
computer-assistedinformation-retrievalservices(the"Service")foraccessand use
by customers of provider,such as Subscriber;and
WHEREAS, Subscriber desiresto obtain accessto the Serviceand use itfor
itsinternalbusinesspurposes;
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS AGREED:
Section 1
THE SERVICE; =CHARGES
I.I During the term of thisAgreement, Provider shallprovide Subacriber the
Service,including the librariesset forth in Exhibit A, as supplemental
and updated from time to time, in accordance with Provider'sagreements
with the organizationssponsoring the Service,and Subscriber willpay the
charges calculatedin accordance with Provider'sstandard rate schedule,
the current versionof which isset forthin Exhibit B hereto.Provider may
change its standard rate schedule at any time, provided that Subscriber
isgiven thirty(30) days' advance noticeof such change before itbecomes
effective.
1.2 The charges set forthin thisAgreement are exclusiveof any stateor local
salesor use taxes,or taxes of a similarnature, which Subscriber shallpay
eitherdirectlyto the taxing authorityor as reimbursement to Provider.
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1.4 During the term of this Agreement, Provider will make the Service available
to Subscriber during the days and hours specified in Exhibit _, which days
and hours are subject to modification from time to time. Further, the
Subscriber agreesand recognizesthat interruptionsto servicemay occur
as a resultof system maintenance and upgrading. The Provider agrees
that routine maintenance and upgrading willwhen possiblebe scheduled
to avoid business day serviceoutages.
Section2
BILLING AND PAYMENT PROCEDURES
2.1 Subscriber willauthorize one or more individualsin itsofficesto use the
Serviceand Provider willassigna personal billingnumber toeach individual
authorized by Subscriberto use the Service.Provider reservesthe rightto
change any billingnumbers from time to time. Each individualauthorized
by Subscriber to use the Servicewillspecifyhis billingnumber each time
the Serviceisused. Subject to Section 2.2 hereof,Subscriber willpay for
alluse of the Serviceordered through the billingnumber assigned to an
authorized individualin Subscriber'soffices.
2.2 IfSubscriber learnsat any time that the billingnumber assigned to an in-
dividualin itsofficespursuant to Section 2.1 hereofhas been obtained by
a person not authorized to use the Serviceon behalf of Subscriber or for
itsaccount, or if.Subscriber otherwise suspectsthat any unauthorized use
is being made of a billingnumber assigned to an individualin itsoffices,
SubscriberwillnotifyProvider immediately by telephone and confirm such
notificationin writing. Provider willthen cancel such billingnumber and
will assign a new billing number to the appropriate individual.
2.3 Each month, Provider willsend to Subscriber an invoicefor allcharges in-
curred by Subscriber during the preceding month. Within __ days af-
terreceivingeach invoice,Subscriber willpay to Provider the fullamount
payable thereunder.IfSubscriberdoes not make timelypayment, Provider
may terminate thisAgreement, may cease to provide the Service to Sub-
scriberuntilsuch time as Subscriberpays the fullamount due to Provider,
or may exerciseany other remedies provided by law. In addition,Provider
may charge Subscriber the lesserof D percent or the maximum legalin-
tereston itsunpaid balance.
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Section 3
PROHIBITION ON THIRD-PARTY CHARGES
3.1 Except as a part of charges made for servicesrendered in the course of
Subscriber'snormal professionalactivities,Subscriber willnot charge or
receivecompensation for use of the Service,for conducting research for
otherswith the aid of the Service,or for instructingor assistingothersin
the use of the Service.
Section 4
4.1 Provider will make an appropriate adjustment to any amount paid or payable
by Subscriber for any use of the Service involving faulty retrieval, failure
of retrieve, or loss of research, except to the extent caused by improper
use of the Service by Subscriber, but only if Subscriber promptly reports
to Provider such faulty retrieval, failure of retrieval, or loss of research.
4.2 If in any given month theService is i_a_ab! e to Subscriber for any reason
within the control of Provider, for four or more consecutive hours _ during
which the Service is scheduled to be_a_lable to Subscriber, then Sub-
scriber's minimum monthly commitment in use charges in_sucI_ month will
be reduced by an amount computed by multiplying Subscriber's minimum
monthly commitment in use charges for such month by a fraction, the nu-
merator of which is determined by first computing the total numbe r of
hours that the Service is not available to Subscriber in all such periods of
four or more consecutive hours during such month for each access terminal
and then adding all such totals together, and the denominator of which
is the total number of hours that the Service is scheduled to be available
during such mont h multiplied by the number of access t_als installed
in Subscriber's offices.
4.3 Subject to Section 4.6 hereof, Subscrib_ assumes sole responsibility for all
use of the Service and hereby _cie_es _i holds_h_'nAfi_SsProvider
against any liabilityor claim of any person arisingfrom such use, except
when such liabilityor claim isthe resultof faultyretrieval,failureof re-
trieval,or lossof research not attributableto improper use of the Service
by Subscriber.
4.4 No Provid_personnel _areauth_oriz_to _MSistSubscriber-_ _g a re-
search request. If, notwithstanding thi_- Subscriber requests and receives
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assistancefrom Provider personnel in framing a search request, such as-
sistancewillbe at Subscriber'sriskand Provider willnot have any re-
sponsibilityor liabilityarisingtherefrom. For purposes of thisAgreement,
_framJng a searchrequest"shallmean the processby which a useridentifies
the researchproblem; selectsthe words, phrases,or numbers to be used in
the search; and determines the relationshipto each other of such words,
phrases,and numbers and the order in which they are to be submitted.
4.5 The obligationsset forthin Sections4.1 and 4.2 hereof are the fullextent
of the responsibilityof Provider to Subscriber for faultyretrieval,failure
of retrieval,or lossof research,and in no event willProvider be liableto
Subscriber for consequential,exemplary, or specialdamages resultingin
whole or in part from Subscriber'suse of the Service.
4.6 Provider hereby indemnifiesand holds harmless Subscriberfrom and against
any and allclaims of copyrightor patent infringementarisingout of Sub-
scriber'suse of the Service. Provider willhave the right to assume the
defense of any such claims,irrespectiveof the validityor merits of such
claims,and SubscriberwillassistProvider,as may reasonably be required,
in such defense.
4.7 Provider warrants that,without the expressconsentofSubscriber,no Provider
employee or agent willdiscloseto any thirdparty any informationregarding
research performed through the use of the Serviceby any of Subscriber's
authorized users.
Section 5
TERM
5.1 The term of thisAgreement shallcommence on the date ofexecution of this
a_reement and willcontinue in forceuntilterminated by eitherparty upon
months' written noticeto the other party,provided, however, that it
may not be terminated priortou year(s)afterthe date on which the term
firstcommenced.
Section 6
ASSIGNABILITY
6.1 This Agreement may not be assigned, in whole or in part, by Subscriber with-
out the prior written approval of Provider, except that it may be assigned
without such approval to any successor in interest of Subscriber.
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WSection 7
SOLE AGREEMENT
7.1 This Agreement contains the entire agreement of the parties and cannot be
changed or modified except by a written instrument executed by a duly
authorized representative of the party against whom enforcement of such
charge of modification is sought.
Section 8
ENFORCEABILITY
8.I Ifany partofthisAgreement isheld unenforceable,the restofthe Agreement
willneverthelessremain in fullforceand effect.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the partiesheret0 have Set their hands and seals
the date and year first hereinabove written.
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Mount ainNet, Inc,
By: R. Michael Digman,
President
[Subscriber]
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SUBCONTRACT
Between
MOUNTAINNET, INC.
and
THIS SUBCONTRACT isentered into by and between MountainNet, Inc.
locatedin Dellslow,West Virginia,and ,locatedin
,__, (hereinaftereferredto as "Subcontractor").
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, The UniversityofHouston, Clear Lake, and the National Aeronau-
ticsand Space Administration (NASA) (hereinaftereferredto as "Government")
have enteredinCooperative Agreement No. NCC9-16, which involvestheproject
entitledResearch InstituteforComputing and InformationSystems (RICIS); and;
WHEREAS, MountainNet, Inc. and the Universityof Houston, Clear Lake,
(hereinafterreferred to as "Houston") have entered in an agreement or sub-
contract which involvesthe project entitledResearch Institutefor Computing
and Information Systems (RICIS); and
WHEREAS, Subcontractor has proposed to cooperate and assistMountain-
Net, Inc. in establishingthe feasibilityof expanding commercial utilizationof
Government Ads (R) Technology;
NOW, THEREFORE, the partieshereto do covenant and agree as follows:
ARTICLE I:
SCOPE OF WORK
Subcontractor agrees to perform the work set forth in the Scope of Work ap-
pended hereto and incorporated as Appendix A. The Scope of Work shall not be
changed except by duly executed amendment to this Subcontract.
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ARTICLE II:
PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE
The initialperiod ofperformance forthisSubcontract shallcommence on
and shallterminate on unlessextended by mutual agreement
in writing between the partiesor unless terminated by Mountain_Net, Inc. as
provided in ArticleXIV. Itisunderstood that the partiesintend to extend per-
formance subject to furtherfunding availability.
ARTICLE HI:
PROJECT DIRECTION
(a) Subcontractor'sperformance of.thew_Qrksh_be under the technicaldirec-
tionof James Rautner who ishereby named MountainNet, I.nc.'sTechnical
Representativein the monitoring of thisproject.This TechnicalRepresen-
tativeisauthorized to exercisethe technicaldirectionof thisprojectonly
within the generalscope of work. _
(b) All matters affecting the term of t_s=subcontract or the administration
thereofshallbe referredto Michael Digman, whois-lierebynamec[Contract
Administrator. Prior written approval from Contract Administrator shall
be requiredfor any changes or amendments to thissubcontract,including
but not limited to,changes in the scope of work, period of performance,
cost,and report requirements.
ARTICLE _:
CONSIDERATION AND PAYMENT
(a) As considerationand compensation forthe work citedin Appendix A, Moun-
talnNet, Inc. a_ees to pay Subcontractor itscosts in the amount not to
exceed $ All costs shallbe in accordance with the cost
principlesset forth in the Federal AcquisitionRegulation Part 31 and the
NASA FAR Supplement Part 18-31 which are hereby incorporated by ref-
erence and are made a part of thissubcontract with the same force and
effectas ifsetforth in fulltext.
(b) Invoicesfor expenses incurred shallbe submitted in triplicate,monthly, to
the followingaddress:
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MountainNet, Inc.
Attention:Michael Diffman
PO Box 370
Dellslow,WV 26531
(c) Payment of saidinvoicesshallbe contingentupon approval by MountalnNet,
Inc.'sTechnicalRepresentative.Said invoicesshallbe in accordance with
the billingformat appended hereto and incorporated as Appendix B.
(d) A maximum of ten percent (10%) of the costsbilledby the Subcontractor
to thissubcontract shallbe withheld and retained untilthe finalrequire-
ments have been completed by Subcontractor and approved by Mountain-
Net, Inc.'sTechnicalRepresentative.
ARTICLE V:
KEY PERSONNEL
The individualssetforthin Appendix C are consideredessentialto the work
being performed under thisagreement; substitutionsfor any such individualsor
substantialreductionsin any ofthe effortsrequireMountainNet, Inc.approval.A
change in key personnelby the Subcontractor without the approval ofMountain-
Net, Inc. shallbe justificationfor terminationof thissubcontract in accordance
with ArticleXIV, Termination.
ARTICLE VI:
TRAVEL
(a) Prior authorization for travel must be obtained from MountainNet, Inc.'s
Technical Representative. All travelreimbursable hereunder shallbe via
economy classrateswhen available.Ifnot available,reimbursement vouch-
ers willbe annotated that economy classaccommodations were not avail-
able. _....
(b) All foreigntravelmust be clearlyessentialto the researcheffortand must,
to be charged to thissubcontract,have the priorapproval of MountalnNet,
Inc. for each specifictripregardlessof itsinclusionin a proposal budget.
Approvals willbe made in accordance with the policiesand procedures set
forth in paragraph 516 of the NASA Grant and Cooperative Agreement
Handbook.
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(c) All other travelcostsshallbe reimbursable in accordance with the Federal
Travel Regulation which isincorporated by referenceand ismade part of
thissubcontract with the s_rneforceand effectas ifset forthin fulltext.
ARTICLE VII:
DELIVERABLES
Subcontractor shallsubmit the reports/deliverablesdescribed in Appendix
A and in accordance with the time frames specifiedin Appendix A. It isunder-
stood thatthe scheduleof deliveriesprovidesformaximum times and that earlier
deliveryisencouraged.
ARTICLE VIII:
INSPECTION AND ACCEPTANCE
Inspection and acceptance of the required deliverablesreferencedin Article
VII under thissubcontractwillbe accomplished by Mounta£u.Net,Inc.'sTechnical
Representative.Shipment of alldeliverableshallbe made to:
MountalnNet, Inc.
Attent|on:_c_ael Dig_nan
PO Box 370
Dellslow,WV 26531
ARTICLE IX:
PUBLICATIONS
(a) All measurement values employed in technicalreportsprepared under this
cooperative agreement shallbe expressed in the International.System of
Units (SI).Expression in both SI units _nd customary units isacceptable
wher_ the use of SI units alone would obviouslyimpair communications or
reduce the usefulnessof the report to the primary recipients.When both
systems of units are used, SI units are to be stated Rrst and customary
units afterwardsin parentheses.In each case,the report shal!statewhich
system of unitswas used forthe principalmeasurements and calculations.
(b) Draft and finalte_cM rep°rtsshall have a titlepage that cUsp!aysthe
titleof the cooperativeagreement and thissubcontract,the type of report,
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the name of the Principal Investigator, the period covered by the report,
the name and address of the Subcontractor, and the cooperative agreement
and subcontract number.
(c) Twelve (12) copiesof alldraftreportsand finalreportsshallbe submitted
to MountainNet, Inc.
(d) In the event any dr_ft,interim,or finaltechnic_lreportsubmitted to Moun-
t_inNet, Inc. contains information describinga "Subject Invention" for
which the Subcontractor has electedor may electtitle,Mountain_Net, Inc.
willuse reasonable effortsto delay public releaseor publicationuntilsix
months from the date ofreceiptinorder for a patent applicationto be Ned
provided the Subcontractor identifiesthe informationand the "Subject In-
vention" to which itrelatesat the time of submittal.
ARTICLE X:
CONFIDENTIALITY
(a) Each party shad]use itsbest effortsto maintain in strictconfidence and
sh_llnot discloseor permit others to disclosethe content of any and Mi
confidentiM materiMs of any kind or nature which axe provided by the
other party and are marked as such.
(b) Except with regard to participationin thissubcontract,neitherparty shall
use or permit others to use the name of the other party,or any p_rt or
branch thereofin any manner whatsoever without obtaining the express
priorwrittenconsent of such other party.
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NOTICES
All noticesor communications to eitherparty by the other shallbe delivered
personallyor sent by U.S. mail, postage prepaid,addressed to such party at the
followingrespectiveaddressesfor each and shallbe deemed given on the date so
deliveredor so depositedin the mail unlessotherwiseprovided herein.
MountainNet, Inc.
Attention: Michael Digman
PO Box 370
Dellslow,WV 2:6531
I
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ARTICLE XII:
INDEPE_ENT CONTRACTOR
Subcontractor herein is an independent contractor,not a partner or joint
venturer,and shallnot act as an agent for MountainNet, Inc. Nor shallSub-
contractorbe deemed to be an employee of Mo_mt_et, Inc. for any purposes
whatsoever. Subcontractor shallnot'have any authority,eitherexpressor implied,
to enter any a_eement, incur any obligationson MountainNet, Inc.'sbehalf,or
commit MountainNet, Inc. in any manner whatsoever without MountainNet,
Inc.'sexpresspriorwritten consent.
ARTICLE XIII:
LIABILITY
W
T
m
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TSubcontractor agreesto defend,indemnify,and hold harmless MountainNet,
Inc. from any and allclaims,injuries,damages or other liabilityarisingin tort
or breach of contractand resultingdirectlyor indirectlyfrom any intentionalor
negligent(includinggrosslynegligent)acts or failureto act by Subcontractor's
principals,officers,agents,or employees arisingin favorof any person or entity.
ARTICLE XIV:
TERMINATION
In the event of defaultby Subcontractor of the obligationsunder thissub-
contract or in the event that Houston terminateswork by MountainNet, Inc.on
this subject matter, then performance by Subcontractor maybe terminated by
MountainNet, Inc. at any time by giving written notice. Such notice shallbe
effectiveupon the receiptof writtennoticeby Subcontractor.
ARTICLE XV:
CIVIL RIGHTS
This subcontract is subject to the provisionsof Title VI of the CivilRight
Act of 1964 (PublicLaw 83-352; 42 U.S.C. 200d- 1),TitleIX of the Education
Amendments of 1972 (20 U.S.C. 1680 et seq.),Section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973,as amended (29 U.S.C. 794),the Age DiscriminationAct of 1975 (42
U.S.C. 6101, et seq.),and the NASA implementing regulations(14 CFR 1250).
ARTICLE XVI:
SAFETY
(a) The Subcontractor shallact responsiblyin matters of safetyand shalltake
allreasonable safetymeasures in performing under thissubcontract. The
Subcontractor shallcomply with allapplicablefederal,state,and locallaws
relatingto safety.The Subcontractor shallmaintain a record of and will
notifyMountain_Net, Inc. of any hazards that come to itsattentionas a
resultof the work under the subcontract through routinereportsfurnished
in compliance with thissubcontract.
(b) Where the work under thissubcontract involvesRight hardware, the haz-
ardous aspects,ifany, of such hardware willbe identified,in writing,by
the Subcontractor. Compliance with the provisionsof thisclauseby lower
tiersubcontractorswillbe the responsibilityof Subcontractor.
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ARTICLE XVII:
SUBCONTRACTS
(a) Approval of subcontracts for the purchase of property or equipment under
this subcontract shall be obtained in accordance with the provisions herein
entitled "Equipment and Other Property." All other subcontracts not pro-
vided for in Appendix D (if any) require the prior consent of MountainNet,
Inc.
(b) In accordance with the Small Business Act Amendments, Public Law 95-
507, small and disadvantaged firms shall be utilized sm subcontractors to
Subcontractor to the maximum extent.
ARTICLE XVIII:
EQUIPMENT AND OTHER PROPERTY
(a) Acquisition of property costing in excess of $I,000, the cost of which will
be charged to this subcontract, except as identLfied in Appendix A hereto,
requires the prior approval of MountainNet, Inc.
(b) MountainNet, Inc. funds shall not be used to purchase Rems su_ u furni-
ture, furnishings, office equipment or other items of a nontechnical nature
without the prior written permission of MountalnNet, Inc. Under no cir-
cumstances shall MountalnNet, Inc. funds be used to acquire land or any
interest therein, to acquire or construct facilities or to procure passenger
carrying ve_cles. ........
(c) Title to equipment purchased with MountainNet, Inc. funds vest in Moun-
talnNet, Inc. u_eu ?th_wise provided. Mouther, Inc., reserves the
right to require transfer to thejUnited States Gove_ent of title to items
purchased at a cost of $1,000 or more. Such reservation is subject to the
conditions of Paragraph 505 of the NASA Grant and Cooperative Agree-
ment Handbook. _= ---_..... _ _ _ _, _-
(d) Title to Government property (including equipment, title to which has been
transferred to the Government pursuant to subparagraph (c) prior to com-
pletion of the work) will remain with the Government.
(e) Title to expendable property shall vest in the recipient upon acquisition.
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(f) The Subcontractor shallmaintain property records and otherwise manage
nonexpendable personal property utilizedin the performance of thissub-
contractin accordance with the provisionsof paragraph 500 of the NASA
Grant and Cooperative Agreement Handbook. The Subcontractor willsub-
sit annually an inventory listingof Government owned property held in
contemplation ofuse under thisagreement and in itscustody to Mountain-
Net, Inc. Such listingswillbe as ofJune 30, willbe submitted by July 15,
and willreflectthe record elements required in paragraph 509(b)(I) and
beginning and ending dollarvalue totalsfor the period. Upon completion
of the subcontract or when the property is no longer needed, the recipi-
ent shallnotifyMountainNet, Inc. who willobtaindispositioninstructions
from the NASA Grants Omcer, through UHCL.
ARTICLE XIX:
COMMUNICATIONS
The Research Coordinator may expect to be contacted by NASA and Univer-
sityof Houston, Clear Lake, personneland MountalnNet, Inc.'sTechnicalRepre-
sentativenamed hereinin connectionwith the technicalaspectsofthe work under
the subcontract.However, writtenor oralcommunications of an administrative
nature, such as approval of foreigntravel,property matters, patent matters,ex-
tension of the terms of the subcontract, etc.,shallbe channeled through the
Subcontractor'sbusiness officeto the Contract Administrator unless otherwise
specifiedby the Contract Administrator.
ARTICLE XXI:
CLEAN AIR-WATER POLLUTION
Ifthissubcontractisin excessof $I00,000,the Subcontractor agreesto notify
the Contract Administrator promptly of the receipt,whether prioror subsequent
to the Subcontractor'sacceptance of thissubcontract, of any communication
from the Director,Officeof FederalActivities,Environmental ProtectionAgency
(EPA), indicatingthat a facilityto be utilizedunder or in performance of this
subcontract or any lower tiersubcontracthereunder isunder considerationto be
listedon the EPA "Listof ViolatingFacilities"published pursuant to 40 CFR
15.20.By acceptance ofa subcontractinexcessof$100,000,the Subcontractor (i)
stipulatesthatany facilitytobe utilizedthereunder isnot listedon the EPA "List
of ViolatingFacilities"as ofthe date of acceptance;(iS)agreesto comply with all
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requirements-o_:section 114 o_ the C le_ Air Act as amende_:(42 U.S.C. 1857,
et seq., as amended by Public Law 91-604) and Section 308 of the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act, as amended (33 U.S.C. 1251, et seq., as amended by Public
Law 92--500) relating to inspection, monitoring, entry, report and information,
and all other requirements specified in the aforementioned sections, as well as all
regulations and guidelines issued thereunder after award of and applicable to this
subcontract; and('tii) s_ees to include the criteria mac[requirements of this clause
in every subcontract hereunder in excess of $100,000, and to take such action as
the Contract Administrator may direct to enforce such criteria and requirements.
ARTICLE XXII:
PROCUREMENT STANDARDS
The Subcontractor's procurement practices shall meet the standards set forth
in paragraph 5i2 of the NASA Grant and Cooperative Agreement Handbook.
ARTICLE XXHI:
RIGHTS IN DATA
(A) Deft __tions _
"Data _, as used in this clause, means recorded information, regardless of form or
the media on which it may be recorded. The term includes recital data
and computer software. The term does not include information inciden-
tal to contract administration, such as contract cost analyses or financial,
business, and management information required for contract administration
purposes.
_Technicaldata_i as used'_ttfis clause, means that data (other than computer
software) which is of a scientific or technical nature.
"Computer so_ware _, as used in this clause, mesas computer programs, com-
:pUter databases' _-¢locu_mentation thereof:
"form, ]it, and )¢unction data _, as use d _ this clause, means data relating to
items, components, Or processes that are sufficient to enable physical and
functional interchangeability, as well as data identifying source, size, cordig-
uration, mating and attachment characteristics, functional ch&acteristics,
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and performance requirements;except thatforcomputer softwareitspecif-
icallyexcludes the algorithm, process, formulas, and flow charts of the
software.
"Government purpose rights",as used in thisclause,means rightsto use, du-
plicate,or disclosetechnicaldata or computer software,in whole or inpart
and in any manner, for Government purposes only, and to have or per-
mit others to do so for Government purposes only. Government purpose
rightsincludepurposes ofcompetitiveprocurement but do not grant to the
Government the right to have or permit others to use technicaldata or
computer softwarefor commercial purposes.
"Limited-rights data", as used in this clause, means data produced at private
expense that embodies trade secrets or is commercial or financial and con-
fidential or privileged.
"Limited rights", as used in this clause, means the rights of the Government in
limited-rights data as set forth in theLimited Rights Notice of subparagraph
(g)(1).
"Restrictedcomputer software",as used inthisclause,means computer software
developed at privateexpense and that isa trade secret,iscommercial or fi-
nancialand confidentialor privileged,or ispublished copyrightedcomputer
software,includingminor modificationsof such computer software.
"Restrictedrights",as used in thisclause,means the rightsof the Government
inrestrictedcomputer soRware, as setforthin the RestrictedRights Notice
of subparagraph (g)(2).
"Unlimited rights",as used in this clause,means the right to use, disclose,
reproduce, prepare derivativeworks, distributecopies to the public,and
perform publiclyand displaypublicly,in any manner and for any purpose
whatsoever, and to have or permit othersto do so.
(B) Allocation of Rights
1. Except as provided in paragraph (C) below regardingcopyright,the Govern-
ment shallhave Government purpose rightsin:
. i.Data firstproduced in the performance of thissubcontract;
• ii.Form fitand function data deliveredunder thissubcontract;
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• iii.Data deliveredunder thissubcontract (exceptforrestrictedcom-
puter software)that constitutesmanuals or instructionaland training
materialforinstallation,operation,orroutinemaintenance and repair;
mad
• iv. All other data deliveredunder thissubcontract unless provided
otherwise for limited-rightsdata or restrictedcomputer software in
accordance with paragraph (g)below. _
2. The Subcontractor shallhave the right,solelyfor performance under this
subcontract,to:
• i.Use,releaseto others,reproduce,distribute,orpublish any data first
produced or specificallyused by the Subcontractor in the performance
of thissubcontractunlessprovided otherwisein pars_raph (d) below;
• ii.Protect from unauthorized disclosureand use that data which is
limited-rightsdata or restrictedcomputer software to the extent pro-
vided in parw_'aph (g) below;
• iii.Substantiate:useof,add, or correctlimited-rightsor restricted
rightsnoticesand to takeother appropriateaction,in accordance with
paragraphs (e)and (f)below;
• iv. Establish claim to copyright subsisting*indata _st produced in
the performance of thissubcontractto the extentprovided insubpara-
graph (c)(i)below.
- <
(C) Copyright
1. Data firstproduced in the performance of thissubcontract. Unless provided
otherwise in subparagraph (d) below, the Su_ntractor shallestablish
claim to copyright data first produced in the pe_o_ce of t lti's subcon-
tract. If claim to copyright is made, the Subcontractor shall alTax the ap-
plicable copyright notice of 17 U.S.C. 401 or 402 to the data when such
data isdeliveredto MountainNet, Inc.,and include that notice as wellas
acknowledgment of Government sponsorship on the data when deposited
in the:U.S. Copyright O_ce orPublish_d: .The_Subcontractor shallgrant
to _cIs by_i_m_n_ts_h_t-oreproduce:_pr_axed_rivative works,
distributecopiesto the public,and perform publiclyand displaypublicly,
by or on behalfof the Government, for allsuch data.
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2. Data not first produced in the performance of this subcontract. The Subcon-
tractor shall not, without prior written permission of Mountain.Net, Inc.,
incorporate in data delivered under this subcontract any data that is not
first produced in the performance of this subcontract and that contains the
copyright notice of 17 U.S.C. 401 or 402, unless the Subcontractor identifies
such data and grants to the Government, or acquires on its behalf, a license
of the same scope as set forth in subparagraph (1) above, provided, how-
ever, that if such data is computer software the Government shall acquire
a copyright license as set forth in subparagraph (g)(2) below.
3. Removal of notices.MountainNet, Inc. agrees not to remove any copyright
noticesplaced on data pursuant to thisparagraph (c),and to includesuch
noticeson allreproductionsof the data.
(D) Release, publication and use of data:
I. Except in performance of thiscontract,the Subcontractor shallhave no right
to use, releaseto others,reproduce, distribute,or publish any data first
produced or specificallyused by the Subcontractor in the performance of
thissubcontract unlesseitherprovided otherwise below in thisparagraph
or expresslysetforthin thissubcontract.
2. The Subcontractor agreesthat to the extent itreceivesor isgiven accessto
data that is necessary for the performance of this subcontract and that
contains restrictivemarkings, the Subcontractor shall treat the data in
accordance with such markings unlessotherwise specificallyauthorized in
writingby MountainNet, Inc. or NASA Grant Officer.
(E) Unauthorized marking of data:
I. Notwithstanding any other provisions of this subcontract concerning inspec-
tion or acceptance, if any data delivered under this subcontract is marked
with the notices specified in subparagraphs (g)(1) or (g)(2) below and use
of such is not authorized by this clause, or if such data bears any other re-
strictive or limiting markings not authorized by this subcontract, the NASA
Grant Officer may at any time either return the data to MountainNet, Inc.
for return to the Subcontractor, or cancel or ignore the markings. How-
ever, it is understood that the NASA Grant Officer will not cancel or ignore
markings unless:
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W• i.UHCL or the NASA Gr _antOmcer makes written inquiryto Moun-
tsinNet,Inc. or Subcontractor concerning the proprietyof the mark-
ings,providing30 days (ora shorterperiodofnot lessthan 5 days from
the date of receiptof such inquiryifUHCL or theNASA Grant Of-
ricerdetermines,in accordance with 1827.473-2(g)of the NASA-FAR
Supplement, that there are exigenciesjustifyingsuch shorterperiod)
to respond; and
• ii.There isno response within the set period (or a longer time ap-
proved by UHCL or the NASA Grant Officerfor good cause shown)
or the response failsto substantiatethe proprietyof the markings.
2. UHCL or the NASA Grant Officershallconsiderthe responseif,and determine
whether the markings shMl be:canceledOr ignored. UHCL or the NASA
Grant Offcer shallfurnish written notice to MountainNet, Inc. of the
determination. MountainNet, Inc. shall"immediatelyprovide UHCL or the
NASA Grant Officer'swrittennoticeto the Subcontractor.
L
3. MountainNet, Inc. shallimmediately notifythe Subcontractor of any inquiry
itreceivesfrom UHCL or the NASA Grant Officerconcerning the propriety
of a Subcontractor marking. Mounta£n.Net, Inc. shallexert itsbest efforts
to assistthe Subcontractor to make a timely response to the inquiry.How-
ever,the Subcontractor bears the burden of justifyingthe proprietyof the
questioned marking to the satisfactionof the Government.
4. The above procedures may be modified in accordance with Government reg-
ulationsimplementing the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552), if
necessaryto respond to a requestfor data thereunder.
(F) Omitted or incorrect rnarkingsz
1. Data delivered to the Prime Contractor, to IYHCL or the Government without
any notice authorized by paragraph (g) below, and without a copyright
notice, shall be deemed to have been furnished with unlimited rights, and
MountainNet, Inc., UHCL and the Government Ms_e no liability for the
disclosure, use, or reproduction of such data. However, to the_ extent the
data has not been disclosed without restriction outside the Government,
the Subcontractor may request, within 6 months (or_!ongert_e approved
by MountainNet, Inc., UHCL or the NASA Grant Officer for good cause
shown) after delivery of such data, permission to have notices placed on
qualifying data at the Subcontractor_s expense, and Mounte£nNet, Inc. or
the NASA Grant Offcermay agree to do so if the SubcontraCti
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• i.Identifiesthe data to which the omitted noticeisto be applied;
• iS.Demonstrates that the omission of the noticewas inadvertent;
• iii.Establishesthat the use of the proposed noticeisauthorized;
• iv.Acknowledge that Mountain_Net, Inc.,UHCL and the Government
have no liabilitywith respectto the disclosureor use of any such data
made priorto the additionof the noticeor resultingfrom the omission
of the notice.
2. MountainNet, Inc.,UHCL or NASA Grant Officermay also:
• i.Permit correction,at the Subcontractor'sexpense, of incorrectno-
ticesifthe Subcontractor identifiesthe data on which correctionof
the noticeisto be made and demonstrates that the correctnoticeis
authorized;or
• iS.Correct any incorrectnotices.
(G) Protection of limlted-rights data
and restricted computer software-
1. MountainNet, Inc. may requirethe deliveryof limited-rightsdata under this
subcontract. Limited-rightsdata formatted as a computer data base isto
be treatedas limited-rightsdata under thissubparagraph. Ifdeliveryof
such data isrequired,the Subcontractor may a.fRxthe following"Limited
Rights Notice" to the data and MountainNet, Inc. willthereaftertreat
the data, subject of the provisionsof paragraphs (E) and (F) above, in
accordance with .suchnotice:
Limited Rights Notice
a. This data is submitted with limitedrightsunder Government Cooperative
Agreement No NCC9-16 between the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministrationand the Universityof Houston, Clear Lake, and a subcontract
thereunder between the UniversityofHouston, Clear Lake, and Mountain-
Net, Inc. Itmay be reproduced and used by MountainNet, Inc.,the Univer-
sityof Houston, Clear Lake, and the Government with express limitation
_hat itwillnot,without permission of the Subcontractor,be disclosedout-
side the Government; except that the Government may disclosethisdata
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outside the Government for the following purposes, if any, provided that
the Government makes such disclosuresubjectto prohibitionagainst fur-
ther use and disclosure;
[Insertpermissiblepurposes for disclosure.]
w
u
b. This noticeshallbe marked on any reproduction of thisdata, in whole or in
part.
[End of notice]
W
2.L MountsinNet, Inc. may requireby written requestthe deUvery ofrestricted
computer software. If deliveryof such computer software is so required,
the Subcontractor may alr-txthe following"RestrictedRights Notice" to
the computer software and MountainNet, Inc.,the Universityof Houston,
Clear Lake, and the Government willthereaftertreat the computer soft-
ware, subject to paragraphs (E) and (F) above, in accordance with the
NOtice.
RestrictedRights Notice_
(a) This computer software issubmitted with restrictedrightsunder Govern-
ment Cooperative Agr_ment No NCC9-16 between the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration and the University of Houston, Clear
Lake, and s subcontractthereunder between the UniversityofHouston and
Mountain_Net, Inc. It may not be used, reproduced, or disclosedby the
Government, the University of Houston or Mountain_Net, Inc.,except as
provided below or as otherwiseexpresslystatedin the subcontract.
(b) This computer soRware may be:
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• (1) Used or copied for use in or with the computer for which it was
acquired,including use at any installationto which such computer
may be transferred; _:_'_ _= W
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• (2) Used with a backup computer ifthe computer for which it was
acquired isinoperative;
• (3) Reproduced for safekeeping(archives)or backup purposes;
• (4) Modified, adapted, or combined with other computer software,
provided that the modified, adapted, or combined portions of the
derivativesoftware incorporatingrestrictedcomputer software shall
be subjectto the same restrictedrights;and
• (5) Disclosed and reproduced for use by support subcontractors or
theirsubcontractors in accordance with subparagraphs (I) through
(4) above, provided the disclosureismade subject to these restricted
rights.
(c) Notwithstanding the foregoing,ifthiscomputer softwareispublished copy-
righted computer software,itis licensedto MountainNet, Inc.,the Uni-
versityof Houston, Clear Lake, and the Government, without disclosure
prohibitions,with the minimum rightssetforth in paragraph (b) above.
(d) Any other rightsshallbe marked on any reproduction of thiscomputer
software,in whole or in part.
[End of notice]
|i.Where itisimpracticalto include the above Notice on restrictedcomputer
soRware, the followingshort-form Notice may be used in lieuthereof:
RestrictedRights Notice (Short Form)
Use, reproduction,or disclosureissubjectto restrictionsetforthin Govern-
ment Cooperative Agreement Number NCC9-16, Project No. RICIS No. SE. 18,
between the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the University
of Houston, Clear Lake, and a subcontractthereunder between the Universityof
Houston, Clear Lake, and MountainNet, Inc.
[End of Notice]
(H) Subcontracting.
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The Subcontractor has the responsibilityto obtain from itslower tiersub-
contractorsalldata and rightsthereinnecessary to fulfillthe Subcontractor's
obligationsunder thissubcontract.Ifa lower tiersubcontractorrefusesto accept
terms affordingMountainNet, Inc.,the Universityof Houston, Clear Lake, and
the Government such rights,the Subcontractor shallpromptly bring such refusal
to the attentionof MountainNet, Inc. and not proceed with subcontract award
without furtherauthorization.
(I) Relationship to patents.
Nothing contained in this clause shallimply a licenseto the Government
under any patent or be construed as affectingthe scope of any licenseor other
rightotherwise granted to the Government.
ARTICLE XXIV:
AUDIT
(a) The Mountain.Net, Inc. Contract Administrator,the Universityof Houston,
Clear Lake, Contract Administrator,the Administrator of NASA, and the
Comptroller General of the United States,or any of theirauthorizedrepre-
sentatives,shallhave accessto any pertinentbook, document, papers, and
recordsofthe Subcontractor and ofitssubrecipientsto make audits,exami
nations,excerptsand transcripts.Allof the foregoingprovisionsshallapply
to any subrecipientperfo_g substantiveWork under thissubcontradt.
(b) The books of account, files and records of the Subcontractor which are ap-
plicable to this subcontract shall at all reasonable times be available for
inspectionl review_and audit by thecognizant federal audit agency to de
termine the proper application and use of all funds paid to or for the account
or benefit of the Subcontractor; in addition, the Subcontractor shall provide
such special reports as required by MountainNet, Inc' to permit evaluation
of progresson the project. _t_:-_T::_t-_ _ ....
(c) Subcontractor agreesto mmntam a]I_anc1_recor_is pertinentto tI_sagree-
ment for a period of three years from the laterof finalpayment under any
phase of thissubcontract or sub_ssi0n of the finM rep0rt.
(d) Upon request,the Subcontractor must provide MountainNet, Inc. with a
copy of a third party annual audit report of activitiesunder thissubcon-
tract.Ifthisreport isnot available,Subcontractor willobtain the services
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of an accounting firm at itsexpense to audit thissubcontract as required
by the federalGovernment.
(e) Subcontractor shallreimburse to MountainNet, Inc. a sum of money equiv-
alent to the amount of any expenditures disallowed should the funding
agency or authorized agency rule through audit exception or some other
appropriatemeans, that the expendituresfrom funds allocatedto the Sub-
contractorwere not made inCompliance with the regulationsof the funding
agency or the provisionsof thissubcontract.
ARTICLE XXV:
(a) Definitions"
r
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"Invention" means any invention or discovery which is or may be patentable
or otherwise protectable under Title 35 of the United States Code.
"Subject Invention" means any invention of the Subcontractor conceived or
first actually reduced to practice in the performance of work under this
subcontract.
3. "Practical Application" means to manufacture in the case of a composition or
product, to practice in the case of a process or method, or to operate in
the case of a machine or system; and, in each case, under such conditions
as to establish that the invention is being utilized and that its benefits are,
to the extent permitted by law or Government regulations, available to the
public on reasonable terms.
4. "Made" when used in relation to any invention means the conception of first
actual reduction to practice of such invention.
5. "Small 8_iness Firm" means a domestic small business concern as defined
at Section 2 of Public Law 85-536 (15 U.S.C. 632) and implementing reg-
ulations of the administration of the Small Business Administration. For
the purpose of this clause, the size standards for small business concerns in-
volved in Government procurement and subcontracting at 13 C.F.R. 121.3-8
and 13 C.F.R. 121.3-12, respectively, will be used.
6, "Nonprofit O_asizatio," means a domestic university or other institution
of higher education or an organization of the type described in Section
220
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501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 [26 U.S.C. 501(c)] or any
domestic nonprofit scientific or educational organization qualified under a
state nonprofit organization statute.
(b) Allocation of Principal Rights.
The Subcontractor may retain the entire right, title, and interest throughout
the world to each Subject Invention subject to the provisions of this clause and
35 U.S.C. 203. With respect to any Subject Invention in which the Subcontractor
retains title, the federal Gov-ernment shall have a non:exclusive, non-transferable,
irrevocable, paid- up license tO practice or have practiced for or on behalf of the
United States the Subject Invention throughout the world.
(c) Invention Disclosure, Election of Title and Filing of Patent Ap-
plications by Subcontractor:
1. The Subcontractor will disclose each Subject Invention to MountainNet, Inc.,
the University of Houston, Clear L .ake, and N_ASA within two months after
inventor discloses it in writing to Subcontractor personnel responsible for
patent matters. The disclosure shall be in the form of a written report
and shall identify the cooperative agreement and the subcontract under
which the invention was made and the inventor(s). It shall be sufficiently
complete in technical detail to convey a clear understanding, to the extent
known at the t_e-ofthe-_sure, Of the nature, purpose, operation,
and the physical, chemical, biological or electrical characteristics of the
invention. The disclosure shall also identify any publication, sale or public
useof_the invention and whether: a-manuscript _d_cri_0_g-tl_-invent]on has
been submitted for publication and, if so, whether it has been accepted for
publication at the time_of__scl0sure. _Inad_ti_ on, the Subcontractor will
promptly notify MountainNet, Inc.,the University of Houston, Clear Lake,
and NASA of the acceptance of any manuscript describing the invention
has been submitted for publication and, if so, whether it has been accepted
for publication at the time of disclosure. In addition, the Subcontractor will
promptly notify MountainNet, Inc., the University of Houston, Clear Lake,
and NASA of the acceptance of any manuscript describing the invention for
the publication or of any sale or public use planned by the Subcontractor.
2. The Subcontractor will elect in writing whether or not to retain title to any
such invention by notifying MountainNet, Inc. within twelve (12) months of
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disclosureto Subcontractor personnel responsibleforpatent matters; pro-
vide that in any case where publication,saleor public use has initiated
the one year statutoryperiod wherein validpatent protectioncan stillbe
obtained in the United States,the periodforelectionof titlemay be short-
ened by NASA to a date that isno more than sixty(60) days priorto the
end of the statutoryperiod.
3. The Subcontractor willfileitsinitialpatent applicationon an electedinven-
tion within two (2) years afterelectionor, ifearlier,prior to the end of
any statutoryperiod wherein validpatent protection can be obtained in
the United States afterpublication,on sale,or public use. The Subcon-
tractorwillfilepatent applicationsin additionalcountrieswithin eitherten
(I0) months of the corresponding initialpatent applicationor sixmonths
from the date permission isgranted by the Commissioner of Patents and
Trademarks to fileforeignpatent applicationswhere such filinghas been
prohibitedby a Secrecy Order.
4. Requests forextensionof the time for disclosure,election,and filingmay, at
the discretionof NASA, be granted.
(d) Conditions When the Government May Obtain Title. The Sub-
contractor will convey to NASA, upon written request, title to any
Subject Invention'.
1. If the Subcontractor failsto discloseor electthe Subject Inventionwithin the
times specifiedin (c)above, or electsnot to retaintitle.NASA may only
request titlewithin sixty (60) days afterlearningof the Subcontractor's
failureto reportor electwithin the specifiedtimes.
2. In those countries in which the Subcontractor fails to file patent applications
within the time specified in (c) above; provided, however, that if the Sub-
contractor has filed a patent application in a country aster the times spec-
ified in (c) above, but prior to its receipt of the written request of NASA,
the Subcontractor shall continue to.retain title in that country.
3. In any country in which the Subcontractor decided not to continue the prose-
cution of any applicationfor,to pay the maintenance feeson, or defend in
reexamination or oppositionproceeding on, a patent on a Subject Invention.
(e) Minimum Rights to Subcontractor."
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1. The Subcontractor willretaina nonexclusive,royalty-freelicensethroughout
the world in each Subject Inventionto which NASA obt_ns titleexcept if
the Subcontractor failsto disclosethe Subject Invention within the times
specifiedin (c),above. The Subcontractor'slicenseextends to itsdomestic
subsidiariesand aiTtliates,ifany, within the corporate structureof which
the Subcontractor isa party and includesthe rightto grant sublicensesof
the same scope to the extent the Subcontractor was legallyobligatedto do
so at the time the grant was awarded. The licenseistransferableonly with
the approval of NASA, except when transferredto the successorof that
party of the Subcontractor'sbusinessto which the inventionpertains.
2. The Subcontractor'sdomestic licensemay be revoked or modified by NASA to
the extentnecessaryto achieveexpeditiouspracticM applicationpfthe__Sub-
jectInventionpursuant to an applicationforan exclusivelicensesubmitted
in accordance with applicableprovisionsin NASA's Patent LicensingReg-
ulations,14 C.F.R. !245.2.This licensewillnot be revoked in that fieldof
use or the geographicalareas in which the Grantee has achieved practical
applicationand continuesto make the benefitsof the inventionreasonably
accessibleto the public.The licensein any foreigncountry may be revoked
or modified_at the _scretlon ofNASA to the extent-t_e_=Sub_0n_act_r,
itslicensees,or itsdomestic subsidiariesor af_ates have failedto achieve
practicalapplicationin that foreigncountry.
3. Before revocationor modificationof the license,NASA willfurnishthe Sub-
contractora written noticeof itsintentionto revoke or modify the license,
_d tl_eSubcontractor willbe allowed thirty(30)days (orsuch time as may
be authorized by NASA for good cause shown by the Subcontractor) after
the noticeto show cause why the licenseshould not be revoked or modi-
fied.The Subcontractor has the rightto appeal in accordance with NASA
Patent LicensingRegulation,14 C.F.R. 1245.2,any decisionconcerning the
revocation or modificationofitslicense.
(f) Subcontractor Action To Protect the Government's Interest.
1. The Subcontractor agreesto executeor have executed and promptly deliverto
Mountain.Net, inc. allinstrumentsnecessaryto: (i)establishor confirm the
rightStheGoVe_ent h_ throug-hoUt theworld in those Subject InventiOns
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rto which Subcontractor electsto retaintitle;and (ii)convey titleto NASA
when required under (d) above, and to enable the Government to obtain
patent protectionthroughout the world in that Subject Invention.
2. The Subcontractor agrees to require,by-written agreement, itsemployees,
other than clericaland non-technic_ employees, to disclosepromptly in
writing to personnel identifiedas responsiblefor the administration of
patent matters and in:aformat suggested by the Subcontractor,each Sub-
jectInventionmade under thissubcontractin order that the Subcontractor
can comply with the disclosureprovisionsof (c)above, and to execute all
papers necessary to filepatent applicationson Subject Inventions and to
establishthe Government's rightsin the SubjectInventions.This disclosure
format should require,as a minimum, the information required by (c)(1)
above. The Subcontractor shallinstructsuch employees through employee
agreements and suitableeducationalprograms on the importance ofreport-
ing inventionsin sufficientime to permit the filingof patent applications
priorto U.S. or foregoingstatutorybars.
3. The Subcontractor willnotifyMountainNet, Inc. and NASA of any decision
not to continue the prosecution of a patent application,pay maintenance
fees, or defend in a reexamination or opposition proceeding on a patent,
in any country, not less than thirty (30) days before the expiration of the
response period required by the relevant patent office.
4. The Subcontractor agrees to include,within the specificationof any United
Statespatent applicationand any patent issuingthereon covering a Sub-
jectInvention,the followingstatement: "THIS INVENTION WAS MADE
WITH GOVERNMENT SUPPORT UNDER COOPERATIVE AGREE-
MENT NO. NCC9-16, UHCL PROJECT NO.-RICIS NO. SE. 18, SUB-
CONTRACT NO. 2, AWARDED BY NASA AND THE UNIVERSITY
OF HOUSTON, CLEAR LAKE.. THE GOVERNMENT HAS CERTAIN
RIGHTS IN THIS INVENTION."
S. The Subcontractor shallfurnishMountain.Net, Inc.:(i)interimreportsevery
twelve (12) months from the date of thissubcontract,listingallSubject
Inventionsrequiredto be disclosedduring thatperiod,or statingthatthere
were no such Subject Inventions;(ii)a finalreport priorto closeout of the
Subcontract listingCA) all Subject Inventionsor stating that there were
none and (B) allsubcontracts containin_ a patent rightsclauseor stating
that there were none; (iii)notificationof allsubcontractsforexperimental,
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wdevelopment, research,designor engineeringwork and identificationof the
patent rightsclause (eitherthe "New Technology" clause as required by
NASA FAR Supplement Subpart 18-27.373(b)or the "Patent Rights" clause
as requiredby thissubcontract,and a copy ofthe subcontractupon request;
(iv)upon request,the filingdate, seriM number, and title,a copy of the
patent application(includingan English translationwhen available),and a
patent number and issuedate forany Subject Invention in any country in
which the Subcontractor has appliedforpatents.
(g) Subcontracts:
(1) The Subcontractor willinclude thisclause,suitablymodified to identifythe
parties,in _n lower-tiersubcontracts,regardlessof tier,for experimental,
developmental, or researchwork to be performed by a small business firm
ornonprofitorganization.The lower tiersubcontractorwillretainM1 rights
provided for the Subcontractor in thisclause,and the Subcontractor will
not, as part of the considerationfor awarding the lower tiersubcontract,
obtain rightsin the lower tiersubcontractor'sSubject Inventions.
(2) The Subcontractor willincludeinallotherlower tiersubcontracts,regardless
of tier,the experimental, developmental, research,design or engineering
work the patent rightsclauseas required by NASA FAR Supplement 18-
27.373(b).
(h) Reporting on Utilization of Subject Inventionl.
The Subcon-tr--act-or-_eesto sUbn_.itonrequestperiodicreportsno more fre-
quently than annually on the utilizationof a Subject Inventionor on effortsat
obtaining such utilizationthat are being made by the Subcontractor or itsli-
censeesor assignees.Such reportsshallincludeinformation regardingthe stattm
of development, date of firstcommercial saleor use, gross royaltiesreceivedby
the Subcontractor, and such other data and information as NASA may reason-
ably specify.The Subcontractor alsoagreesto provide additionalreportsas may
be requested by NASA in connection with any march-in proceeding undertaken
by NASA in _ccordance with paragraph (j)of thisclause.To the extent data or
information supplied under thissectionisconsidered by the Subcontractor,its
licenseeor assignee,to be privilegedand confidentialand isso marked, Subcon-
tractormay submit such data or informationina sealedpackage toMountainNet,
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Inc. and MountainNet, Inc. shallsubmit saidpackage unopened to NASA under
the provisioninitscooperativeagreement under which NASA agreesthat,to the
extent permitted by law,itwillnot disclosesuch informationto persons outside
the Government.
(i)Preference for United States Industry.
Notwithstanding any other provisionofthisclause,Subcontractor agreesthat
neither itnor any assigneewillgrant to any person the exclusiverightto use
or sellany Subject Invention in the United States unless such person agrees
that any products embodying the Subject Invention or produced through the
use of the Subject Invention willbe manufactured substantiallyin the United
States. However, in individual cases, the requirement for such an agreement may
be waived by NASA upon a showing by the Subcontractor or its assignee that
reasonable but unsuccessful efforts have been made to grant licenses on similar
terms to potential licensees that would be likely to manufacture substantially in
the United States or that under the circumstances domestic manufacture is not
commercially feasible.
(j) March-in Rights.
The Subcontractor agrees that with respect to any Subject Invention in which
it has acquired title, NASA has the right in accordance with the procedures es-
tablished by the NASA Procurement Regulation which are consistent with 0MB
CircularA-124 to requirethe Subcontractor,an assigneeor exclusivelicenseeof
a Subject Invention to grant a non- exclusive,partiallyexclusive,or exclusive
licensein any fieldof use to a responsibleapplicantor applicants,upon terms
that are reasonableunder the circumst.ances,and ifthe Subcontractor,assignee,
or exclusivelicenseerefusessuch a request,NASA has the right to grant such
a licenseitselfifNASA determines that: (i)such action is necessary because
the Subcontractor or assigneehas.not taken or isnot expected to take within
a reasonable time, effectivestepsto achievepracticalapplicationof the Subject
Invention in such fieldof use;(ii)such actionisnecessaryto alleviatehealth or
safetyneeds which are not reasonably satisfiedby the Subcontractor,assignee,or
theirlicensees;(iii)such actionisnecessary to meet requirements for publicuse
specifiedby federalregulationsand such requirements are not reasonably satis-
fiedby the Subcontractor,assignee,or licensees;or (iv)such actionisnecessary
because the agreement required by paragraph (i)of thisclausehas not been ob-
tained or waived or because a licenseeof the exclusiverightto use or sel_any
Subject Invention in the United Statesisinbreach of such agreement.
(k) Special Provisions for Grants with nonprofit Organizations: If
the Subcontractor is a nonprofit organization, itagrees that:
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1. Rights to a Subject Inventionin theUnited Statesmay not be assignedwith-
out the approval of NASA, except where such assigmrtentis made to an
organization which has one of itsprimary functionsthe management of
inventionsand which isnot, itself,engaged in or does not hold a substan-
tim interestin other organizationsengaged in the manufacture or saleof
products or the use of processesthat might utilizethe inventionor be in
competition with embodiments of the inventionprovided that such assignee
willbe subject to the same provisionsas the Subcontractor.
2. The Subcontractor may not grant exclusivelicensesunder United Statespatents
or patent-ap-piiCationS_inSUl_ect_ventionstopersons other than small
business firms for a period in excess of the earlierof (i)fiveyears from
firstcommercial saleor use of the invention;or (ii)eight years from the
date of the exclusivelicenseexcepting that time beforeregulatoryagencies
necessary to obtain premarket clearance,unless on a case-by-casebasis,
NASA approves a longerexclusivelicense.Ifexclusivefieldof use licenses
are granted, commercial saleor use in one fieldof use willnot be deemed
commercial saleor use as to other fieldsofuse, and a firstcommercial sale
or use with respect to a produ_ctof the invention willnot be deemed to
end the exclusiveperiod to difl_erentsubsequent products covered by the
invention.
3. The Subcontractor willshare any royaltiescollectedon a Subject Invention
with the inventor.
4. The balance of any royaltiesor income earned by the Subcontractor with re-
spect to the Subject Inventions,afterpayment of expenses (includingpay-
ments to inventors)incidentalto the administrationof Subject Inventions,
willbe utillzedforthe support ofscient_c rese_ch or education.
(I) Communications.
NASA has designated a New Technology Representative and a Patent Rep-
resentative to be the central point of contact for administering this clause in ac-
cordance with the procedure s of NASA FAR Supplement Subpart 18-27.373(3),
which representatives are listed in Appendix A. The Subcontractor shall include
such designation in all lower-tier subcontracts containing either this clause or
the Clause required by NASA FAR Supplement Subpart 18-27.373(b). The Sub-
contractor will forward a copy of all disclosures of Subject Inventions, election
of rights, interim and final reports, and other reports and information required
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by thisclauseto the NASA-Houston InstallationPatent Counsel in addition to
furnishingsuch informationto the Contract Administrator.
ARTICLE XXVI:
GOVERNING LAW
The interpretationof thissubcontract shallbe governed by the laws of the
State of Texas, United Statesof America. The only appropriatevenue forresolu-
tionof disputesto thissubcontractshallbe in the Stateof Texas, United States
of America, unlessthe same isa dispute solelybetween Mountain_Net, Inc.,and
Subcontractor (and itssubcontractors,ifany), in which case thissubcontract
shallbe governed by the laws of the State of West Virginiaand the only proper
venue shallbe in Monongalia County, State of West Virginia,United Statesof
America.
ARTICLE XXVH:
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
(a) This document with attached Appendices constitutesthe entireagreement
between the partiesrelativeto the subjectmatter, and may be modified or
amended only by a written agreement signedby both parties.
(b) If one or more of the provisionsof this subcontract shall be held to be
invalid,illegalor unenforceable in any respect,the validity,legalityand
enforceabilityof the remaining provisionsshallnot in any way be affected
or impaired thereby.
(c) Failureof eitherparty to insistupon strictperformance of any covenant or
condition of this subcontract in any one or more instances shallnot be
construed as a waiver forthe futureof any such covenant or condition,but
the same shallbe and remain in fullforceand effect.
(d) This subcontract may be executed simultaneouslyin two or more counter-
parts,each ofwhich shallbe deemed an original,but allof which together
shallconstituteone and the same instrument.
(e) The captions of thissubcontract are forconvenience and referenceonly and
in no way define,describe,extend, or limit the scope or intent of this
agreement or the intentof any provisionhereof.
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(f) This subcontiact shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties
and their respective successors, personal representatives, and assigns.
(g) Atl nouns or pronouns and any variation thereof shall be deemed to refer
to the masculine, feminine, neuter, singular, or plural, as the identify of
the parties, or their personal representatives, successors and assigns may
require.
(h) Notice required to be given to NASA or the Government, the University of
Houston, or any other entity shut1 additionally require that a copy of said
notice be delivered to Mountain.Net, Inc.
IN_T_NE_SS WHE_R_OF, the P_tie_s hereto have executed this subcontract
on the day and year last specified below.
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MOUNTAINNET, INC.
By: By:
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APPENDIX A
SCHEDULE OF DELIVERABLES
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APPENDIX C
KEY PERSONNEL
Key personnel employed during contract performance are as follows:
w
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TEAMING AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
MOUNTAINNET, INC.
AND
This agreement made and entered into this__ day of .,19_, by and
between MountainNet Inc.,a West VirginiaCorporation,having itsprincipalof-
rice at De]islow, West Virginia (hereinafter referred to as "MountainNet'), and
, a , having its principal office at ,
hereinafter referred to as "client",
WHEREAS, MountainNet is planning a number of projects to further the
awareness of the capabilities and use of Ada as a programming language; and
WHEREAS, Mountain.Net is a West Virginia small business corporation which
has extensive experience with private networks and related services.
WHEREAS, client is a West Virginia small business providing consulting
services in the use of Ads and Ada related technology to small businesses, large
defense contractors, government agencies and commercial businesses,
WHEREAS, MountainNet and client desire to share these various areas of
expertise in a mutually beneficial relationship; and
WHEREAS, Mountain_Net and client desire to establish a mechanism whereby
projects related to Ada and software engineering can be identified and a mutual
agreement regarding pursuit of such projects can be formalized.
NOW THEREFORE, to effectuate the foregoing, MountainNet and client, in
consideration of the mutual covenants hereinafter contained, agree as follows:
w
1. Relationship of the Parties
Definition of teaming relationships such as Prime Contractor or Subcontractor
will be dependant upon the specific requirements of each individual project under
consideration and will be subject to mutual acceptance by each party. This
mutual acceptance will be recorded in the form of s signed amendment to this
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Agreement (Annexes), in advance to the marketing of such project. A sample
Annex Format isattached to thisAgreement.
2. Mutual Obligation
t
Each party willexertitsbest effortsto produce a proposal(s)which willcause
the award of each specificprogram to the team as constitutedherein.
A. The Prime Contractor willrecognizeand identifythe Subcontractor in its
proposal and keep the Subcontractor fullyadvised of any change which
may affectthe Subcontractor'sares of responsibility.
B. During the effectiveterm of this agreement, for opportunities specifically
identifiedhereinor by attached Annexes, the partieswillteam and compete
together on an exclusivebasis. However, except as hereafterprovided,
thisAgreement shallnot preclude eitherparty from bidding or contracting
independently from the other on any opport_ty which isnot identified
hereinor by Annex to thisagreement.
C. In the event the Prime Contractor is awarded the contractforthisProgram,
the Prime Contractor and the Subcontractor agree to negotiate in good
faith and proceed in a timely manner to execute a mutually acceptable
subcontract for the work to be performed by the Subcontractor, as to be
described in a Statement of Work or other descriptionof work to be per-
formed and attached to each Annex associatedwith the program being
p_Sued. _i ii_ ................................
3. Limitation of Acceptability of the Agreement
This Agreement shall apply only to the proposals related to the Programs
identified herein and in each Annex and to no other effort undertaken by the
Prime _Contrsct-- or or the Subcontractor jointly or separately. The parties hereto
shall be deemed to be independent contractors, and the employees of one shall
not be deemed the employees of the other. Neither party is authorized to make
commitments or representations on behalf of the other, Without prior written
mutual agreement, which shall be satisfied by the execution of an Annex hereto.
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4. Subcontractor's Responsibility to Provide
Information and Support
The Subcontractor will provide all proposal material and technical support per-
tinent to the work assigned in the attached Statement of Work of each Annex.
The Subcontractor shall provide the Prime Contractor, as part of its cost pro-
posal, supporting schedules in sufficient detail to permit the Prime Contractor's
evaluation. However, the Subcontractor will not be required to disclose indirect
rates to the Prime Contractor. Cost format and Work Breakdown Structure shall
be specified by the Prime Contractor. If requested by the Prime Contractor, the
Subcontractor will assure the availability of management and technical person-
nel to assist the Prime Contractor in any discussions and negotiations with the
client. In this regard, during-thenegotiations the Subcontractor will be fully
advised of all issues effecting or having the potential to effect the Subcontractor's
price and/or proposed work, and will be given every opportunity prior to com-
pletion of negotiations to provide additional data as necessary in support of the
proposed price and/or Statement of Work.
5. Anticipated Subcontract Content
Without restrictingthe terms and conditionsof the subcontract,the contem-
plated subcontract willcontain provisionspassing down those terms and condi-
tionsof theprime contractwhich must be passed on to the Subcontractor inorder
to comply with such prime contract.The subcontract willbe negotiated at a fair
and reasonable price(s)establishedaftercost or price analysis.Further, price
considerationfor the work to be performed willbe based on the Subcontractor's
proposal and negotiationswith the client.It isunderstood between the Prime
Contractor and the Subcontractor that any such subcontractor may be subject
to the approval of the client,regardlessof the provisionshereof.
6. Limltationof_Right to Keimburse_nt,
Payment or Compensation
Each party to this Agreement will bear the respective costs, risks, and liabilities
incurred by it as a result of its obligations and efforts under this Agreement.
Therefore, neither the Prime Contractor or the Subcontractor shall have any right
to any reimbursement, payment, or compensation of any kind from each other
during the period prior to the award and execution of any resulting subcontract
between the Prime Contractor and the Subcontractor for the Program and work
described in this Agreement.
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Itisexpresslyagreed and understood thatneitherparty willsolicitpersonnel
of the otherparty who are engaged in the pursuitof thisProgram forthe purpose
of inducing them tojointheiremploy during the courseofthisAgreement and any
resultantsubcontracthereunder and fora period ofone (I)year aftertermination
thereof.
8. Limitations of Use of Data and Information
A. The partiesanticipatethat under thisAgreement itmay be necessary for
eitherparty to transferto the other information of a proprietarynature.
Proprietaryinformation shallbe clearlyidentifiedin writingby the disclos-
ing party at the time of disclosure.Oral disclosure,when necessary,shall
be clearlyidentifiedas proprietaryat the time of the disclosureand shall
be reduced to writingwithin 30 days.
B. Each ofthe partiesagreesthatitwilluse the same reasonableeffortsto protect
such information as are used to protect itsown proprietaryinformation.
Disclosuresof such informationshallbe restrictedto those individualswho
are directlyparticipatingin the proposal and subcontracteffortsidentified
herein.
C. Neither party shMl make any reproduction,disclosure,or use of such propri-
etary information except as follows:
1. Such data furnishedby the Subcontractor may be used by the Prime
Contractor in performing itsobligationsunder thisAgreement.
2. Such data furnished by the Prime Contractor may be used by the
Subcontractor in performing itsobligationsunder thisAgreement.
3. Such data may be used in accordance with any written authorization
receivedfrom the disclosingparty.
D. The limitationson reproduction, disclosure,or use of proprietaryinforma-
tion shallnot apply to,and neitherparty shallbe liableforreproduction,
disclosure,Or use of proprietaryinformation with respect to which any of
the followingconditionsexist:
1. Ifthe information has been developed independently by the party re-
ceivingit,or has been lawfullyreceivedfrom other sources,provided
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such other sourcedid not receiveitdue to a breach of thisAgreement
or any other agreement.
Ifthe informationispublishedby the party furnishingitor isdisclosed
by the party furnishingitto others,without restriction,or ithas been
lawfullyobtained by the party receivingitfrom other sources,orifsuch
informationotherwisecomes within the publicknowledge or becomes
generallyknown to the public by lawfulmeans, not in breach of any
agreement.
Ifany part of the proprietaryinformationhas been or hereaftershall
be disclosedin a United Statespatent or copyrightissuedto the party
furnishingthe proprietaryinformation hereunder, afterthe issuance
of saidpatent. The limitationson such proprietaryinformation as is
disclosedinthe patent shallbe only thataffordedby the United States
Patent or Copyright Laws.
E. Neither the execution and delivery of this Agreement, nor the furnishing of
any proprietary information by either party shall be construed as granting
to the .other party, either expressly, by implication, estopel, or otherwise,
any license under any invention or patent, hereafter owned or controlled by
the party furnishing same.
F. Notwithstanding the expirationof the other portionsof thisAgreement, the
obligation_and provisionsof thisparagraph 8 shallcontinue for a period
of twenty-four (24) months from the date on which such information is
transferred,without regard to the then effectivestatusof thisAgreement
otherwise.
G. Each party will designate one or more individualswithin its organization
as the only point(s) for receivingproprietaryor confidentialinformation
exchanged between the partiespursuant to thisAgreement.
H. Unless otherwise specifically agreed, proprietary information shall be re-
turned to the furnishing party at the expiration of the project for which it
was provided, or at the termination of the need therefore, whichever shall
first occur.
9. Rights in Inventions
Inventions shall remain the property of the originating party. In the event of
joint inventions, the parties shall establish their respective rights by negotiations
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between them. In thisregard,itisrecognized and agreed that the partiesmay
be requiredto and shallgrant licensesor other rightsto the Clientto inventions,
data, and information under such standard provisionswhich may be contained
in the prime contractcontemplated by thisAgreement, provided,however, such
licenseor other rightsshMl not exceed those required by said contract.
10. Public Release of Information
Neither party shMl issuea news release,publicannouncement, advertisement,
or any otherform ofpubLicitYconcerninghiseffortsin connectionwith thisAgree-
ment without obtmning prior written approval of such releMe, announcement,
etc.,from the other party. In the event such approval isgranted, any resulting
form of publicityshallgive fullconsiderationto the roleand contributionsof
both parties,and shallaccuratelyreflectthe Prime Contractor/Subcontractor
identifiesand relationshipof and between the parties.
11. Designation of Responsible Individuals
All communications relatingto thisAgreement shallbe directedto the spe-
cificperson designated to representthe Prime Contractor and the Subcontractor
on thisProgram. Each of the partiesto thisAgreement shallappoint one tech-
nicaland one contractualrepresentative(which may be the same person). These
appointments shallbe kept currentduring the period ofthisAgreement. Commu-
nicationswhich are not properly directedto the persons designated to represent
the Prime Contractor and the Subcontractor shallnot be binding upon the Prime
Contractor or the Subcontractor. Provided,however that materialmailed to the
address of such representative(s)shallbe considered'bindingten (I0) days after
the mailing thereof,or upon receipt,whichever shallfirstoccur.
The technicaland contractualrepresentativesappointed for thisAgreement
are as follows:
A. FOR MOUNTAINNET _C.:
Technical
James W. Rautner
Vice President
MountainNet, Inc.
P.O. Box 370
Dellslow,WV 26531-0370
(304) 296-1458
Contractual
R. Michael Digman
President
Mountain_Net, Inc.
P.O. Box 370
Dellslow,WV 26531-0370
(304) 296-..1458 .....
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B. FOR. client:
Technical Contractual
12. Expiration of Agreement
This Agreement, which iseffectiveupon the date of itsexecution,shallauto-
maticallyexpire and be deemed terminated effectiveupon the date of the hap-
pening or occurrence of any one of the followingevents or conditions,whichever
shallfirstoccur;except forthe conditionsexpressedinParagraphs 7 and 8 hereof:
A. Mutual agreement between the parties.
B. Notificationin writing,by eitherparty,to the other not less
than thirty(30) days priorto the effectivedate of the desiredtermi-
nation.
C. The expiration of a two (2) year period commencing on the
date of this Agreement except as such period may be be extended by
mutual agreement of the parties.
13. Expiration of Amendments (Annexes)
Each Amendment (Annex) to the Agreement iseffectiveupon the date of its
executionshallautomaticallyexpireand be deemed terminated effectiveupon the
date of the happening or occurrence of any of the followingeventsor conditions,
whichever shallfirstoccur;except as otherwiseprovided in thisAgreement:
A. Officialclientannouncement or noticeofthe cancellationofthe
specificprogram being pursued.
B. The receiptby the Prime Contractor ofwrittennoticefrom the
clientthat itwillnot award to itthe contractforthe specificprogram
being pursued.
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C. The receiptofwrittennoticefrom the clientthat ithas awarded
the contractforthe specificprogram to someone other than the Prime
Contractor.
D. The receiptof officialclientnoticethat the proposed Subcon-
tractorwillnot be approved asa subcontractorunder acontract to the
Prime Contractor on the specificprogram, or that substantialareas
of the Subcontractor'sproposed responsibilityhave been eliminated
from the requirements.
E. Award of a subcontract by the Prime Contractor to the Sub-
contractorforitsdesignated portion of the specificprogram,
F. The occurrence of any of the events specifiedin Paragraph 12
herein, ....
14. Assignment
This Agreement may not be assigned or otherwise transferred by either party,
in whole or in part, without the express prior written consent of the other party.
15. Limitations on the Nature of the Agreement
This Teaming Agreement does not constitute or create a joint venture, pool-
ing arrangement, partnership, or formal btLsiness organization of any kind, and
• the rights and obligations of the parties shall be only those expressly set forth
herein. Neither p_ty°sh_ll have authority to bind the other except to the extent
authorized herein. Nothing herein shall be construed as providing for the sharing
of profits or losses arising out of the efforts of any of the parties.
16. Applicability of State Law
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted under the laws of the
State of West Virginia.
E_
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17. Scope of the Agreement
This Agreement contains the entire agreement of the parties and cancels and
supercedes any previous understanding. All changes or modifications to this
Agreement must be agreed to in writing between the parties.
In the event that any term or provision of this agreement is for any reason
found by any competent entity or court of law to be illegal or otherwise un-
enforcible,such term or provisionshallbe stricken,and the remainder of this
agreement shallcontinue in fullforceand effect.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the partiesheretohave caused thisAgreement to
be executed in duplicate,each of which shallbe considered an original,by their
respectivesignatory officialsthereunto duly authorized,as of the day and year
firstabove written.
MountainNet, Inc.:
By: By:
Title Title
Date Date
q¢-.
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Project 1:
U
SYNOPSIS:
Name
m
J
i
u
The objectiveof thisproposal isto:
i
m
M0untain.Net/clientRelationship: I
m
Acceptance of Project:
By:
Title
Date
By:
Title
Date
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AdaNET
Electronic Mail Service and Document Transfer
User Registration Form
Please type your information at the "--->"
i. Name, address,telephone:
Person's Name" --->
Organization: --->
Address (#i): --->
Address (#2): --->
City and State: --->
Zipcode: --->
Primary Telephone Number:
Alternate:
FAX Number:
(Continued on next page)
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PUSERVE, etc)
PreferredAdaNET userid: --->
DDN userid: --->
NASA Mail userid: --->
BITNET userid/node: --->
DIALCOM userid: --->
COMPUSERVE userid: --->
SOURCE useridinfo: --->
MPL userid: --->
other (specify): --->
2. Network ID's (e.g.:BITNET: VM5521 @ WVNVM, DIALCOM, COM-
3. From what locationwillyou normally be accessingAdaNET?
4. What device win you be using to accessAdsNET (e.g.,IBM-PC, =Televideo
9_ video terminal,etc)? Please be specificas to the manufacturer and model
number.
5. What type of telephonemodem do you have connected to the devicelistedin
#4 above? Please be specificas to the manufacturer and model number.
g
m
J
m
u
m
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Thank you. Pleasereturn thisquestionaireto:
AdmNET
c/o MountainNet, Inc.
Attn. Mr. Michael Di_rnan
P. O. Box 370
Dellslow,WV 26531
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6.1 Internal Documents
6.1.1 Summary
The followingcomprise the listof forms used internallyfor any projectand/or
activitycenteroperated under the auspicesofMountainNet, Inc.,Eastgate Plaza,
Second Floor,P. O. Box 370, Dellslow,WV 26531.
MTNET-101/SS: CASH EXPENSE REPORT This form is for use by
employees only to report out- of-pocket expenses incurred in carrying out busi-
ness, whether in travelor day to day operations.Each item reported should be
accompanied by a dated receipt. Once itisfiledwith the Coordinator, itwill
requirethe routineapproval method beforepayment can be made.
MTNET-102/S8. CONSULTANT EXPENSE INVOICE This form is
for use by consultantsunder personal servicecontractsto MountainNet, Inc.,
regardlessof ActivityCenter/Code. Requires routine approval method.
MTNET-103/88s TRAVEL REQUEST FORM This formis for use once
a project/company team member has been informed of impending travel. It
should be filed as far in advance as possible to allow for adequate coordination.
Requires routine approval method.
MTNET-104/SS: PURCHASE AUTHORIZATION FORM This form
is to be used when any purchases are to be made for any area of the business.
Small office supplies used in daily operations are the only exception to this form.
Once filed, routine approval is required before purchase. The timeliness and
execution of the request is left to the discretion of the President of MountainNet,
who is the final signature required. Every effort will be made to provide prompt
service on critical items needed for project continuation.
MTNET-105/88" REQUEST FOR CONTRACTED SERVICES FORM
This form is used when the services of an outside consult ant/contractor is required
on a one-time only basis. Routine approval required.
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MTNET-106/88.. TRAVEL/CONFERENCE REPORT This formis to
be completed after business related travel or conference attendance. This form
is the final step in documenting business/conference related travel. __
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MTNET 101/88
CASH EXPENSE REPORT (EMPLOYEE)
MountainNet, Inc.
NAME:
Activity Center/Code
ITINERARY:
DATE:
CASH ADVANCE
TRIP NUMBER:
EXPENDITURES
03 C1 - AdaNET Project/NASA
03 C3 - Telecommunications Serv.
03 C5 - Hardware Facilities Mngmt.
03 C2 - MY8 Timeshare Serv.
03 C4 - Venture Center Serv.
03 C6 - AdaNET/Unspons.
DATE ITEM AMOUNT
TOTAL AMOUNT OF THIS EXPENSE REPORT
LESS ADVANCE (if any)
AMOUNT OF REIMBURSEMENT
w
Submitted Date
APPROVED:
APPROVED:
Contract Administrator Date
Project Director (if applicable) Date
APPROVED: MountainNet, Inc.
By:
R. Michael Digman, Pres.
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CONSULTANT EXPENSE INVOICE
=
"MTNET 102/88 MountainNet, Inc.
NAME: .....
MONTH:
Date
INV. #
ACTIVITY CENTER/CODE:. ....,_ ..........._--.,, ..... ...,.
(if submitting an invoice for more than one Activity
Center, please use a separate form for each one.)
g
Am
g
03 C1 - AdaNET Project/NASA 03 C2 - MY8 Timeshare Serv. i
03 C3 - Telecommunications Serv. 03 C4 - Venture Center Serv.
03 CS - Hardware Facility Serv. 03 C6 - AdaNET/Unsponsored
Am
DATE ITEM AMOUNT
i
maw
m
APPROVAL FOR PAYMENT:
TOTAL AMOUNT OF'TKIS INVOICE . _..
n,PRo . ........
Contract Administrator
APPROVED:
Date
Project_Director Date
LPPROVED: MountainNet, Inc.
BY:
R. Michael Digman, Pres. Date
P,,EHAP,.KS:
m
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MTNET 103/88
TRAVEL REQUEST FORM
MountainNet, Inc.
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
NAME: DATE:
Itinerary:
(Name of conference/reason for travel, destination, etc.
03 C1 -
03 C3 -
03 C5 -
AdaNET Project/NASA
Teleconununications Serv.
Hardware Facility Mgmt.
03 C2 - MV8 Timeshare Services
03 C4 - Venture Center Serv.
03 C6 - AdaNET Project/Unspons.
k
Activity Center/Code:
LODGING REQUIRED: Dates:
TRANSPORTATION REQUIRED:
_thru ......... No. of nights:___
Rental Car:
Airlines:
Departure time/day preferred:
Arrival time/day back pref:
Cash Advance required:
Conference/Registration Fee:
Requested by:
Pref.
Pref.
(amount/to whom payable)
(siEnature) Date
Contract Administrator Date
Project Director Date
Mountainget, Inc.
By:
R. Michael Digman, Pres. Date
APPROVED:
APPROVED:
APPROVED:
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PURCHASE AUTHORIZATION FORM
MTNET 104/88 MountainNet, Inc.
lllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllll111
03 C1 - AdaNET Project/NASA 03 C2 - MY8 Timeshare Serv.
03 C3 - Telecommunications Serv. 03 C4 - Venture Center Serv.
03 C5 - Hardware Facility Mgmt. 03 C6 - AdaNET/Unspons.
g
I
Im
t--1
g
Description of Item: .......
PURCHASING INFO :
SUPPLIER:
ADDRESS/PHONE:
_ mmwm
(cost, part number, etc.)
Activity Center/Code:
PERSON MAKING REQUEST: .......
Signature
APPROVED:
APPROVED:
Date
Contrac£ Administrator Date
Project Dir./Coordinator (if appl.)
APPROVED: MountainNet, Inc.
Date
P.O. #:
By: ..... :'° _: .....:_::::
R. Michael Digman, Pres. Date
u
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MTNET 105/88
PROPOSAL FOR CONTRACTED SERVICES
MountainNet, Inc.
03 Ct - Ada_ET Project/NASA
03 C3 - Telecommunications Serv.
03 C5 - Hardware FaciliZy Serv.
03 C2 - MV8 T£meshare Serv.
03 C4 - Venture Center Serv.
03 C6 - AdaNET ProjectlUnsp.
PROPOSED TO:
DESCRIPTION OF
PROPOSED SERVICE:
SELECTED
CONTRACTOR/
CONSULTANT:
CONSULTANT/
CONTR&CTOR RATE:
NUMBER OF JOB
UNITS REQUIRED:
SUBMITTED:
Approved:
Approved:
Approved:
By:
Amount approved:
not
Company Act. Center/code
.__/
(rate) (per hour, job,etc.)
(Enter N/A if proposed
service is by job)
(hours,days,etc.)
Signature Date
Contract Idministrator (if applicable) Date
Project director/coordinator (if applicable) Date
MountainNet, Inc.
R. Michael Digman, President Date
Total for above services
to exceed this amount.
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TR/IVEL/CONFERENCE REPORT FORM
MTNET 106/88 Mo_ntainNe_, Inc.
IIIIIIIIIlillillllllllllitllllllllllllllilllllllllllllilllllllllllil
NAME: ± ....Date : _:
TItIVEL/CONFERENCE:
BRIEF SYNOPSIS: (please list dates of travel and brief outline of
activity)
g
g
qjm
U
im
m
J
U
em
ding /manuals _Conference Procn s :
list titles of books if any
Su_tted to Librarian:
Date
_m_l_ _d. lm m
g
w
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Chapter 7
Acronyms
7.1 List of Acronyms
A listof acronyms used by the AdaNET project:
ABS
ACE
ACM
ADAM
ADE
AFATDS
AdaIC
AIRMICS
AIS
AJPO
ALS/N
AOS/VS
ANSI
ASR
ATC
ATSE
AWHMS
CALS
CAMP
CBT
AdaNET Bibliographic System
Ada Center of Excellence
Association for Computing Machinery
Automated Data Manipulation
Ada Development Environment
Advanced Field Artillery Data System
Ada Information Clearinghouse
Army Institute for Research in Management Information,
Communication and Computer Science
AdaNET Information Services
Ada Joint Program Office
Ada Language System/Navy
Advanced Operating System/Virtual System
American National Standards Institute
SIMTEL-20 Ada SoRware Repository
Air Traffic Control
Army Test Program Set Support Environment
Aircraft Wire Harness Manufacturing System
Computer-sided Acquisition and Logistics System
Common Ads Missile Packages
Computer Based Training
254
JCD-ROM
CIM
COSMIC
COTS
DA
DAPSE
DASD
DBMS
DCDS/Ada
DDN
DEC
DET
DG
DID
DOC
DOC OPTI
DoD
DSI
DTD
EA/RA
ESA
FAA
FCIM
FTE
GRACE
IRD
IRDS
ISEC
ISF
JSC
MAFIS
MIMS
MIS
MOU
NASA
NASA TU
NASA TUNS
Compact Disk -Read Only Memory
Computerized IntegratedManufacturing
Computer Software Management Information Center
Commercial-off-the-shelf
Department of the Army
DistributedAds Programming Support Environment
Direct Access Storage Device
Database Management System
DistributedComputing Design System/Ada version
Defense Data Network
DigitalEquipment Corporation
Design Evaluation Tool
Data General
Data Item Description
Department of Commerce
Department of Commerce OfficeofProductivity,
Technology and Innovation
Department of Defense
Dynan_C Software Invent0fy
Document Type Description
Entity Attribute/Relation Attribute _:
European Space Agency
Federal Aviation Administration
FlexibleComputerized IntegratedManufacturing
FullTime Equivalent
Generic Reusable Ads Components for Engineering
InternationalResource Development, Incorporated
Information Resource D_ctJo-narySystem
Information Systems Engineering Command
Industrial Space_y= _ _ i__ _= .... i .....
Johnson Space Center
Mobile Automated Field Instrumentation System
Mobile Information_agement System _
Management Information Systems
Memorandum of Understanding: =_ _ _= ..........
• National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Aeronautics and Space Administration Technology Utilization
National Aeronautics and Space Administration Technology Utilization
Network System
w
U
g
J
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NATO
NBS
NIAC
NOSC
NRL
NSF
NTT
ODISC4
OSI
OPTI
RAPID
RDBMS
RICIS
SDI
SE
SEAD
SEI
SERC@UHCL
SFC
SGML
SIG
SIGAda
SMAP
SPAWAR
SPC
SOW
SQL
SSE
STARS
SVC
TCP/IP
TCSEC
TU
UHCL
VMS
WIS
National AtlanticTreaty Organization
National Bureau of Standards
NASA IndustrialApplicationsCenter
Naval Ocean Systems Command
Naval Research Lab
National ScienceFoundation
Nippon Telegraph-Telephone
Oi_ce of the DirectorateforInformation Systems for
Command, Control, Communications and Computers
Open Systems Interconnect
OfficeofProductivity,Technology and Innovation
Reusable Ada Packages forInformation
Systems Development
RelationalDatabase Management System
Research Institutefor Computing and Information Systems
StrategicDefense Initiative
Software Engineering
Software Engineering and Ada Database
Software Engineering Institute
Software Engineering Research Center at
Universityof Houston Clear Lake City
Space FlightCenter
Standard Generalized Markup Language
Special Interest Group
ACM Special Interest Group on Ada
Software Management Assurance Program
Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command
Software ProductivityConsortium
Statement of Work
Structured Query Language
Software Support Environment
Software Technologiesfor Adaptable, ReliableSystems
Software Valley Corporation
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria
See NASA TU
Universityof Houston at Clear Lake City
VirtualMemory System
WWMCCS Information System
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WORM
WVNET
WWMCCS
Write Once/Read Many [ :_....
West virginiaNetw0rkfor E-ducati0nalTelecomputing
Worldwide Military Command & Control System
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